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Chapter 1

General introduction

1.1 Prologue

In recent years the construction of burners for industrial and domestic use draws
more and more attention. Where simple design rules used to be sufficient, the
growing awareness of the pressure exerted on the environment and the energy
scarcity now call for more sophisticated design tools. These new tools should
contain computer models in which the combustion process is modelled with suf
ficient accuracy. Only then it becomes possible to predict the consequences of
changes in the construction and to find the conditions which give an optimum
efficiency at low exhaust of noxious gases. However, the physical and chemical
features of flames usually are extremely difficult to describe, although there have
been great achievements in combustion science in the last decades. In engineer
ing, for example, it is (almost) impossible to construct burners in a structured
way supported by computer modelling, because of the difficulty to entangle the
effects of the geometry of the burner from both the physical and chemical prop
erties of the flame. Therefore, flames in domestic and industrial burners still
are very difficult to model and, for the time being, their characteristics are only
moderately understood.

A detailed description of the chemical structure of flames includes the in
teraction of numerous chemical components [War81]. However, the modelling
of complicated combustion equipment calls for a global chemical model, which
makes use of only one [Cof83, Koz59, Wes81] (or a few [Pet83]) overall chemical
reaction(s) to cover the most important features of the flame. In our opinion this
is justified since the effect of the chemical processes in the very thin heart of the
flame (in a reaction zone of the order of 0.1 mm) will probably be insignificant on
the large scale of the combustion equipment. As it seems, fixing a one-step reac
tion scheme is relatively simple in the modelling of laminar diffusion flames; the
use of a single chemical reaction scheme with an infinite reaction rate, wherever
oxygen and fuel mix, leads to relatively accurate results. This is due to the fact

7



8 Chapter 1. General introduction

that the structure of a diffusion flame is mainly determined by the speed at which
fuel and oxygen diffuse into the reaction zone!. Obviously, this description with
an infinite chemical reaction rate is useless in a premixed flame; it would lead
to a flame propagating at an infinite speed. Therefore, it is of great importance
for the modelling of premixed flames to define one-step chemical-reaction rate
parameters, that control the reaction rate of the combustion process. The values
of these parameters should be chosen such that they give the correct flame speed
(the speed at which the flame propagates relative to the unburned gas mixture),
since the local value of the flame speed is a key parameter in the prediction of
flame structure and stability.

It is our aim to model not only flames of pure (low carbon) gases but also
those of natural gas mixtures. Therefore, the method to determine the values of
the rate parameters must be suitable for gas mixtures. A major drawback of the
parameter descriptions based on detailed kinetics calculations (e.g. citeC) is that
they are difficult to extend beyond C3 -chemistry (involving molecules containing
3 carbon atoms). It is, therefore, impossible to describe mixed fuels containing
e.g. butane.

Another important problem, which is inevitably encountered in the modelling
of premixed and diffusion combustion processes, is of numerical nature. It is
brought about by the large difference in scale of the burner (usual dimensions of
the order of 0.1 m) as compared to the flame thickness (of order 0.1 mm). An
accurate numerical analysis on a non-refined (equidistant) grid would need a huge
number of grid points and, therefore, need a computer with an immense storage
capacity. This problem is solved by the use of a locally-refined grid, .which calls for
the development of a special solver. The development of numerical and analytical
tools to model one- and two-dimensional premixed laminar hydrocarbon (natural)
gas flames, using a one-step reaction model with rate parameters matched to
experimental results on the one-dimensional flame speed, are the main goals of
this thesis.

We will show that the use of a one-step chemical reaction with the one-step
rate equation and matching rate parameters makes in possible to describe both
one- and two-dimensional flames to a large extend. In this thesis, one-dimensional
flames are described using a new approach (introducing conduction and convec
tion controlled flames). The way in which this theory is constructed, based on
a close examination of the importance of the different transport processes in a
flame, is new to the combustion research. It is a more physical approach as
opposed to the well-known (more mathematical) theory of Activation Energy
Asymptotics (AEA) [Buc82, WiI65]. However, the results are, to a large extend,
equal to those of the AEA theory. Furthermore, as a logical extension of the
theory, we present a method to determine the rate parameters. The advantage of
this method is that it is based on experimental results, which are just as easy to

1the Burke-Schuman limit [Buc85]



1.1. Prologue 9

obtain for pure fuels as for fuel mixtures. The choice of these experiments is such
that it may be expected that the, thus found, rate parameters will give accurate
results when used in two-dimensional combustion modelling.

Of course, the description of one-dimensional flames by the use of one-step
chemistry is not a real achievement; there are much more accurate models avail
able for one-dimensional flames using very detailed chemical descriptions. Even
a description of a one-dimensional flame based on a one-step reaction model is
in itself not new. However, the theory of flame stabilization based on transport
processes, the use of experiments for determination of the rate parameters and
the choice of these experiments give rise to new possibilities for the understanding
and modelling of combustion phenomena.

As far as we know we are the first to have succeeded in the numerical modelling
of two-dimensional premixed flames. The results of our computations compare
well with experiments for the global flame structure as well as for the stability
of the flame. The numerical modelling method, which we use, is in some sense
analogous to the one used in [Smo89], where a two-dimensional diffusion flame is
modelled using a 42 reaction, 15 species reaction mechanism and detailed trans
port coeffients. From the engineering point of view, the use of this chemical
model has an important drawback: their calculations for a two-dimensional ax
isymmetric diffusion flame use in the order of 150 hours of supercomputing time.
It is of course not entirely fair to compare this with our computations, since we
use a different domain, boundary conditions and iterative technique. However,
it is characteristic that our computations using the one-step reaction model take
about 1 hour on a Silicon Graphics 35/4D workstation.

In the remainder of this chapter the transport equations are presented. In
addition, the one-step chemical model with its rate equation and parameters are
introduced.

Chapter 2 concerns the description of one-dimensional flames and the de
termination of the reaction parameters. First, a new approach is presented to
describe freely-propagating (i.e. adiabatic) flames ruled by a one-step reaction.
This approach has some similarity with the approach of [Buc82, Gla77, Wi165],
it is, however, based on a different starting-point. Furthermore, we have been
able to extend our description of a one-dimensional flame to burner-stabilized
premixed laminar flames. Next, a direct and elegant method is formulated using
experimental data to find the rate parameters. Their values are determined from
the experimental results in [And72, Kas67] for C H4 /air, C2 H6 /air and C3 Hs/air
mixtures. These values (particularly those of C H4 / air) will be used throughout
this thesis. Finally, the results of the theory are compared with numerical results.
This includes the introduction of a new numerical method for one-dimensional
combustion modelling, which uses the theoretical temperature and mass-fractions
profiles as a coordinate transformation.

In chapter 3 a numerical method is presented suited to model laminar two
dimensional flames in a Cartesian system. The method uses a locally refined
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grid and the one-step reaction scheme. The flow field calculation is based on a
vorticity-stream function formulation similar to the algorithm of [Sm089]. The
accuracy of the flow field calculation is compared with those of [DeV83, Shi89]
by means of two test problems (a lid driven cavity and a natural convection eel).
An .additional test problem (the flow over a thermal step) is treated which clearly
shows the advantages of the locally-refined grid with respect to calculation time
and accuracy.

Chapter 4 presents a description of the stabilization of a flame on a parallel
slit burner. This theory describes the influence of cooling, due to the burner rim,
on the stand-off distance (the distance between the cold burner rim and the flame
sheet). The results are compared with those of a numerical study. One of the
principal ideas presented in this chapter is that flame stability with respect to
flash-back is (for the most) determined by the influence of the cold burner rim
on the local value of the flame speed.

In chapter 5 the numerical results on stability limits (flash-back and quench
ing) as well as global flame structure for a premixed C H4 / air flame on a parallel
plate burner are compared with experimental results. These results show the
correctness of the use of the one-step reaction scheme and its parameter values
in two-dimensional combustion modelling for both local and global properties.
At the end of chapter 5 the numerical results are also used in a study of the
combustion process in the tip of the flame.
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The equations which govern a stationary deflagration process are the conserva
tion equations of mass, momentum, energy and mass fractions, together with the
equation of state of the system (e.g. [Bir60, Cha70, Hir54]).

Suppose a mixture is made up of N fluids. Each component has mass density
Pi and moves with velocity Vi (with 1 :s i :s N), while the mixture density (p)
and mean velocity (v) are defined by:

N

P= LPi
i=1

and
N

pv = LPiVi.
i=1

The mass fraction is denoted by Y; = p;/P, which means that:

N

LY; = 1.
i=1

(1.1)

For each species i a conservation equation can be derived, which states that the
rate of production of species i due by chemical reactions (Pi) has to equal the
increase in its mass flux, i.e.:

V7 . [PiVi] = Pi

The difference between the mass flux of species i:

PiVi = PY;Vi

and the convective mass-flow of species i:

PiV = PY;v

is defined as the diffusional mass flux of species i:

PY;[Vi - v] = pVi.

Using Fick's law for the binary diffusional flux for species i in bulk m [Bir60]:

gives the general mass-fraction conservation equation [Buc82, Pet82, Str84, WiI65]:

V7 . [pvY;] - V7 . [pDim V7Y;] = Pi (1.2)
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where Dim is the diffusion constant of fluid i in the mixture2 m. Note that
we have neglected the contribution of the thermal, pressure and forced diffusion
[Bir60] in (1.2).

Obviously, the total mass can not change by chemical reactions, so that

N

~Pi ~O.
i=1

Summing (1.2) over all species then leads to the well-known continuity equation:

\7. [pv] = 0, (1.3)

since the diffusion fluxes sum to zero by definition3 [Bir60, Cha70, Hir54]. Note
that the equations (1.1) to (1.3) form a set of N +1 independent equations, since
the combination of (1.1) and (1.2) leads to (1.3).

The momentum of the individual components i is considered to be of no
particular interest. Therefore, only the overall momentum conservation equation
is considered. The momentum-balance equation of the mixture is written as
[Bir60]

\7. [pvv]- \7 . M = -\7P +pg, (1.4)

which has the familiar form of a single-fluid momentum equation. In (1.4), P =
Lf:l Pi is the sum of the partial pressures, M indicates the stress tensor and g
the gravitational vector.

The energy conservation equation (e.g. [Bir60]) is simplified considerably
in combustion of hydrocarbons with air under atmospheric pressure conditions
and small velocities. In such flames temperature typically changes from 300 K
to 2400 K within a distance of 0.1 mm. This means that the kinetic, gravita
tional and viscous terms may be neglected, since their contributions to the energy
equation are of order 103 ,10 and lOJ/(m3s), respectively, which is only a small
fraction of the contribution of convective and conductive transport, which are
both of order 108 J /(m 3s). Based on an estimated order of magnitude the term
describing energy transport due to diffusion may not be neglected, since it is of
the same order of magnitude as the conductive term. However, the inert nitro
gen does not contribute to this term. Therefore, it is still considered to be of
minor importance, because the mass fractions Y; of the reacting gases are small
compared to the mass fraction of nitrogen. As a result of these simplifications
only the convection and conduction fluxes remain. Again the changes in enthalpy
due to chemical reactions lead to changes in the fluxes. The resulting enthalpy

2in fact the" bulk" is a multi-component mixure and, therefore, a multi-component diffusion
constant should be used. However, since the mixture consist for the greater part of nitrogen,
we suppose that a binary diffusional constant is sufficient

3this implies pDjm'VYj =- Li;tj pDim'VY;
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conservation equation is [Buc82, Str84, WiI65]:

N

V· [pvcpT]- V· [AVT] = - E h?Pi
i=1

13

(1.5)

where we introduced the thermal conductivity Aof the mixture and the function

with
N

Cp(t) = E Y;Cp,i
i=1

the specific heat of the mixture at constant pressure, depending on both tempera
ture and mixture composition. Furthermore, h? denotes the enthalpy of formation
per unit of mass of fluid i at temperature TO = 298.15 I<. Therefore, L:i h?Pi is
the net change of enthalpy due to chemical reactions. The coupling of Cp , h? and
TO will be treated to some extend in section 1.5 4.

In 2D problems (1.1 )-(1.5) are N + 3 independent coupled conservation
equations, while we have N +4 independent variables: Y;(1 :::; i :::; N - 1), P,
v (: u and v), T and p. This set of equations is of common use in combustion
research e.g. [Buc82, Buc85, Pet82, Str84, WiI65].

The equation of state, which rules the physical properties of the system com
pletes the set of equations. We use the ideal gas law [Bir60]:

P = pRT, (1.6)

where R is the specific gas constant of the mixture. From (1.4) it may be
concluded that the pressure in atmospheric combustion is (almost) constant
P = Patm, since all terms in (1.4) are small compared to Patm, which is of or
der 105N / m 2 • Note that this approximation does not mean that the pressure
gradients in the momentum equations may be neglected. However, when the to
tal number of particles remains approximately unchanged during the combustion
process, it does mean that the mass density depends on the temperature only: 5:

P TSTP

PSTP T

This implies that the remaining parameters Dim, Cp , A and Pi in the above equa
tions are functions of T and Y; only.

4 A more detailed description may be found in e.g. [Moo72]
5STP denotes Standard Temperature (273.15 K) and Pressure (1 atm.)
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In chapter 2 the equations are used in an even further simplified shape when
the one-dimensional premixed flame theory is discussed. The momentum equa
tions (1.4) may be eliminated by the combined use of P = Patm and the continuity
equation:

(the superscript u indicates the unburned boundary conditions). This leads to a
set of N independent equations (e.g. [Buc82, WiI65]):

u u dYi d [ dYi] . r . NP u - - - pD· - = p' lor 1 < l < - 1dx dx ,m dx ' --

and

puuudcpT _ ~ [>.. dT] = _ t h?Pi .
dx dx dx i=1

For the convenience of notation we introduce cp defined by:

T&
J Cp(t)dt

_ Tu
Cp == "-=T=-=b-_-T--U-

(1.7)

(1.8)

(1.9)

where the superscript b indicates the adiabatic burned boundary condition. We
further use the dimensionless cp defined such that:

1.3 Combustion and chemistry

As already mentioned, the chemical nature of combustion is very complicated.
For hydrocarbon flames it is known that about one hundred chemical species
participate in several hundreds of reactions in the combustion process. The fuel
gases are transformed step by step into the final product gases by means of
numerous chain reactions [Cof83, WiI65]. For example, the main chain through
which a methane molecule oxidizes is given by:

The chain reactions are sustained by the presence of extremely reactive radical
species (e.g. H· and OR· radicals). They therefore play an important role in
maintaining the flame: a lack of radicals may interrupt the above-mentioned
chain of successive reactions immediatly and lead to flame extinction.

Each chemical reaction has its own typical "reaction rate" k, which depends
strongly on the temperature, the mass fractions of the participating species and
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the reaction order. A first-order reaction is simply a dissociation of a molecule
into others:

Al -t B I + B2 + '"
Furthermore, pth-order (p ~ 1) reactions are of the form

and take place only during collisions of the molecules AI, .. , Ap (the p incoming
and q outgoing species are labelled with AI, .. , Ap and BI, .. , Bq , respectively). To
understand the temperature and concentration dependence of the reaction rate
k, we now consider a single chemical reaction.

The p-molecules only react when one particle of each type AI, .. , A p is within
the small collision volume ~V. The probability for this to happen is proportional
to:

p p

II(ni~V) ex pP II Y;,
i=1 i=1

where ni is the particle density of species Ai (proportional to Pi) and the product
runs over the p colliding particles. However, ni~V is so small at atmospheric
pressure that the occurrence of more than 3-body collisions is negligible. The
majority of reactions will therefore be of second order.

If the temperature is high enough, the colliding particles form a metastable
complex state:

and after a short time the metastable state usually breaks up again:

The complex state (A 1A2••• Ap ) may have a higher energy that the energy of the
initial state Al + .. + Ap • The energy necessary to build the complex state is
called the activation energy:

The number of transitions to the complex state is proportional to the number of
collisions with a sufficiently high kinetic energy Ek > Ea. This usually means
that only collisions in the high-energy tail of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
function contribute to the creation of the complex state. This part of the distri
bution function is shaped as e-Ek / RT . These considerations make clear that the
first step in the reaction:
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dominates the transition probability and that the reaction rate k has the following
form [Buc82, Str84, Wil65]:

7'

k ex: P"(II Y;)e- Ea /
RT

;=1
(1.10)

Sometimes this well-known Arrhenius equation is presented with additional pow
ers of the temperature [Wil65]. However, the most important dependencies are
included in (1.10), although it has been derived on heuristic arguments.

Another important result of the reaction is that the net change in chemical
bonding energy is compensated by a variation in kinetic energy of the particles,
which ultimately expresses itself in a temperature variation of the gas mixture.

1.4 One-step Arrhenius model

Although the presence of several chemical species is essential for the details of
flame behavior, we neglect the presence of all intermediate species, because they
are formed and destroyed very fast in the extremely thin reaction layer. Following
e.g. [Buc85, Wi165] we describe the one-step reaction mechanism of an arbitrarily
composed natural gas mixtures "fu"=CO/ I H0/2 00/3 with oxidizer "ox"=02 in terms
of a one-step chemical process, which turns fuel and oxygen into products. The
composition of these products is given by:

(1.11)

and

with

b = 01 + 02/4 - 03/2

for a > b and a < b, respectively6. The equivalence ration ¢> is related to a by:

b
¢>=.-

a

A flame is called stoichiometric when the fuel and oxygen are fully transformed
into CO2 and H20, i.e. ¢> = 1 and a = b, while ¢> < 1 and ¢> > 1 indicate fuel-lean
and fuel-rich flames, respectively. The coefficients at, 02 and 03 (which may have
non-integer values in principle) describe the number of C, Hand 0 atoms in the
fuel mixture, bound in combustible molecules. They are normalized so that the

6£or methane: 0'1 = 1, 0'2 =4 and 0'3 =0 =? b =2
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total number of fuel particles equals the total number of combustible molecules
in the fuel mixture, i.e.:

where Mi is the molar mass of species i (kg/mole). In the modelling of this
one-step process, only the fuel, oxidant and product species with mass-fractions
Ylu , v"x and Y;,r have to be considered.

It is worthwhile to note here that (1.12) implies:

b b a-b u
for 4> < 1 : Ylu = 0 and y"x = --Vox

a

and
for 4> 2: 1 : yju = Yo~ = 0

(1.2) and (1.5) (or (1.7) and (1.8)) have now been reduced to a set of three
independent coupled differential equations to describe the flame properties. The
changes in mass fractions due to the chemical reaction are related by:

and

. b Mox . d . [1 b Mox ]. r bPox = MluPlu an Ppr = - + M
lu

Plu lor a > (1.12)

. M ox . d . [1 M ox ]. f bPox = a MluPlu an Ppr = - +a M
lu

Plu or a < .

For the convenience of notation we introduce Si as the mass of species i consumed
per mass unit of fueF.

We assume that Plu has the same form as (1.10) [Buc82, WiI65]:

. (T Y Y) - A pya y(3 -Ea/RTPlu , lu, ox - - P lu oxe , (1.13)

with the pre-exponential constant A, the overall reaction order p == a + 13 and
the activation energy Ea. This overall reaction must include the effect of all
possible reactions in the combustion process. As already indicated, the single
basic reaction rate in (1.10) has the same structure as (1.13), with integer-valued
reaction orders a and 13. Therefore, the effect of these reactions combined in
one overall reaction displays a complicated dependence upon temperature and
mass fractions. However, it may be shown that the temperature dependence is
still exponential, when a single reaction forms a bottleneck in the chain. The
dependence on mass fractions remains still complicated. Here, we describe the
dependence upon Ylu,ox by taking non-integer valued orders a and 13 as in [Buc85]
as opposed to e.g. [Cof83]. Note that the relation between f3/a and s, found in
the case of a single basic reaction, is also destroyed by the overall nature of (1.13).

7i.e. Sfu == 1 and Sox must be chosen according to (1.12)
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The same considerations are als~ true for Ea ; it is not the activation energy of
one specific reaction. Instead, Ea must cover the chain of reactions.

In the remainder of this thesis we will show that four carefully determined
(fuel specific) Arrhenius parameters (a, {3, A and Ea ) as introduced in (1.13),
describe the overall transition rate to a good extent. Furthermore, the use of
these parameters in a numerical model reproduces some essential features of the
flame and leads to a very good approximation of the global flame structure.

1.5 Physical properties

The thermal conductivity (A) and viscosity (p,) the mixture are supposed to be
ruled by the properties of the abundant nitrogen part as presented in table 1.1.
They are determined by interpolation of the experimental data in [Lan69, Var80].

parameter value dimension

PSTP 1.130 kg/m3

A Are/(T/1500P J/(mKs)
Are/ 0.092 J/(mKs)

'Y 0.77 1
p, O.71A/cp kg/(ms)

table 1.1: the physical parameters.

Specification of the enthalpy release l1h and average specific heat Cp as a
function of </J is very delicate. We use:

(1.14)

and

to determine l1h, T b and Cp, respectively. In (1.14) i runs over the species ap
pearing in the "reaction" (1.11). The values for h? and Cp,i are found in [Moo72].
The resulting enthalpy release per unit of time due to the chemical reactions, i.e.
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the right-hand side of (1.5) and (1.8) equals: -D.hPJu. In fig.l.l the results for
the flame temperature T b according to (1.14) are presented as a function of if> for
the special case of C H4 / air flames and compared with results of more detailed
calculations of [Str84]. It is concluded that the exclusion of H 2 and product
gases other than the ones appearing in (1.11) is less significant at least for almost
stoichiometric flames, i.e. with equivalence ratios close to one.

2200

2000

1800

1600

0.75 1.0 1.25 \.5

fig.1.!: the flame temperature T b as a function of the
equivalence ratio if>
the continuous line: according to (1.14)
the dotted line: according to [5t1'84].



Chapter 2

Theory of one-dimensional
natural-gas flames

2.1 Introduction

In general, combustion is a more-dimensional phenomenon, and may as such not
be treated as a one-dimensional (lD) problem. For example, flames stabilized on
a nozzle, such as Bunsen flames, display more-dimensional temperature, velocity
and concentration variations: cooling at the nozzle edge can be important, the ve
locity profile at the nozzle rim is in general not flat and incomplete mixing of the
reacting gases at the burner and diffusion give rise to more-dimensional concen
tration gradients. In this chapter, however, we will present a theory concerning
the stabilization of one-dimensional flames].

Of course, it is practically impossible to create a perfect 1D flame, due to
the influence of boundaries on the flame. However, it is possible to create flames
displaying a local ID behavior in a small area, where variations of any arbitrary
observable 0 in perpendicular directions are small compared to changes of 0
along the x-axis, i.e.

I~~I ~ I~~I
and

I~~I ~ I~~I
To study ID combustion, a burner has to be constructed with a sufficiently flat
velocity- and temperature-profile at the nozzle edge: the nozzle diameter has to
be much larger than the thickness of the flame in order to prevent influences of
physical boundaries on the structure of the 1D flame.

Ithis theory and its results are also presented in the internal report "Quasi one-dimensional
flames" [Goe89]

21
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In this chapter a new theory to describe one-dimensional flames is presented.
This theory is based on a physical interpretation of the terms in the describing dif
ferential equations. The equations are solved analytically by neglecting different
terms of (1. 7) and (1.8) in different zones of the flame (preheating and reaction
zone). It is shown that there are in fact two basic types of flames: conduction
and convection controlled flames. As it appears natural gas flames (which are our
primary interest) are conduction controlled. Therefore, the theory of this type of
flames is emphasized in this thesis. The theory on convection controlled flames,
such as H2/air flames, is treated in appendix B.

The described theory is based on a one-step irreversible chemical model as
presented in section 1.4. Therefore, if a subscript i is used in this chapter it
denotes either fuel or oxygen.

After the introduction of the conduction controlled flame theory in the first
two sections, expressions are derived which relate the flame speed to the unburned
boundary condition, first for a free (adiabatic) flame and next for a burner sta
bilized (cooled) flame in sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. In section 2.4 these
expressions are used to determine the parameters of the one-step chemical model
(for CH4 /air, C2 H6 /air and C3 Hs/air combustion) based on experimental data.
One of the advantages of the proposed method is that it gives a reaction rate
which reproduces the correct flame speed for varying equivalence ratio and cool
ing rate. Therefore, the parameters found in this way will give the correct flame
structure and stability in more-dimensional modelling, since flame structure and
stability are (basicly) determined by the local values of the flame speed. It is also
possible to derive expressions for the distance between the flame and the cooled
burner surface as is shown in section 2.5.

In section 2.6 the used numerical methods are described. The numerical
results are used to show that the assumptions made in the theory do not affect
the results. Furthermore, the numerical model makes it possible to relax the
last remaining restrictions in the theory (e.g. constant Lewis numbers). The
results presented in thi section are the basis for the two-dimensional modelling
techniques described in chapter 4, since most two-dimensional flames are for a
large part de facto a one-dimensional flame stabilized at an angle with gasflow. In
two-dimensional combustion modelling the use of local grid refinement techniques
is essential. The effects of these techniques are first studied in a one-dimensional
problem. A new method is introduced, which uses a coordinate transformated
grid based on the presented theory.

In section 2.7 a small summary on the results of the theory is given, including
a comparison with the well-known activation energy asymptotics theory. The
use of the presented theory is twofold. First, it makes it possible to determine
the parameters of the one-step chemical model, which will be used in the two
dimensional modelling. Second, large parts of two- and three-dimensional flames
may be described as locally one-dimensional with the flame at an angle with the
gas flow. Therefore, the understanding of one-dimensional flames is indispensable.
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2.2 Adiabatic flames
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Consider a stationary flat laminar flame, propagating freely with velocity Uf in
a perfectly mixed gas of fuel, oxidant and inert gases with mass density pU. This
process is described in the coordinate system in which the flame is at rest with
the x-axis directed along the velocity vector. The point x = 0 is positioned at the
beginning of the reaction zone as shown in fig. 2.1, which will be defined later.
In the frame of reference the temperature T(x) and mass-fractions Yox,Ju(x) of
oxidant and fuel change rapidly over a distance of near the flame front around
x = 0, while they are almost constant for Ixl > Of.

luu
T_=---'T'----=------1

-5.0 -~.5 010
[ 6
~

2.5 5.0

r(m) • 1.0 E-4

7.5

fig.2.1: the temperature (I'), mass fractions (Yox,Ju) in
a freely propagating JD flame, x = 0 indicates the be
ginning of the combustion zone.

2.2.1 Dimensionless equations

The conservation equations described in chapter 1 are rewritten by the introduc
tion of the Peclet "number":
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(with the length scale bj as introduced in fig. 2.1) and the Lewis-numbers of
oxidant and fuel:

A
Lei == ---:::D--

P imCp

The Peclet-number is temperature- and concentration dependent, while the Lewis
numbers are taken to be temperature- and concentration independent. With
these parameters three new differential equations are obtained for the dimension
less variables Yox,!" and

in the dimensionless coordinate:

x

e== b/

These three new equations are:

(2.1 )

(2.2)

and
dY; [ d 1 dY;] bj .
d[ - de LeiPe d[ = p"u" SiPj",

where the specific heat (i:p) has been taken temperature- and concentration in
dependent, i.e.:

2,,=1.

For the time being we will also assume that the Lewis-numbers are equal to one:

Lei = 1.

These assumption, which will be relaxed later, are used for further simplification
of the equations by introduction of the well known Shvab-Zeldovich variables
[Buc82, WiI65]:

Y;
J i == T +-.

Si

Dividing the mass-fraction equations by Si and adding them to the enthalpy
equation gives:

with the solution:
J. - _1_dJi = p-

I Pe de I

(2.3)

(2.4)
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(2.6)

where the boundary condition Ji -+ Jr for e -+ -00 is used. Since Ji has to be
finite for all x, the solution of (2.4) is a constant J i = Jr. The physical meaning
of this constant Ji is that the total (thermal and chemical) energy is conserved.

The constant solution to (2.3) (and therefore the assumption of unit Lewis
numbers) has an important consequence: it is possible to express both Y';,x and
Y!u linearly in T:

Y; = Y/ +Si[Tb
- T(e)] (2.5)

Due to this relation between T and Y; the set of differential equations (2.1) and
(2.2) may be reduced to a single equation for T:

dT d [ 1 dT]
de - de Pe de = TJS(T)

where TJ is defined by:
Ab' [pU]P-l

"I == _-,--I'----'----
UU

Using (2.5) in (1.13) we find a reaction source term S(T), which depends on the
temperature only:

S(T) = [TTUr [Yju +Tb
- rj" [Y;,~ + sox[rb

- TJ]iJ e-Ta
/

T (2.7)

where Tn is the dimensionless activation temperature, given by:

cpEn

Tn = tlhR

2.2.2 Conduction-controlled flame approximation

The exponential temperature dependence of the chemical source-term "IS in (2.7)
is extremely important. After a reasonable choice of the chemical parameters
(section 2.4) it is found that "IS is very small compared to the convective and
conductive terms in (2.6) for T ~ TU, while it is large for T ~ Tb

• This means that
we can introduce a critical temperature TC for which "IS(TC

) has the same order
of magnitude as the terms in the left-hand-side of (2.6). Hence, for TU< T < TC

(the preheating zone) we may neglect "IS. Note that this assumption takes care
of the so-called cold-boundary problem [Yuu85], in which the reaction starts for
e-+ 00 due to the finite value of TJS(TU).

On the other hand, in the reaction zone (T C < T < Tb) the chemical source
term dominates the energy equation and can not be discarded. Moreover, in
general we have to take into account both the convective and conductive terms
in the differential equation (2.6) in the reaction zone.

Suppose that the average value of the chemical source term "IS in the reaction
zone:

T b

J "IS(t)dt
S- _T'--c----,-__

"I = - b
T - T C
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is much larger than [T b - T
C
]. It will be shown that under this condition the heat

generated by .,.,S is transported by a conductive heat-flux, while diffusive-fluxes
equalize the creation of product particles and destruction of fuel and oxidant
molecules. This means that the flame is controlled by conduction (second term
of (2.6)) and that the convective transport (first term of (2.6)) may be neglected
for TC < T < Tb

• Thus

£ U C dT d [ 1 dT]
lOr T < T < T : d' - d' Pe d' = 0

and
C b d [ 1 dT]for T < T < T : - de Pe de = .,.,S(T)

These equations are integrated with the help of the boundary conditions:

dT
for' ---+ -00 : T = T

U
and d' = 0

and
b dT

for' ---+ 00 : T = T and de = 0,

while making use of:

to find the solution in the reaction zone. This leads to:

and
T b

C b dT JS(t)
for T < T < T : de = Pe(T) 2.,., Pe(t) dt,

T

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

where the Peclet "number" is still a function of T, due to the temperature and
concentration dependence of A. The solution in the reaction zone is found making
use of:

d [ 1 dT] Pe dT d [ 1 dT] Pe d [ 1 dT] 2

- d' Ped' = - Pe de dT Pede = -2 dT Pede

The right-hand sides of (2.10) and (2.11) are functions of T only. Therefore, the
determination of T(O is straightforward, although it has to be done by numerical
integration. With the help of the reaction zone solution found in (2.11) it is
possible to find a higher-order solution to (2.6) in the reaction zone. This is
presented in appendix A.
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Under the assumption of a conduction controlled flame, the reaction-zone
solution in (2.11) describes the convective contribution to the heat flux in the
reaction-zone, which is much smaller than the conductive contribution given in
(2.9), when:

J2Pe 77S[Tb - TC
] ~ 775.

Thus, the convective contribution to the heat flux may be neglected in the reaction
zone when:

T
b

- T
C ~ 775.

dT Id~ has to be continuous, combination of (2.10) and (2.11) at T = TC gives:

Therefore, a flame is conduction controlled when the temperature increase in the
reaction zone is much smaller than the temperature difference in the preheating
zone:

In appendix C it will be shown that:

for conduction-controlled flames, which means that T bITa a must be small. There
fore, the conduction controlled flames have high activation temperature. In
fig. 2.2 the convective and conductive contributions to the enthalpy equation
are shown according to the reaction zone solutions given in (2.9) and (2.11), re
spectively. The critical temperature T C (at ~ = 0) is defined as the temperature
where the two fluxes are equal:

(2.12)

where Pe(T
C

) = 1 (from fig. 2.1) is used. It is clear from fig. 2.2 that there is a
region in the neighborhood of T C (and in some cases also close to T

b
) where the

conductive and convective parts are both equally important. However, this area
is very small and the effects on both the temperature and concentration profiles
are only marginal. Note that the heat fluxes presented in fig. 2.2 only make sense
in the combustion zone (T > TC

). Comparison of fig. 2.2 (for T > TC
) with fig. 2.2

of [Fuk82] indicates that C H4 1air combustion is probably well described by the
here presented theory of conduction controlled flames. It is, however, also clear
that the convection and diffusion fluxes do not differ enormously.

In appendix B the same type of approximation is made on a convection
controlled flame, i.e. a flame in which the heat flux in the reaction zone is
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fig.2.2: the convective and conductive heat-flows as a
function of T for a conduction-controlled flame, T C is
defined as the temperature where the heat flows are equal.

dominated by convective transport. This leads to a low activation energy ap
proximation useful in e.g. H2 /air flames.

Our main interest is the engineering of natural gas burners. Therefore, this
thesis will concentrate on the theory concerning conduction controlled flames.

The conduction-controlled flame approximation, presented here, is analo
gous to the approximation made in [Cla77], in which the considerations of the
lenghtscale of the pre-heating zone (of the order of of) and that of the reaction
zone (<<:: 8f) are the starting point to use the same set of equations (2.8) and
(2.9).

2.2.3 N on-unit Lewis numbers and r-dependent cp

Up to here the assumptions of unit Lewis numbers and a constant specific heat are
used. Now these assumptions are dropped and the consequences are studied and
approximate expressions for the temperature and mass-fraction profiles will be
derived. Since convective fluxes are neglected in the reaction zone the assumption
of a temperature independent specific heat does not affect the solution in that
area (as (2.11) indicates). Furthermore, the differential equation describing the
solution in the preheating zone has a simple structure, therefore, cp may easily be
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replaced by Cp. Starting point is the set of equations (2.1) and (2.2) with arbitrary
constant Lewis numbers. The first term of the enthalpy equation (2.1) is replaced
by depT/d~. When the mass-fraction equations (2.2) are multiplied with Si and
added it to the enthalpy equation a new "Shvab-Zeldovich"-like equation is found:

dCpT dli d [ 1 dT] 1 d [ 1 dli]
Si~+d[ = Si d~ Pe d~ + Lei d~ Pe d[

Integrating from ~ = -00 to ~ = 00 with boundary conditions:

dT dli
d~ 1-00.00 = d[1-00,00 = 0,

gives the overall energy conservation equation

independent of the Lewis numbers.
Integrating from -00 to ~:

{ • () • ( U) U} [V YU] Si dT 1 dli
Si cp T T - cp T T + Li - i = Pe d~ + Lei Pe d['

or from ~ to 00:

{• ( b) b • ( } [b ] Si dT 1 dli
Si cp T T - cp T)T + Y; - li = - Pe d~ - Lei Pe d['

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

In order to assure energy conservation in our model, the equations (2.15) and
(2.16) will be used in the preheating zone and in the reaction zone, respectively.
As before, the reaction source term is neglected in the preheating zone, in both
the enthalpy (2.1) and species conservation equations (2.2). Integration from -00

to ~ gives (for Tu < T < Tc ):

and

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

This solution points out that (2.15) is satisfied in the pre-heating zone.
The equations for the reaction zone T > Tc are more difficult to handle. For

conduction controlled flames, it is tempting to neglect the convective part of both
equations (2.1) and (2.2). This would imply

dT 1 dli
Si d~ + Lei d[ = 0
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(2.20)

(2.19) and (2.20) are not in accordance with (2.16). However, (2.20) is a good
first-order approximation of the relation between rand Y; for temperatures close
to r b

, although it is certainly not appropriate for the entire temperature range,
because it violates energy conservation. Therefore, a more exact procedure has to
be followed in the reaction zone. First of all, (2.20) is used to uncouple the energy
and particle-species equations in the reaction zone. This gives a new source term:

- _[rUJP[b [b ]]"'[b [b ]]f3 ra / r5(r) - --;: Yju + Leju r - T Yox + soxLeox T - T e .

Subsequently, the energy-equation without convection:

e b d [ 1 dT] -
for r < T < r : - de Pe de = ,,5(T).

(2.21 )

(2.22)

is solved (d. (2.11)). The temperature profile T(e) is made continuous and dif
ferentiable at e= 0 (i.e. at T = r e ) by coupling the solution of (2.20) to the
solution of (2.22) by careful determination of the flame velocity Uj (as will be
explained in section 2.2.4). Note that the only effect of the relaxation of the
assumption of unit Lewis numbers on the temperature profile is the change of
the reaction source-term from 5(T) to 5'(T). After having determined T(e) we
may solve the mass-fraction equations by using (2.16). The derivatives in this
equation are much larger than the other terms. We, therefore, substitute (2.20)
in (2.16):

1 dY; dT [[ b ] A b b A }]Lei d[ = -Si de + siPe(r) Lei r - T - {Cp(T)T - ep(T)T

This equation is not exact, but a very good approximation of (2.15).
solution to (2.2) with a small discontinuity in the derivative of Y; at
Finally, (2.23) is divided by dT/de:

(2.23)

It is a
e= o.

(2.24)

Given (2.11) with 5 replaced by 5', the right-hand-side of (2.24) is a function of
T only. Y;(e) is now calculated from (2.11) and (2.24), although it has to be done
numerically. The second term on the right of (2.24) is a small correction to the
first term -Si: (2.20) is recovered, when it is left out.
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2.2.4 The adiabatic flame speed
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The derivative dr / de in the reaction zone is uniquely specified by (2.11) with S
replaced by S. In the preheating zone dr/de is fixed by (2.17). These derivatives
must be equal at e= 0, since heat flux may not be discontinuous. This gives:

(2.25)

This condition is fulfilled only when the flame velocity u/ = u U is chosen appro
priately. This is easy to understand, because (2.11) determines the convective
heat-flux from the reaction zone to the preheating zone. This energy flux is the
speed at which the energy is transported and thus fixes the propagation speed of
the flame u/ through the mixture. Using the definition of the Peclet "number"
the flame speed is found to be:

T b

2A[ u]p-2 J
u2 = PAt S t dt/ - {' ( c) C • ( u) u}2 () ()Cp cp r r - cp r r T C

(2.26)

The only unknown variable in the right-hand-side of (2.26) is rC. A first good
estimate for u/ is found by substituting 0 for the lower boundary in the integral
(since S(r) ~ 0 for r < rC) and by replacing rCwith r b in the term in braces
(since [rC- r b]/ r b = O(rb/ r a ) is very small). However, the flame speed can be
determined more exactly by calculating r C properly. Combination of (2.11) and
(2.17) in r C while using (2.12) leads to:

(2.27)

Combination of (2.27) and (2.25) to eliminate 7J gives (using Pe(r) = A(r)/ A(rC)):

T b

2JA(t)S(t)dt = A(rC)S(rC) {cp(rC)rC- cp(rU)rU}
T C

(2.28)

which is an implicit equation with r C as the only unknown variable and has to be
solved before calculating u/ from (2.26). In principle, Uf and r C can be calculated
numerically from (2.26) and (2.28) for every situation in which the physical con
stants depend on temperature and concentrations, although the Lewis numbers
have to be constant. The flame speed Uf and critical temperature r C can be deter
mined analytically only in a limited number of cases due to the complicated form
of the integral in (2.26) and (2.28). In appendix C the leading order behavior of
the integral is estimated for Arrhenius-like source terms S. Furthermore, an ap
proximate expression is presented for r C and Uf for combustion of stoichiometric,
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(2.29)

fuel-rich and oxidant-rich mixtures. As in table 1.1 the thermal conductivity>.
is written as:

>.(r)=X[;Tr,

where Xand 'Yare constants and r T a reference temperature.
The results for UI found in appendix C are summarized here, starting with

the combustion of mixtures for which Y:x = Y}u = 0, i.e. for stoichiometric
and fuel-rich mixtures (according to (1.12). For extremely fuel-lean mixtures for
which Y,,~ ~ 0 and Y}u = 0 a different result is found. In both cases the final
result is an asymptotic series in rbIra (r bIra is small due to the large value of
the activation energy).

The leading-order contribution for stoichiometric and fuel-rich mixtures looks
as follows:

U~ = Cr(p + 1) [~:r+l rbe-T"./'r
b

where we used C as introduced in appendix C according to C.IO:

2A[pU]p-2Xs/1 [rU]P LeOl Le/1 [rb] 'YC( u C) _ ox lu ox
r ,r = cp{cp(rc)rc-cp(ru)rup r T

(2.29) points out that the flame speed is extremely sensitive to changes in the
flame temperature r b• Thus, heat losses have an important influence on the
propagation speed of the flame. This has both advantages and disadvantages. On
the one hand, it is difficult to control the heat losses due to radiation, conduction
and convection close to the flame. On the other hand, one can study flame speed
changes by considering heat losses to the burner head (this will be shown in
section 2.3).

Through the flame temperature, the flame speed also depends on the initial
concentration of fuel and oxidant as may be concluded from (1.14) and (2.29). As
mentioned (2.29) is not valid for the combustion of extremely fuel-lean mixtures
where it has to be replaced with:

(2.30)

where
~ == v,,"xlsox - Y/~. ~ [r

b
]2 ....., 0[0.01]

Leox ra

First of all note that r b decreases for increasing ~ when the mass-fraction of
inerts for ~ -+ -00 (Y;~) is kept constant, as can be concluded from (1.14). For
larger values of ~, close to the flammability limits, the use of (2.29) gives a fast
decrease of UI due to the extremely sensitive r b dependence in the exponential.
For extremely fuel-lean mixtures the magnitude of f3 determines how fast UI

decreases for increasing ~ (2.30).
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The values of the flame speed found with (2.29) and (2.30) are presented in
fig. 2.3 as function of the equivalence ratio if> in case of C H4 /air combustion with
suitably chosen parameters (see table 2.1). The experimental behavior [And72]
is well described. Moreover, the results appear to be almost identical to those
found when the equations (2.1) and (2.2) are solved numerically.
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~
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fig.2.3: the flame speed Uf as a function of if> for
CH4 /air flames:
the experimental behavior [And72} (continuous line).
the conduction-controlled flame theory (dashed line).

2.3 Burner stabilized flames

In this section the effect of the presence of a cooled burner, used for experimental
studies of ID flame properties, is studied. A simplified sketch of such a burner
configuration is presented in fig. 2.4. The brass gauze and the cooling burner
rim are used to obtain a flat velocity and (fixed value) temperature profile in the
outflowing gas mixture.

A theoretical analysis of burner-stabilized flames is given here. The effects of
heat losses on the flame speed and adiabatic temperature are studied for the case
of conduction controlled combustion.

Consider the combustion process in a specific mixture, with known unper
turbed velocity U f and adiabatic temperature r b

• This mixture now flows through
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cooling rim

fig.2.4: the flat-flame burner. The messing gauze serves
to flatten the velocity and temperature profiles in the per
pendicular directions. The cooling rim is used to fix the
burner temperature.
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a cooled burner (kept at temperature r U
) with velocity U

U
• Since the flame sta

bilizes on the top of the burner the flame velocity Uf has to adjust until it equals
the gas velocity UU. The cooling enforced by the burner is responsible for this
change, i.e. the flame speed no longer is a intrinsic property of the mixture (as
it was in the case of an adiabatic flame). This new value of the flame velocity
uJ is adjustable by changing UU. In its turn this leads to changes in the cooling
rate and, therefore, in both the critical and maximum temperature, which will
be denoted by r e

' and r b'. Note that the flame will be blown off the burner (i.e.
have a cooling rate equal to zero) when the gas velocity exceeds the adiabatic
flame speed U f of the specific mixture. The dependence of the cooling rate on
UU implies a temperature dependence on the flame speed. This dependency is
investigated in this section.

The flame will stabilize only when:

leading to a decrease of the flame temperature:

The new situation is shown schematically in fig. 2.5. Note that the origin
(e = 0) of a new coordinate system is located at the burner rim. The beginning
of the reaction zone is located at a distance ee from the burner top, defined
as the stand-off distance. Since instantaneous cooling is assumed at the burner
top the temperature profile has a discontinuous derivative at e= 0, while the
concentrations display a smooth behavior.

2.3.1 The cooling

The cooling is assumed to be ideal (more general situations are treated in [Goe89]):
all the heat flowing from the flame into the burner top is absorbed instantaneously
by the brass gauze at e= o. Therefore, we have:

r(e) = rU i.e. ~; = 0 for all e:s o.

Furthermore, the derivative:
. dr[

Jbur == de (=0+

of the temperature profile is proportional to the heat flux into the burner. As
we now loose energy from the system, it is obvious that the flame temperature
r b

' decreases compared to the adiabatic temperature r b of a freely propagating
flame. This decrease is proportional to the heat loss to the burner jbur.
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0.0 Xc

x----+

fig.2.5: the temperature and mass-fraction profiles for a
burner stabilized flame. The burner edge is located at
x = O. The stand-off distance (I:,c) is defined as the dis
tance from the burner to the beginning of the combustion
zone (at r = r C

).
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(2.31 )

To obtain the energy conservation relation (2.13) is integrated from e= -00

to e= 0 and from e= 0 to e= 00. The added results give an overall energy
conservation equation (cf.(2.14)):

b' b

{4(Tb')Tb' -4(TU)Tu}+ Y; S-" Y; = _J_bU_T_
Pe(Tu)

The previously presented theory remains valid for e> 0, except for the replace
ment of Tb by Tb', where Tb and Tb' are related by:

, ( b') b' _ ' ( b) b_~ (2.32)
cp T T - cp T T Pe(Tu)

There still is a preheating zone (0 < ~ < eo') and a combustion zone (~ > ee').
The equations which determine the temperature profile are:

and

where

T b' ""

dT J S'(t) e'
d(=Pe(T) 2"1 Pe(T)dtfor~2(,

T

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

J bUT {' ( b) b '( b' ) b' }TbuT == Pe(Tu) == Cp T T - Cp T T

Furthermore, the quote in S' denotes that T b in (2.21) is replaced by T
b
'. As in

the freely propagating flame T and dT / d~ have to be continuous at ~ = eo', which
fixes the solution in the preheating zone and TbuT'

The profiles of the mass fractions are smooth near the burner, because of
mass flux conservation of the individual species (neglecting catalytic effects of
the burner). The following equations now fix the mass fractions Y;(e):

(2.36)

and

dY; [dT [b' 'b' b', }]] ,d[ = -s;Le; de + Pe(T) Le;[T - T] - {Cp(T )T - Cp(T)T for e2 ee.

(2.37)
Since T(() = TU for e:::; 0, the Y; will decline exponentially for ~ :::; O. From (2.37)
dY;/de and Y; in eo' are determined by integration from ~ == eo' to e--+ 00. The
concentration profile is made continuous at e= ~c' by coupling the solutions of
(2.36) and (2.37). This leads to a small discontinuity in dY;/d( (when Lei f- 1).
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In practical situations one sometimes uses porous plug burner heads [Bot54,
Yuu85]. The effective area through which the mixture flows is smaller than the
total area of the burner head. The parameter I is introduced as the ratio of the
open part of the burner head and the total area. In a porous plug (-L < ~ < 0)
this. ratio is smaller then one (J < 1), whereas I = 1 for ~ > o. This means that
the gas velocity u(~) has a discontinuous behavior:

and
UU

u(~ ~ 0) = y.
Th~ temperature profile does not change, r(~) remains constant for ~ < o. There
is, however, an important effect on the Y;(~) profiles. (2.36) has to be replaced
by:

dY; Pe(r) [ U ( )df = -I-Lei Y; - Y; ] for - L ~ ~ ~ o. 2.38

This means that dY;/d~ for (-L < ~ < 0) is changed by a factor 1/1 compared
to original situation without porous plug. Furthermore, there is a discontinuity
in the mass-fraction profiles e= 0

dY; dY;
dfl{=o+ = f dfl{=o-.

This means that the total diffusion mass flow is continuous, while the effective
cross section is changed by a factor I at ~ = O. The net result of the two effects is
that the mass fraction profiles Y;(~) do not change compared to the old situation
for ~ > 0, but have a different behavior for ~ < o.

2.3.2 Flow velocity and flame temperature

Flat-flame burners are often used to study flame properties of fuel/oxidant mix
tures [Yuu85]. In practical situations one usually fixes the flow velocity U

U of the
gas mixture. The heat loss rbUT is subsequently determined [Bot54] or the adia
batic flame temperature r b' measured [Fer79, Kas67, Yuu85], in order to obtain
information about the reactivity of the mixture. In this section relations between
rb

' and uJ = U
U are determined based on the conduction controlled flame theory.

The previously described procedure is used for uj = U
U in a burner-stabilized

flame:
b/

u 12 - 2A[pU]p-2 JT A(t)S'(t)dt (2.39)
f - - {A ( C') c' A ( u) U + }2Cp Cp r r - Cp r r rbUT T

e
'

where the right-hand sides of (2.34) and (2.35) are equated at r rC'. Note
that (2.39) reduces to (2.26) for rbUT = 0, i.e. for freely-propagating flames. This
limiting case describes the blow-off limit.
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To isolate the dominant temperature effect on the flame speed in (2.39) the
denominator is simplified: since r b' - rc' and r b - r C are small, rc' is replaced by
r b'

• Using (2.32) gives a new denominator:

which is independent of changes in r b' •

Equations like (2.29) and (2.30) are now found for burner-stabilized flames.
Only consideration of the effect of heat losses and taking the logarithm gives:

for </> ~ 1 and </> ~ 1 : 21n (Uj) = _ r~, + r: ++b + a +.B + 2] ln (r:) ,
uf r r r

(2.40)
and

for </> << 1 : 21n (uj) = _ r~, + r~ ++b + a _ .B + 2] ln (r:)
uf r r r

(2.41)

Sometimes, the activation temperature r a is determined experimentally [Kas67,
Fer79] using (2.40). However, the logarithmic terms In(r b' /r b

) have always been
neglected. The, thus obtained, values for ra are much larger than numerically
calculated values, with the use of complex chemistry [Cof83]. However, as will be
shown later, it is possible to reduce this discrepancy, after a careful experimental
determination of the parameters a, .B and /.

2.4 Determination of the chemical parameters

The chemical rate parameters (A, a, .B and Ea as introduced in (1.13)) are de
termined from the effect of cooling on the behavior of the flame-speed for various
equivalence ratios, on the basis of results of the conduction controlled flame the
ory. The relations (2.40) and (2.41) are fitted to experimental data to find the
parameters.

Starting point is (2.40) and (2.41) describing uj(rb') for stoichiometric, fuel
rich and fuel-lean flames. Furthermore, comparison of Uf for fuel-rich (2.29) and
fuel-lean (2.30) flames to the Uf of stoichiometric flames gives additional relations:
for </> ~ 1 and </> ~ 1:
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and
for </J <t: 1:
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2ln (Uf(</J <t: 1)) = (2.43)
uf(</J = 1)

T" T" (Tb(</J <t: 1))
Tb(</J = 1) - Tb(</J <t: 1) + h' + a]ln Tb(</J = 1)

(
t1h(</J = 1)s,(</J <t: 1)) (r(a + 1) )' ( t1'T" )

-b+l]ln t1h(</J<t:l)ep(</J=I) +In r{a+,8+1) +,8ln [TbJ2(</J<t:l)

The term:

[
Tb(</J = 1) _ TU ]2
Tb(</J#I)-Tu '

appearing as in the denominator of C, has been replaced by:

The equations (2.40) to (2.43) are linear equations with a, ,8 and T" as unknowns.
The parameters are found by using experimental flame-speed data: the flame
temperature T b' is measured as a function of the gas speed UU = uj for various </J
values. TU and the mass fractions of reactant and product gases are also measured
in order to determine s, t1h(</J) and s,(</J). This procedure is repeated for as many
measurements as desired. Then, a, ,8 and T" may be found by a least square fit.
After having found a, ,8 and T" the pre-exponential factor A is fixed with (2.29)
at the stoichiometric blow-off point U f(Tb, </J = 1). Note that the equations used
to determine a, ,8 and T" are not influenced by the assumption of Lewis-numbers
equal to one. It is, therefore, clear that, if A in (2.29) is replaced by:

the Lewis number dependence of the flame speed is fully contained within A.
As an example, the chemical parameters of atmospheric CH4 /air, C2 H6 /air

and C3 Hs/air combustion are calculated using the experimental data of [Kas67].
The thus obtained values of the rate parameters are gathered in table 2.1.

In fig. 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 the experimental data of [Kas67] is compared with re
sults found with the numerical program to solve the coupled set (2.1) and (2.2),
in which the fitted parameters are substituted. All data are recovered reasonably
accurate, although a variation in the values of the parameters is observed, when
the used number of data points is changed. The best method to eliminate the
influence of fluctuations is probably a least square fit on more data points. How
ever, it is not our primary aim to determine accurate values for the parameters,
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A 0' f3 Ea(kcal/mol)
CH4 /air 4.2.1015 2.8 1.2 33
C2 H6 /air 1.8. 1014 2.4 1.8 27
C3Hs/air 4.4.1013 1.8 1.5 34

table 2.1: the chemical parameters for atmospheric
CH4 /air, C2 H6 /air and C3Hs/air' combustion (A has
the unit [kgm-3p-"-~S-I)

~s~ 2.5.,
.s
3' 2.0
:e
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fig.2.6: In(uj) vs 104 /T bf for atmospheric C H4 / air com
bustion with </>=0.8, 1.0 and 1.2:
the experimental data of [J(as67} (continuous line)
the proposed model and parameters (dashed line)
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fig.2.7: In(uj) vs 104 /Tbl for atmospheric C2H6 / air
combustion with 1>=0.835, 1.087 and 0.982:
the experimental data of [Kas67} (continuous line)
the proposed model and parameters (dashed line)
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fig.2.8: In(uj) vs l04/Tbf for atmospheric C3 Hs/air
combustion with </>=0.8 and 1.0:
the experimental data of [J(as67} (continuous line)
the proposed model and parameters (dashed line)
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but to approximate the experimental behavior of the flame speed as accurate as
possible.

The values for Ea gathered in table 2.1 are much smaller than those found in
[Kas67] (more than a factor of 2). This is caused by the fact that the values in
[Kas67] are based on:

UJ ()( e-EQ (4))/RTb'

with neglect of the additional temperature dependence:

(for stoichiometric and fuel-rich combustion), which causes a strong increase of
Ea. The value of Ea found here for CH4 /air, agrees remarkably well with the
values obtained with detailed-kinetic calculations in [Cof83]. These calculations
assume a = 1 and f3 = 2, because there are two O2 molecules needed to react
with one CH4 molecule.

Note that the here described method leads to a value of p = 4 for the overall
reaction order of C H4 / air flames, which differs a lot from the value p = 1.0,
found in [Zhu88]. This is partly caused by the differences between experimental
flame temperature and the temperature, prescribed with the proposed model; the
high value of a can be explained by the fact that the predicted T b is somewhat
too small for if> 2: 1.3. In fact, even for large negative values of a, it is impossible
to describe the decreasing behavior of the rich part of the flammability plot of
fig. 2.6.

2.5 The stand-off distance

In this section expressions are derived for the stand-off distance, defined as the
distance from the burner edge to where the temperature equals the critical tem
perature. Note that this definition of the stand-off distance is not generally
accepted. Other conventions are used in the literature, e.g. the distance from
the burner head to the visible flame sheet, from the burner to the position with
maximum H-radical concentration, etc. [Yuu85, Fer79]. However, the numer
ical values do not differ much, because the combustion zone is extremely thin
compared to the pre-heating zone.

Integration of (2.34) gives a dimensionless stand-off distance ec' of

(2.44)

Substitute Tbur according to (2.32) and find the real stand-off distance by using
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(2.45)

where the rb' dependence of uj is given by (2.39).
The integral part of (2.45) is difficult to determine analytically. The integral

is a logarithm for the special case of I = 0 and cp(t) = 1, which corresponds to
temperature independent A and Cp. In this case (2.45) reduces to

(2.46)

which agrees with results found in [Buc82, WiI65]. Note that the numerator can
be approximated by the constant value r C

- r".
The logarithm in (2.46) shows only small variations, except for values of r b

'

close to the blow-off limit r b, where xc' goes to infinity logarithmically. Also
observe that the denominator in the integral of (2.45) vanishes for t ~ r" close
to the blow-off limit (rb' ~ r b). This means that the stand-off distance increases
logarithmically in the case of temperature dependent A and Cpo On the other hand,
uj decreases for decreasing rb', as can be seen from (2.40) or (2.41). This means
that xc' grows also for decreasing r b'. Because of the fact that xc' ~ 00 both for
r b' ~ r" and r b' ~ r b, it is obvious that :I: c' must have a minimum somewhere
in between. This minimum value for xc' probably gives the most stable flame,
since small fluctuations in rb' (or uj = u") only have a marginal influence on the
stand-off distance. Large variations in xc' could lead to extinction of the flame.
In fig. 2.9 xc' (according to numerical integration of (2.45)) is presented as a
function of r b' for a stoichiometric CH4/air flame. Qualitative agreement is found
when these theoretical results (using the chemical parameters as determined in
the section 2.4) are compared with the experimental data [Yuu87, Fer79]; the
theoretical values are somewhat smaller, this is probably due to the stand-off
distance definition.

2.6 Numerical modelling

Memory storage and computation time problems appear when premixed laminar
flames are modelled numerically. For example, using equidistant grid in the
modelling of flames (the pre-heating zone is of order 8f ~ 1O-4m , while the
reaction zone is even thinner) in burners (usual dimensions of order 1m) would
take a huge amount of computer memory and computation time. Since our goal
is to make numerical modelling of flames in domestic and industrial burners
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fig.2.9: the stand-off distance XCi as a function of T b' for
a stoichiometric C H4 / air flame:
the experimental behavior [Yuu87} (continuous line)
the results of the conduction-controlled flame theory
(dashed line).
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possible, a reduction of the required number of grid points and computation time
is needed.

First, a finite-volume discretization scheme [Pat80] is derived, which will be
used in both an equidistant and in a gradient-adjusted grid [Dwy83]. To reach
the same accuracy, the gradient-adjusted grid will prove to need substantially
less grid points, as is also stated in [Smo82a].

The numerical principles are shown using the equations with the Le-numbers
assumed equal to one. The extension of the numerical principles to the coupled
set of equations which has to be solved for Le-numbers not equal to one, is trivial
and therefore, not treated. The ID combustion-equation (1.8) is rewritten as:

d d [ dT]de [a(T)T] - de b(T) de = C(T), (2.47)

where the chemical source term is supposed to be a known function of tempera
ture only. This non-linear differential equation is first approximated by a linear
equation. The solution is found subsequently by using an iterative solution pro
cedure. The a(Told), b(Told) and C(Told) are used to obtain a new solution T. To
solve the linear equation, it is be discretisized and the resulting matrix equation
is solved using standard solver-routines. Underrelaxation is used to assure con
vergence to a stable solution. This method will be described more extensively in
the following.

The right-hand side of (2.47) is still open to choose a linearized form:

In [Pat80] some examples of source term linearization methods are given, based
on first-order Taylor-expansions of c(T) around c(Told)' However, in the case of
combustion problems, the Taylor-series of c(T) has a very narrow convergence
area. Thus, source term linearization does not seem sensible. To avoid numerical
instability c(T) = c(Told) is chosen.

Bearing these considerations in mind and knowing Told(e), a, band care
deduced as a function of eand a linear equation in T is found:

d d [ dT]de [a(e)T] - de b(e) de = c(e) (2.48)

Subsequently, T(e) is solved in the grid-points ei by means of a central-difference
finite-volume method similar to [Pat80]. This means that for each of the terms
of (2.48), the integrals are calculated over a control volume from:

ew = ei-l +ei
2

to
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fig.2.10: the discretization volume around e•.

around each discretization point e. (see fig. 2.10).
The left-hand terms of (2.48) give:

(2.49)

To make sure that the outgoing energy flux from the control volume around e.
equals the incoming energy flux into the next control volume around e'+t, piece
wise linear profiles for r are used:

and

This leads to:
(2.50)

with
.1.. _ a(ew) + b(ew)
'/'.-1 - 2 ~w

tP'+l = _ a~e) + b~:)

tP. = tP'-l + tP'+l
and

e.
S. = Jc(e)de

ew
According to [Pat80J, it is necessary to determine a and b in the intermediate
points by means of the grafical mean. However, since a and b are only weakly
r-dependent (and thus weakly e-dependent), it is allowed to calculate a and bin
the intermediate points as the harmonic mean of a and b in the two neighboring
points.
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For equidistant grid spacing, our numerical scheme is equivalent to a scheme
in which parabolic interpolation profiles are used. Thus, the scheme is of second
order when the source term is integrated according to Simpsons rule:

Parabolic interpolation of c in the intermediate points gives:

(2.51)

with

~ = ei+1 - ei = ei - ei-1'

Note the heavy emphasis on the C(ei)-term.
For non-equidistant grids the equivalence of the finite volume scheme with a

second-order scheme does not continue. Therefore, a first-order approximation of
the source term integral will suffice. A midpoint integration method and piece
wise linear interpolation gives:

e e.
Si = Jc(e)de +Jc(Ode

ew e
(2.52)

e· - e· 1 (+1 - (
= [c(ei-d +3C(ei)] , 4 ,- + [3C(ei) +C(ei+l)] , 4 '

Compared to (2.51), there is less emphasis on the C(ei)-term. The boundary
conditions used are:

e= 0 : r = r U
: r(6) = rU, (2.53)

dre-t 00 : de = 0: r(eN) = r(eN-d·

These boundary conditions model a flame, stabilized on a burner, with all vari
ables known at e = 0 and all derivatives tending to zero for e -t 00. Of course,
this is an arbitrary choice but again, the numerical schemes may easily be ex
tended to any other set of boundary conditions.

The set of equations (2.50) to (2.53) can be rewritten as a tridiagonal matrix
equation:

AT = S, (2.54)

with A a tridiagonal matrix containing the 1Pi-coefficients, r a vector containing
the Ti and S a vector containing the Si. To solve this kind of equation standard
procedures are available (TDMA, Thomas, etc.).

The severe problem of memory-storage in premixed flame calculations may be
solved by using a gradient-adjusted grid formulation, instead of an equidistant
grid. A solution procedure is introduced in which the grid denseness increases
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in places where the solution changes rapidly. This solution method was earlier
proposed in [Dwy83]. The e;,s are distributed according to:

(2.55)

Note that the sum of the N - 1 integrals from 6 to eN adds up to N - 1 times
the right-hand side of (2.55).

It is clear from (2.55) that in areas with large r-gradients the second term in
the integral dominates and, therefore, the grid-points become distributed accord
ing to the r-gradients. On the other hand, in areas with small r-gradients, where
the first term in the integral dominates, grids-points will be distributed almost
equidistantly.

This grid adjustment is used by first searching an approximate solution, using
an equidistant grid. Then, a grid adjustment is performed. The first solution
(rold(e)) in the newly obtained grid-points is determined by interpolation of the
old solution in the equidistant grid.

In table 2.2 results of our calculations obtained with the adjusted grid are
compared with the equidistant grid results. It is obvious that the results obtained
with non-equidistant grid spacing are much better for the same number of points.
In this way a reduction in used computer memory is achieved (more then a factor
of 4). For equidistant grids, computing time is influenced by the number of
iterations needed to reach convergence. Since the equidistant grid solution is used
to determine the gradient-adjusted grid, the same type of behavior in computing
time at the same number of grids is found. There is even a slight increase, due
to the additional calculations needed in the gradient-adjusted grid. However, the
computing time needed to reach the same accuracy is reduced with about a factor
of three.

From the conduction controlled flame theory, the approximate solution of the
1D combustion equations for a burner-stabilized flame is known. This knowledge
will now be used to define a new coordinate system X in which r increases al
most linearly. The advantage of this almost linear increase is twofold. First, to
describe a straight line only a few points are needed. Second, piece-wise linear
interpolation as used in the numerical scheme will be almost perfect. Further
more, in the new coordinate system there is no call for a gradient-adjusted grid.
Thus, the earlier mentioned second-order equidistant scheme may be used. The
solution in the preheating zone is written as (cf.(2.34):

(2.56)
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equidistant

Nnodes x(T = 500K) x(T = 1000K) x(T = 1500K) time
25 0.773.10 5 9.954.10 5 43.24.10 5 0:33
50 5.151 .10-5 19.14.10-5 46.12.10- 5 4:31
100 4.552.10-5 18.53. 10-5 45.20.10-5 3:44
200 4.341 .10- 5 18.64. 10-5 45.33.10- 5 7:08

adjusted
Nnodes x(T = 500K) x(T = 1000K) x(T = 1500K) time

25 4.283 . 10 5 18.51 . 10 5 44.65.10 5 1:07
50 4.326.10-5 18.65. 10-5 45.26.10- 5 2:11
100 4.328.10- 5 18.66. 10-5 45.34.10- 5 4:23
200 4.329.10-5 18.67. 10-5 45.36.10- 5 8:50

table 2.2: results determined in an equidistant grid com
pared with those determined in a gradient adjusted grid

with

Tbur == b(T
U

) ~; l-ru: the heat absorbed by the burner.

In the reaction-zone the approximate solution is written as (cf.(2.35):

51

-rb

2Jb(t)c(t)dt
-r

(2.57)

The coordinate transformation is formed by linear combination of the solutions
in (2.56) and (2.57) to give the new coordinate x:

with

and

b(X) ~~ = K [a(x)x - a(/)/] +
xb

2Jb(X)c(X)dX
x

(2.58)

Note that both boundary conditions are matched when the constant K is chosen
appropriately, as will be shown in appendix D: (2.58) approaches (2.56) and
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(2.57) in the preheating (X < XC) and reaction (X > XC) zone, respectively. The
transformation increases with a(xh for X < XC and the variations are dictated
by the integral term for X > Xc. (2.58) is applicable for all reaction orders p.
When the overall reaction order is larger than one (p > 1), it turns out that
dX/de equals zero at Xb (close to Xb

). For p ::; 1 we find Xb = Xb• Therefore, the
e-definition area [0,00 > is mapped on the x-definition area [Xu, Xb

]. In C H4/air
combustion, used as example with the parameters determined in section 2.4, p is
larger than one (see table 2.1. Note the striking resemblance of the transformed
coordinate X(x) according to (2.58) and the numerical solution T(X) of (2.47),
presented in fig. 2.11. The use of a coordinate transformation in (2.48) gives a
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fig.2.1l: the numerical solution (continuos line) of
(2.47) compared with the coordinate transformation
(dashed line) defined in (2.58).

new combustion equation:

~[a(X)T] _ ~ [b(X) dX dT] = c(X)
dX dx de dx t

The new functions b'(X) and c'(X) are defined as:

b'(X) == b(X) ~~
and

c'(x) == c~)
de

(2.59)
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This gives:
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d~ [a(X)T] - d: [b'(X) ~:] = c'(X) (2.60)

which is an equation analogous to (2.48). To solve (2.60), a finite volume scheme
is used with control volumes from XW to Xe around Xi, similar to the previously
described ones. Since T(X) will approximately be a straight line, the T-gradients
will be more or less constant over the whole x-interval. So, a grid with equidistant
spacing will suffice. This gives a second-order scheme.

The set of linear equations is analogous to the one previously derived, replac
ing b(e) by b'(e) and c(e) by c'(e) and defining a new ~ as:

~ == Xi - Xi-l for 2 :::; i :::; N

Note that the dX/de part of b'(X) is known exactly in the intermediate points.
Since the dx/de variations are large, it is essential to use this knowledge in (2.49).

The boundary condition in X = XU is:

T(XU
) = TU

•

In X = Xb the boundary condition is chosen as:

dT
-=0.
dX

The choice of the last boundary condition is quite arbitrary. Since, c' is not de
fined in X = Xb there is a slight deviation in the solution for T = T

b (e -> 00).
It converges to the right solution when enough grid points are used. However,
the choice of the boundary condition proofs to have barely any influence on the
remainder of the profile, which is calculated accurately with only very few grid
points. When a more precise description of the T(x)-profile near T

b is wanted,
either the boundary condition must be adapted or the solution must be extended
from e(X < Xb

) to e -> 00 by use of one of the previously described solution
procedures. The solution T(X) to the test problem is presented in fig. 2.12. The
almost linear increase of T(X) shows that the proposed coordinate transformation
indeed takes proper care of the steep gradient problem.
The proposed method (table 2.3) needs less grid-points to obtain the same accu
racy as both previously described schemes (table 2.2). Furthermore, due to the
simplicity of the numerical scheme and the small number of iterations needed to
reach convergence a substantial reduction in computing time is achieved. How
ever, in problems where a number of subsequential coordinate transformations are
needed during the iteration process (e.g. due to changing boundary conditions),
this computation-time reduction may be smaller.

The numerical two-dimensional combustion modelling presented later on in
this thesis will be based on a type of locally refined grid, which has shown to
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Nnode• x(T = 500K) x(T = 1000K) x(T = 1500K) time
25 4.329.10.5 18.665.10 5 45.253.10 5 0:27
50 4.330.10-5 18.667 . 10-5 45.363 . 10-5 0:53
100 4.330.10-5 18.667 . 10-5 45.365 . 10-5 1:46
200 4.330.10-5 18.667. 10-5 45.365 . 10-5 3:31

table 2.3: results determined using a coordinate trans
formed grid.

1500 /
g ~
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fig.2.12: the solution T(X) to the test problem.
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reduce the number of points needed. In future we hope to adapt the coordinate
transformation solution procedure to more-dimensional analysis. Since, as stated
before, large parts of more-dimensional flames are de facto one-dimensional at
an angle with the gasflow and the results of this scheme in the one-dimensional
problem shows that the number of points needed reduce even more. However, to
make a coordinate transformation possible in more-dimensional problems, a lot
of effort still has to be put in the analysis of the describing equations. Further
more, the use of the described coordinate transformation may also be useful in
detailed chemical kinetics computations, since the problems with the exponential
nonlinearity of the source terms as stated in [Sm082b] are circumvented.

2.7 Comparison with other theories

The proposed theory is able to describe conduction controlled hydrocarbon/air
and convection controlled H2 /air flames without making asymptotic approxima
tions for Ea (as is needed in the AEA-theory [Buc82, Bus70, Lud82, WiI65]).
The theory is useful for all situations in which the source term is large or small
enough in the combustion zone. Explicit expressions for the flame speed and
profiles are derived, which can be worked out easily by numerical integration.
Moreover, it is possible to take into account a realistic temperature and con
centration dependence of the physical constants, as long as the Lewis numbers
remain constant.

The theory for conduction controlled flames corresponds with AEA in the limit
of infinite activation energy, when the source term is described by (1.13). The
equations for the flame speed reduce (to leading order in Rn/Eo) to expressions
comparable to those which AEA give for the cases of stoichiometric, fuel-rich and
fuel-lean mixtures. E.g. (2.29), evaluated for stoichiometric mixtures, coincides
with (23) in [Bus70] and (20) in [Lud82]. The difference is the replacement of T

C

by T
h

• This is a higher-order effect, since T b - T C is of order Rn/Ea.
The distinction between the presented theory and AEA is clearer at smaller

values of Ea. In fig. 2.13 the temperature profiles of a methane/air flame obtained
with both theories are compared with results found by numerically solving of (2.1)
and (2.2).

Due to the nature of AEA, the derivative of the temperature profile displays
a discontinuous behavior at T = T b• On the other hand, the conduction flame
theory gives a smooth profile, almost identical to the "exact" numerical solution.

This advantage of the conduction flame theory is used in the coordinate trans
formed numerical solution in section 2.6. Most features of the temperature profile
of ID premixed flames are now contained in the coordinate. This turns out to be
an extremely useful tool in the numerical study of ID premixed flames.

AEA is not applicable if Ea is of the same order of magnitude as Rn or if
the combustion process is dominated by convective transport. Comparison of
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fig.2.13: the numerical solution ofT(x):
according to (2.1) and (2.2)) (continuous line) compared
with the conduction controlled flame theory (dotted line)
and the AEA theory (dashed line).
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the results of the convective controlled flame theory presented in appendix B
with those of [Fuk82] seems to show that H2 /air flames are ruled by convective
transport. This would mean that the overall activation energy for these flames
determined in [Kas67] would be based on the wrong theory. Further investigations
should point out whether the overall activation energy in Hdair flames indeed
is as large as reported in [Kas67, Fer79] or smaller as is found in [Cof83], which
is in accordance with the conclusions of our theory.



Chapter 3

Two-dimensional numerical
modelling

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter an algorithm is presented, which is developed to model laminar
two-dimensional (2D) premixed flames in a Cartesian system [Lan91]. The al
gorithm is shown in fig. 3.1, schematically. It solves the combustion equations
presented in section 1.2, starting from some initial solution. The equations are
solved iteratively and the program stops as soon as a stationary solution is found.
Each iteration starts with the calculation of the density, the physical parameters
(e.g. A, JL) and the reaction rate.

To make sure that the solution satisfies the conservation of mass during each
iterative loop, the flow-field is next updated. This is done by first recalculating
the stream function. The new estimate solution of the stream function leads to
renewed velocity components. Finally, the scalar variables (T, 1'; and vorticity)
are updated.

As may be clear from section 2.6, it is convenient to use some type of local
grid-refinement technique, due to the large differences in scale between the burner
(O[IO-1 m]) and the flame thickness (O[1O-4 m]). The chosen grid-refinement
technique adds gridpoints to a coarse base grid in areas where a given property
has its steepest gradient [Smo89].

The management of the gridpoints is simplified by the use of a non-staggered
grid 1. This type of grid is notorious for non-physical checkerboard oscillations in
the flow-field solution 2. In our algorithm checkerboarding is prevented by solving
the flow-field using a stream function-vorticity description. The equations needed

Iall variables are calculated in the same gridnodes, as opposed to a staggered grid where
different grids are used for different variables (e.g. u, v and P)

2the existence of checkerboard solutions lead a lot of numerical-research groups to the use
of staggered grids

59
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'-------I Cm.vgence _1----------.1

fig.3.1: block structure of the program.

for this description are presented in section 3.2. For the velocity components,
as well as for the stream function, two discretized equations of different order
are derived in section 3.3. There are numerous methods to solve the linearized
equations. In section 3.6 a number of these methods are discussed and compared
by means of a typical combustion problem. The calculation of the flow-field on
changes of refinement level and at the boundaries of the calculation domain is
treated in sections 3.5 and 3.4, respectively.

The used solvers for scalar equations (T, Y; and vorticity), presented in sec
tion 3.3, are based on either the hybrid, the upwind or the power law discretiza
tion scheme [Pat80]. The results of these different discretization schemes and of
two flow-field discretization schemes of different order, are compared by means
of three test problems in section 3.7. In the following two chapters the developed
algorithm will be applied to 2D combustion problems successfully.
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3.2 Flowfield modelling
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The combustion process is governed by the conservation of mass, momentum,
energy and mass-fractions together with an equation of state as presented in
section 1.2.

A lot of algorithms have been tested in the cause of finding a solver suited
to calculate the flow-field in a strongly varying density field on a locally-refined
non-staggered grid. Two of them and their shortcomings will be described here
shortly. After that we will turn to the solver by means of which we did succeed
in solving the flow-field on a locally-refined non-staggered grid.

First, we attempted to use pressure-correction methods [Pat80] on the prim
itive variables u, v and P. In these methods the momentum equations are used
to solve u and v. The pressure is used to reduce the local error with respect to
the continuity equation, by the use of a pressure-correction equation. However,
in non-staggered grids this always leads to the earlier mentioned checkerboard
solutions, mainly caused by the use of linear interpolation of the velocities in
the discretized continuity equation. Of course the degree of checkerboarding will
depend on the used method of iteration. However, it always remains present. In
the locally-refined grid the checkerboard solution causes instabilities on changes
of refinement level.

The existence of checkerboard solutions lead [Ach89, Mi188, Maj88, Rhi83]
to the use of a different type of interpolation for the velocities. Instead of us
ing linear interpolation, the velocity components are interpolated in accordance
with the momentum equations. This makes the use of staggered grids superflu
ous. Treating the velocity components in this manner introduces an additional
term to the pressure-correction equation, which eliminates oscillations. To us the
introduction of this "momentum" interpolation seems to be somewhat artificial
(and, therefore, not favorable) to solve the problem of checkerboarding.

Another way out of the checkerboard problem is the use of a pressure-gradient
correction method. This method has been introduced by [Tan88] for small
Reynolds number problems with constant density in a non-refined grid. We ex
tended the use of this solver to flows with varying density. The method is based
on solving u and v according to the momentum equations and using the spatial
derivatives of pressure (instead of the pressure itself) to find a solution which is
in accordance with the continuity equation. These derivatives are introduced as
two new variables in each grid point:

and
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Both derivatives are solved by adjusting them according to the error in the spatial
derivatives of the continuity equation:

t::..P
x

= (8['\7. pv]
8x

and
Ap _ 8['\7· pv]

u y - ( ,
8y

where t::..Px and t::..Py are the adjustments made to Px and Py and ( is a small
relaxation parameter. The advantage of this method is that the pressure is not
calculated. Instead, the spatial derivatives are calculated as they occur in the
momentum equations. Moreover, the discretization of the new pressure-gradient
correction equation excludes the existance of checkerboard solutions.

We succeeded to extend this method (by adjusting the relaxation parameters)
in such a way that it may be used in a flow with varying density at all Reynolds
numbers. However, we were not able to find relaxation parameters ((), which
lead to stable solutions in the locally-refined grid. This problem is caused mainly
by the fact that it is impossible to assure coupling of both pressure gradients:

8Px =I- 8Py

8y 8x
Both methods, described above, use the local error in the continuity equation

to find a correction for the pressure(gradient). This means that the solution
during the calculation process does not satisfy the continuity equation. We think
that this is a very unfavorable situation in combustion modelling, since one of
the main aspects of the stabilization and structure of the flame is the balance
between the mass-flow towards the flame front and the reaction rate. Therefore,
distortion of the mass-flow during the calculation process will cause the flame
to move through the calculation domain and will thus lead to an increase in
calculation time. It might even lead to an "unstable" flame.

Now we turn to the method, which we used to solve the flow-field equations in
combustion problems using a locally-refined grid: the stream function-vorticity
formulation. As stated in chapter 1, the influence of pressure variations on the
density may be neglected in atmospheric combustion. Therefore, density is a
function of temperature only (1.6). This property is used to reduce the set of
equations by introducing a stream function-vorticity formulation [Smo89]. This
formulation also prevents the solution from checkerboard-type oscillations.

The vorticity is defined as:

w='\7xv

In the 2D problems described in this thesis only the z-component of w is needed,
which will be denoted as w from here on:

8u 8v
w = - - - (3.1)

- 8y 8x
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Within the (Cartesian) calculation-domain w has to satisfy the vorticity equation,
which is found from the momentum equations (1.4) as in [Smo89]:

opo( opo(
[pv . V] w +V x [V . M] = -- - --

ox oy oyox

with
u2 + v2

(= ----:2-

Without assuming Jl to be constant, the definition of M gives:

(3.2)

(3.3)V x [V. M] = -V. JlVW _ 2 02Jl [OU _ ov] + OJl [ow _ 2V2u]
oxoy ox oy oy oy

+~: [~~ + 2V
2
V] + [~:: - ~:~] [~~ + ~:]

Note that it is possible to combine (3.2) and (3.3) into a convection-diffusion
equation similar to (1.2) and (1.5):

[pv· V]w - V· JlVw = Sw (3.4)

where the right-hand side of both equations (except for the -V· JlVw -term)
have been combined into the source term Sw. This will be used in section 3.3.

The stream function (<p) is defined in such a manner that the 2D flow-field
solution always satisfies the continuity equation (1.3):

o<p
oy == pu

and
o<p _

- ox = pv

The stream function may be calculated using the vorticity definition (3.1):

o 1o<p 0 1o<p
---+---=w
ox p ox oy p oy

(3.5)

(3.6)

Instead of having to solve u, v and P from a combination of the momentum
equations (1.4) and the continuity equation, we now have to solve u, v, <p and
w according to (3.4-3.6). Calculation of the flow-field is done by first solving
the vorticity field from (3.4). Subsequently, the stream function is found from
the vorticity using (3.6). Finally, knowing the stream-function, the velocity com
ponents are calculated according to (3.5). As the calculation goes on the new
estimated flow-field leads to a change in the source term of the vorticity equation
(3.4), which in its turn leads to a new estimate solution for the vorticity field, etc.
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Note that, during the calculation process, the flow-field always satisfies the con
tinuity equation. Therefore, the earlier mentioned flame-stabilisation problems
in the use of pressure(-gradient)-correction methods are circumvented.

In [Den79] a vorticity-velocity formulation for incompressible flows, omitting
calculation of the stream function, is proposed. The continuity equation in a flow
of constant density is used to form a Laplace-equation from which the velocity
components are solved:

and
V7 2v = _ aw

ax
We tried to use this method for flow-fields with a varying density. This gives two
new Laplace-equations:

2 a [ ap ap]V7 pu = - pw +u- - v-ay ay ax

and
2 a [ ap ap]

V7 pv = - ax Pw +u ay - vax .
From these new equations the velocity components must again be solved. How
ever, when used in non-isotherm (combustion) problems, the results of this for
mulation tend to diverge.

3.3 Discretization

In this section several methods to discretize the combustion equations are pre
sented. First, the discretization of the scalar equations (for T, Y; and w) is
described in section 3.3.1. The convection-diffusion equations for T (1.2), Y;
(1.5) and w ((3.4) are discretized on the control volume shown in fig. 3.2 using
the fairly standard method of finite volumes [Pat80].The discretization of the
energy equation is presented. The method may be applied to the equations for
Y; and w, analogously. In section 3.3.2 the discretization of the flow-field (u, v
and ep) is discussed. These equations will be discretized in two ways, one of these
is of low order and fairly standard in incompressible-flow modelling, the other is
of higher order and new.

3.3.1 The scalar equations

Stability problems occur when the central-difference scheme is used for high local
Pedet-numbers (defined in (3.7). Therefore, the hybrid, power-law or upwind
discretization [Pat80] is used. Note that it is possible to find stable solutions
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using the central-difference scheme, even for high Peclet numbers, as long as
the relaxation parameters are chosen according to the C.F.L. criterion [Pey83].
However, the stable solution contains non-physical oscillations. This is caused by
the fact that a Taylor-series interpolation, as used in the derivation the central
difference scheme, is not sufficient to describe the solution at high Peclet-numbers.

,
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fig.3.2: the control volume

Discretization of the energy equation (1.5) results in:

where

(3.7)

and
ti.x = X e - X w
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t:::.y = Yn - Ya'

The lenght scales fJYn, fJYa, fJxe and fJx w are defined in fig. 3.2. In (3.7) Sp is
the source term in point P, which takes care of the effect of the reaction and of
Sw in the vorticity equation (3.4). Sw is calcuated using central differences to
second-order accuracy. The function \11 in (3.7) depends on the discretization of
the convection-diffusion equations. It is given by either:

\I1(Peel) = max (0,1.0 - O.lIPecW)+max(O, -Peel) : for the power-law scheme,

\I1(Peel) = max (0, 1.0 - 0.51Peell) + max(O, -Peel) : for the hybrid scheme

or
\I1(Peel) = 1.0 +max (0, -Peel) : for the upwind scheme.

The parameter values in the Peclet-numbers (pu, pv,>.. and cp ) in the intermediate
points (n, s, e, w) may be calculated using linear interpolation without causing
loss of accuracy. Other discretization schemes (e.g. central differences) are easily
implemented by changing the expression for \I1(Peel).

In the three test problems, which will be presented in this chapter, it appears
that the results calculated using the hybrid and power-law scheme are more ac
curate than those calculated using the upwind scheme. The upwind scheme, as
used in [Sm089], leads to substantial cross-wind artificial diffusive fluxes at all
local Peclet numbers. It is, however, essential to have a good approximation
of the diffusive fluxes in combustion modelling, especially near to the reaction
zone. The power-law and hybrid scheme take care of this, as long as the grid
near the reaction zone is refined to small local Peclet numbers (smaller than
2). The cross-wind diffusion may be reduced by the use of a skewed scheme
[Rai76, Has83]. These skewed schemes lead to quite extensive calculations and,
as stated, the locally-refined grids should take care of the artificial diffusion error
as long as the hybrid or power-law scheme is used. Therefore, we have not used
skewed schemes thus far.

As explained in [Pat80] the power-law scheme uses an interpolation function
close to the analytical one-dimensional solution of the convection diffusion prob
lem without source terms and with constant coefficients. Therefore, it contains
the exact solution in simple one-dimensional problems. This is not true in a
more-dimensional problem. In [Thi90] the power-law scheme is improved by us
ing the same interpolation function with a correction for the 2D fluxes. However,
this corrected scheme leads to extensive calculations and has, therefore, not been
used.

3.3.2 The flow-field

The flow-field will be calculated from the stream function according to (3.5). The
discretization of (3.5) should be such that the continuity equation is satisfied.
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Furthermore, the stream function is calculated making use of (3.6), which is
a combination of the definition of the vorticity (3.1) and the stream function
(3.5). Therefore, the discretization of (3.6) should be in accordance with the
discretization of (3.5). This means that (3.5) will be discretized first to find
the velocity components from a known stream function solution. Next, these
discretized equations are used in a discretized form of definition (3.1) to find an
equation from which a new stream function is calculated (note that this is not the
sequence in which the equations will be used in the program). The discretization
in an equidistant grid is presented; the analogous equations for non-equidistant
grid are implemented in the algorithm. They may be derived using the same
procedure.

Central-difference discretization of (3.5) may be used to solve up and vp:

and

'PN - 'Ps
ppup = 2t::.y (3.8)

'PE - 'PW
ppvp = - 2t::.x

However, the second-order discretization error made using (3.8) is proportional
to the third spatial derivative of 'P. By definition these third derivatives are equal
to the second spatial derivatives of pu and pv. Therefore, a fourth-order equation
to calculate up and vp is easily derived:

and

'PN - 'Ps
PNUN +4ppup +PSUS = 6 2t::.y (3.9)

'PE - 'PW
PEVE + 4ppvp + pwvw = -6 2t::.x

Note that this equals the integrated forms of (3.5) using Simpsons integration
method.

As mentioned the streamfunction will be calculated with the help of the
central-differences discretization of the vorticity definition (3.1):

Un - Us
(3.10)

(3.12)
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2

;; [6~ + (pV)E + (pV)p] - t [6~ + (pv)p + (pv)w]
+ 4~x =Wp.

In both cases the density in the intermediate points is calculated as the math
ematical mean of the surrounding values, which is in accordance with linear
interpolation of the temperature.

3.4 Boundary conditions for 'P and w

The boundary conditions of flow problems are usually formulated in terms of
the velocity components. The stream function-vorticity description, however,
calls for additional boundary conditions for wand 'P. Since the solutions of
both properties are described by a second-order differential equation ((3.4) and
(3.6)), they both have to be determined by means 01 boundary conditions on all
boundaries. It is well-known [Den79, Roa72] that these boundary conditions may
be the cause of instability of the numerical algorithm. Therefore, some attention
is drawn to this subject. We will distinct three types of boundaries:
• walls (including inflow conditions)
• outflow boundaries
and • symmetry walls,
which will now be discribed in this order.

On walls, where U and v are known, the stream function ('P) may be calculated
by either analytical or numerical integration of either pu for walls along the y-axis
or pv for walls along the x-axis according to (3.5). In all the problems treated in
this thesis analytical calculation is used. Following [Den79] the vorticity (w) on
walls is calculated by a second-order approximation of its definition (3.1) in the
fictitious point X half-way between P and P' (see fig. 3.3) and calculate Wx as:

wp +wp,
Wx =

In an equidistant grid (on a non-equidistant grid the analogous equations are
derived easily) this leads to either:

or

UA - UB Uc - UD Vp - Vp'
wp = -Wp' + + - 2----

YA - YB Yc - YD Xp - Xp'
(3.13)

VA - VB Vc - VD + 2UP - Up'
wp = -wp,-

XA - XB Xc - XD yp - yp'

for XA - XB or YA - YB equal to zero, respectively. The points A, B, C and D
are defined in fig. 3.3, where P' is the first live point next to the wall.

The 2D combustion problems treated in this thesis have an outflow bound
ary at which the flow-field (and thus also the stream function) is not known
beforehand. As it turns out, the definition of this outflow boundary condition is
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3.4. Boundary conditions for r.p and w

fig.3.3: definition of the boundary points.

important in relation to the stability of the solver. We use a definition analogous
to [Roa72]. An outflow boundary paraliel to the y-axis is described as an exam
ple. The mass-flow component perpendicular to the boundary (pu) is calculated
according to (3.8) or (3.9). This assures conservation of mass. The vorticity (w)
is calculated with the help of (3.13). The other (paraliel) mass-flow component
(pv) as well as the temperature and mass-fractions are calculated by assuming
their derivative perpendicular to the boundary (e.g. opv j ox) to be equal to zero
to first-order ([pv]p = [pv ]pl ). It is, of course, not possible to calculate the stream
function by means of numerical inegration of pu, since pu has been determined
from the stream function. Therefore, the stream function will be calculated by
taking its second-order derivative (02r.pjoX2) equal to zero to first-order accuracy_
This is in accordance with the zero derivative of the parallel velocity component
(02r.pjox2 = opvjox). However, the first-order approximation of both derivatives
is responsible for an inconsistency in the solution at this boundary. The thus
introduced error will be insignificant, only if the outflow boundary is positioned
far away from the flame.

At symmetry boundaries (that is, boundaries of a symmetrical solution) the
velocity component perpendicular to the boundary must be zero. If we treat a
symmetry boundary along the x-axis as an example, this means that v is equal to
zero. Therefore, integration of this velocity component gives a constant stream
function along a symmetry boundary. Furthermore, by definition the derivative
perpendicular to the wall of the velocity component parallel to the wall is equal
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to zero (in our example 8uj8y). This means that both 8uj8y and 8vj8x are
equal to zero and, therefore, the vorticity on a symmetry bound must be equal
to zero. The parallel velocity component (u) is calculated using the analogon of
(3.8) or (3.9) by introducing a fictitious mirror point outside of the computation
domain and (in our example) setting [pu]s - [pU]N and CPN + cps - 2cpp equal to
zero (note that either N or S is Pi). In the combustion problems treated in this
thesis the other scalar variables (T and Y;) are calculated according to (3.7) and
again using the mirror point. The values of T and Y; in the mirror point are set
equal to the values at Pl.

3.5 Adaptive grid

The problem of local steep gradients in combustion problems is solved by the
use of a locally-refined non-staggered grid. There is no principle reason to use
a non-staggered grid. However, the managing of staggered grids in a locally
refined grid appears to be very complex when compared to the effort it takes
to manage a non-staggered grid. Furthermore, the use of staggered-grid solvers
is very advantageous when primitive-variable (u, v and P) solvers are needed.
In combustion problems the effect of variations of the pressure on density may
be neglected; the density dependents on temperature only. Therefore, it is not
necessary to use a primitive-variable solver.

The problems connected with solution-fitted coordinates [Th085] are evaded
by the use the grid-refinement method shown in fig. 3.4, analogous to [Sm089].
This grid-refinement method starts from a rigid coarse grid (that may be non
equidistant) and introduces additional points in areas of the steepest gradients,
halfway between gridpoints of the coarser gridlevel (fig. 3.4). Note that the
introduction of the additional points is performed in such a manner that it is
possible to use the discretized equations (shown in section 3.6) inside the refined
grid (the points marked with x: live points). Further note, that there is always at
most one intermediate point between two live points and between a live point and
a wall point. For these remaining points (marked with 0: intermediate points) an
interpolation strategy is developed, shown later in this section, which preserves
the accuracy of the solution. This interpolation procedure passes the solution
of the coarse grid on to the refined grid. To pass the solution on in the other
direction (from refined to coarse) no additional action is needed. It happens
automatically as soon as a point of the coarse grid becomes a part of the refined
grid.

The refinement procedure is started at the coarsest refinement level. When
the grid at this level satisfies the refinement criterion (to which we turn later)
everywhere, the same procedure is repeated on the first level of refinement. This
opens the second refinement level, and so on. This procedure is repeated until
the given maximum number of gridpoints is attained or the given number of
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x : points determined by the discretized equations
o : points determined by interpolation
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refinement levels is filled. Isolated refinement areas; areas with a refined grid
whose solution is not passed on to the coarser grid, are removed. The next
time the refinement procedure is activated, the solution has probably changed.
Therefore, before the refinement procedure is started the grid is first cleared of
the points, which have become dispensable.

The choice of the refinement criterion is still open. The best choice would
be one that gives a smooth distribution of the discretization error of all equa
tions. This would mean a refinement criterion based on third and higher-order
derivatives of all variables. Therefore, the use of a locally refined grid only seems
to be sensible when the large gradients of all variables lie in the same area of
the domain, since otherwise this would lead to dispersed refinements. In the
combustion problems treated in this thesis the areas of the steepest gradient do
indeed (almost) coincide for all variables. Moreover, the areas coincide for all
derivatives. Therefore, it probably suffices to use the first spatial derivative of
an arbitrary quantity (e.g. temperature). It is, however, also possible to use the
first or second derivative of the source term, which is proportional to the third
and fourth derivative of the temperature and the mass-fractions. This will give
a smooth distribution of the discretization error in both the energy and species
equations. Since this probably forms the most important error in our combustion
problems, the first derivative of the reaction rate will be used as our refinement
criterion.

The chosen method of grid refinement has the advantage that it is always
possible to find the value of the variables by either the discretized equation (3.7
3.12) or by interpolation. Therefore, if an interpolation scheme is chosen in which
the second-order derivative is represented correctly, there is no loss of order of
approximation. The chosen interpolation is:

fp = fp, + fA + fB - fe - fD (3.14)
2

with points P, P', A, B, C and D defined as shown in fig. 3.4 and f refering
either to T, Y; or w. The use of a higher-order interpolation (including more
gridpoints) based on Taylor expansion methods tends to contain non-physical
oscillations. It is also possible to use exponential interpolation based on the one
dimensional convection-diffusion solution. However, the results using (3.14) in
the test problems turned out to be somewhat better.

We now turn to the determination of the flow-field variables in the interpo
lation points. One of the velocity components (up or vp) in the interpolation
points (depending on the direction of interpolation) is calculated using (3.8) or
(3.9). The other velocity component is calculated using (3.14) on either pu or pv.
Furthermore, the stream function (<pp) is calculated using the central-difference
approximation of the derivative of its definition, i.e.:

8 2<p dpu
dy2 dy
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and
824' dpv
dx 2 = - dx .
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This gives:

and

4'A - 24'P +4'B
tly2

[pUlA - [pU]B
2tly

4'A - 24'p + 4'B [pV]A - [pV]B
tlx2 2tlx

for tlx = [XA - xB]j2 or tly = [YA - YB]/2 equal to zero, respectively. Note that
these equations may be put together to give:

2 + tl [pUlA - [pU]B tl [pV]A - [pV]B
4'A - 4'P 4'B = Y 2 - x 2 (3.15)

For managing the grid points a fairly excessive (but easy) method is chosen in
which a point is described by its kind (live, boundary or interpolation), place
(x,y), the grid-point numbers of the eight neighbors (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW,
W, NW) in the refinement level of P and the grid-point numbers of the four (in
north, east, south and west direction) possible intermediate points in the higher
refinement level. This means storage of 13 integer and 2 real values per point.
It is possible to manage the grid with less use of memory [Sm089]. However,
this does not seem to be of interest, since the storage of all variable consumes
far more memory. Furthermore, the chosen method makes it possible to find all
points and values needed in the calculations fairly quickly, which is of course an
advantage with respect to calculation time.

Note that the discretized equation (3.7) is based on a finite-volume approxima
tion [Pat80]. Therefore, there is flux conservation within each zone of adjoining
gridpoints of the same refinement level. This is not the case at changes of re
finement level, due to the use of interpolation functions and overlapping volumes
present in all possible interpolation methods. However, this only leads to small
changes of fluxes in all of the problems we have tested.

3.6 Solution procedure

Each iteration loop in fig. 3.1 is started with an update of the density (according
to the equation of state (1.6)), the transport coefficients and source-terms using
to the most recent value of all properties. After this, first the stream-function
field (rp) is updated according to (3.11) or (3.12) (with the old values of u and
v). Next, the flow-field (u, v) is recalculated using (3.8) or (3.9) with the new
solution of the stream-function field. The solution now satisfies the continuity
equation (1.3). After this a new solution to the discretized scalar equations for
T, Y; and w is calculated. Note that the equations for the different variables are
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(3.16)

decoupled on each iteration loop by means of the linearization. The iteration
loop is repeated until a stable solution is reached. In all problems presented in
this thesis this algorithm leads to a stable solution without any difficulties.

Now we have to solve a set of linear equations (first, (3.11) or (3.12) for cp
and, next, (3.7) for T, .'Y; and w). Since the variables 'Y;, T, wand cp have been
decoupled, the equations may be solved for each variable separately. In all of the
equations the value of a certain variable in a gridpoint P is still coupled to the
values in the neighboring points (N, S, E, W). Therefore, a set of coupled linear
equations has to be solved for each variable. Of course there are numerous ways
to do so. Some of these (the Jacobi, Runga-Kutta, Gauss-Seidel and alternative
direction implicit method) will be described here shortly and compared by means
of a typical combustion problem.

For all updates on the discretized equations one Jacobi iteration may be used.
This means that the set of linear equations ((3.7) and (3.11) or (3.12) remodelled
as (3.7)) for each variable (denoted as f) is rewritten as:

I ' - S1' + LN,S,E,W 'ljJjl'l
p- 'ljJp ,

where superscript n denotes the previous (nth) iteration loop. Next, the solution
on the following ((n + 1)th) iteration is calculated using underrelaxation (when
needed):

f'p+I = Ip +e[f~ - Ip]
with relaxation parameter e. (3.16) and (3.17) may be combined into:

r+1 -r
PeN P=Sp-'ljJplp+ I: 'ljJjlj

p N,S,E,W

(3.17)

(3.18)

This means that for the variables T, 'Y; and w each Jacobi-iteration is in fact a
transient Euler-explicit time step with a local time step: e/'ljJp, since the left
hand side of (3.18) represents the discretization of the transient term aI /at in
the conservation equations. This is of course physica:Ily incorrect for cp, since
there exists no transient conservation equation for cp. Therefore, the successive
solutions of the Jacobi-iterations only represent a proper time sequence when, on
each time step, an accurate solution to (3.11) or (3.12) is calculated.

It is, of course, also possible to use more than one Jacobi loop (3.18) on the
same set of linearized equations ((3.7) and (3.11) or (3.12)). That is, solve the
linearized equations (3.16) with more accuracy before performing a new lineariza
tion. However, this does not lead to a decrease of the needed number of global
iteration steps, which is probably due to the sensitivity of the solution for changes
in the linearized fuel-consumption rate in (3.7).

This is also true for Runga-Kutta (RK) methods, in which a number of so
lutions of previous Jacobi iterations (r, r-t, .. )) are combined to give a new
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solution Un +!). This means that the evaluation of the solution over the previous
iterations is used to predict a new solution. We have tested the two-step and
rational three-step method [Fle88]. There are in fact two possibilities to use RK
methods. First, they may be applied on the linearized equations (using the same
local Peclet numbers and source-term on each Jacobi iteration loop). This means
that the source-term update is delayed, which causes convergence to slow down.
Second, they have been applied to the total set of equations (with updates of
the local Peclet numbers and the source term after each Jacobi iteration loop,
thus predicting the evaluation of the coupled variables). As it turns out, both
methods lead to slow convergence to the stable solution (or, in some cases, even
divergence). This may be caused by the sensitivity of the solution to the changes
in the fuel-consumption rate combined.

It is also possible to use Gauss-Seidel iteration (i.e. using the most recent
value of Ii on the right hand side of (3.16) instead of f j

n
). This should lead to

the stable solution faster than Jacobi iteration and does not need storage of the
old solution. However, a big disadvantage of Gauss-Seidel iteration is that, when
the numbering of the gridpoints is structured, the errors tend to propagate along
with the direction in which the update of the solution takes place. In the case of
combustion modelling, it turns out that the flame moves back and forth during
the progress of the calculation. When in this case an adaptive locally-refined grid
is used, the area of refinement either moves back and forth with the flame (thus
causing a slowly stabilizing solution) or we have to wait between two updates of
the grid until the solution is stabilized sufficiently. Therefore, on locally-refined
grids, it seems more sensible to use Jacobi instead of Gauss-Seidel iteration.

All of the methods described previously treat the coupling of the solution of
a variable in different gridpoints (almost) fully explicit. That is, the value of a
variable is in a point P is calculated without paying attention to the influence
of the solution in P on the solution in the neighboring points. This has the
big advantage that no matrix equations have to be solved during the calculation
process. However, it is also possible to use more implicit coupling without the
need of extensive matrix solver, as long as the resulting system of equations is
structured sufficiently e.g. by forming tri-diagonal matrix equations. To do so
we have to make sure that either in north-south (north-south implicit) or in east
west (east-west implicit) direction the live gridpoints are numbered successively.
The tri-diagonal matrix is formed from (3.17) by moving all terms which contain
fp and all terms of f' which contain f N,S (north-south implicit) or h,w (east
west implicit) to the left-hand side. In this way a line-implicit iteration method
may be formed in which one direction is treated fully implicit, whereas the other
direction is treated fully explicit. However, we have chosen to use the alternative
direction implicit (AD!) method [Fle88]. In the AD! method one iteration is
splitted in two stages with a different implicit direction. This is made possible
by numbering each gridpoint twice; one number for each implicit direction.

The advantage of the ADI method is that it is more stable and leads to the
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stationary solution quicker than the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iteration method.
Furthermore, due to the use of a tri-diagonal matrix solver, the number of cal
culations needed in one iteration loop is only slightly larger than in the case of
Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel iteration. An additional advantage compared to Gauss
Seiqel iteration is that the errors are not propagated into one direction but are
always spread homogeneously.

However, the use of the ADI method also has two major disadvantages. First,
it calls for the additional storage of variables to fill the tri-diagonal matrix equa
tion and, second, the numbering of the gridpoints and the coupling of different
refinement levels on a locally-refined grid calls for additional attention. For the
time being we have chosen to use explicit coupling for the interpolation points
and the boundary points. Thus, they remain on the right- hand side of the tri
diagonal matrix equation. In terms of reduction of calculation time it may be
rewarding to perform further study on the use of more-complex implicit coupling
of the different refinement levels.

The different iteration methods have been compared in a typical combustion
problem. The details of this problem are described in section 5.3 (fig. 5.3). The
speed up caused by the use of ADI on the coarse non-refined grid is clearly
shown in fig. 3.5, where the residuals during the solution procedure using ADI
are compared with those using Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterations. However, as
fig. 3.5 also shows, the application of ADI on the 2-layer locally-refined grids may
probably be improved. Most of the calculations presented in the remainder of
this thesis were calculated using the ADI method.

3.7 Test problems

To test the accuracy of the used procedures three test problems are described (a
lid driven cavity, a free convection cell and the flow over a thermal step).

3.7.1 A lid driven cavity

The lid driven cavity problem (as shown in fig. 3.6) is used to compare the
accuracy of our solver with the non-staggered grid solvers of [Shi89]. In this test
the velocity field is solved in an incompressible isothermal (p = 1) flow with an
additional term:

with
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Gauss-Seidel

ADI

Jacobi

Gauss-Seidel

Jacobi

ADI

number of iterations number of iterations

fig.3.5: a comparison of the decrease of the residuals dur
ing the iteration proces using the Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel
and AD! method on a non-refined grid (left) and on a
locally-refined grid (right).
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III (Tu(1l = 1) I (Tu(1l = 1) I (Tu(1l =0.01) I (Tu(ll- 0.01) II
III 0 003 I 0.003 I I IJ

using (3.8) and (3.11)
with hybrid discretization
uniform 21 x21 0.00289 0.00306 0.00301 0.00307
2-layer locally-refined 0.005 0.006 0.00701 0.007
with power-law discretization
uniform 21 x21 0.00289 0.00306 0.00363 0.00412
2-layer locally-refined 0.005 0.006 0.008 0.01
with upwind discretization
uniform 21x21 0.00284 0.00317 0.00835 0.0120
2-layer locally-refined 0.005 0.006 0.014 0.023

using (3.9) and (3.12)
with hybrid discretization
uniform llxll 0.00125 0.00103 0.00570 0.00584
uniform 21 x21 0.00024 0.00018 0.00078 0.00085
2-layer locally-refined 0.00084 0.00085 0.00377 0.00371

table 3.1: deviations as defined in (3.20) for 1l=1 and
1l=0.01.
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small Peclet numbers « 2), as opposed to the upwind scheme. In this testprob
lem the higher-order flow-field discretization given in (3.9) and (3.12) improve 
the accuracy of the solution obtained on the 21 x 21 grid with approximately a 
factor 10. In fact, the Uu,v found on an 11 x 11 grid using the combination with 
the higher-order equations are of the same order of magnitude as the Uu,v found 
on the 21 x 21 grid using the (3.8) and (3.11). 

The accuracy and stability problems for Jt < 0.1 as mentioned in [Shi89] 
are circumvented by the use of the presented discretization schemes. Therefore, 
stable and accurate results are found for all Jt (> 0). 

The results of a 2-layer refined grid on a 11 x 11 coarse grid (shown in fig. 3.8), 
using the first derivative of the vorticity as the refinement criterion, are also pre
sented. These grids consist of about three to four hundred grid points. Depending 
on the refinement criterion varying values for Uu,v ar:(,! found, which are somewhat 
larger than the values found on the 21 x 21 grid. Therefore, this problem is not 
well suited to use local grid refinement. This is caused by the fact that the differ
ent variables (4), wand u2 + v2) in this problem have their steepest local gradient 
in different areas as is clear from the different grids shown in fig. 3.8. This means 
that the solution to this problem calls for local refinement on the whole domain 
and, therefore, a uniform grid is prefered. 

fig.3.8: the 2-layer refined grid on an 11 x 11 grid based 
on gradients of (from left to right) tp, wand u2 + v2 
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3.7.2 Natural convection cell 

In this section the flow is calculated in a natural convection cell (shown in fig. 3.9). 
The results are compared with those of [DeV83]. This problem is chosen to 
validate and show the accuracy of the algorithm in a non-isothermal system. It 
concerns a Boussinesq fluid with 

Pr == 0.71 
A 

in a square cavity. 

-.. ---L=l--.. -
OT/6y=O 
U=v=91=O 

1 I 9 T=To +t.T L=l 

L--__ ' __ ----' u=v=,>=O ~ 
U=V=91=O 
oT/oy=O 

fig.3.9: ,geometry of the natural convection test 

The problem is solved for Rayleigh numbers: 

of 103 and 104 (for higher Rayleigh numbers it is difficult to reach a stable solu
tion) and compared with the results of [DeV83], where a stream function-vorticity 
solver is used on a 41 x 41 grid (the solution for both Rayleigh numbers is shown 
in fig, 3.10 and 3.11). A comparison is made with our results on a 21 x 21 and a 
41 x 41 uniform grid and a 2-layer refined grid based on a 21 x 21 uniform grid. In 
the calculation with the Rayleigh number equal to 103 it is useless to determine 
a locally-refined grid, since the gradients are smothered over the whole domain. 
Therefore, the locally-refined grid almost equals a uniform refinement. For a 
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Rayleigh number equal to 104 the refined grid consists of 1805 points (this grid
is shown in fig. 3.11). Table 3.2 presents the percentages by which the absolute
value of the stream function in the midpoint (ICPmidl) differs from the reference
value [DeV83].

fig.3.10: isotherms (left) and streamlines (right) for
Ra = 103

.

The performance of our solver, using (3.9) and (3.12), compares well with
that of the solver used in [DeV83] on the uniform grid for all three discretization
methods. The upwind scheme, again, gives less accurate results and will, there
fore, not be used in the remainder of this thesis. The results of the power-law
and the hybrid scheme are equivalent. Since, the power-law scheme is somewhat
more expensive, we have chosen to use the hybrid scheme. The higher-order
equations (3.9) and (3.12) give better results than (3.8) and (3.11). However, the
improvement is not as large as in the previous test problem.

The accuracy of the results for Ra = 104 acquired on the locally-refined grid is
about the same as the accuracy of the solution on the uniform grid. Furthermore,
the locally-refined grid requires about the same number of grid points to reach
the same accuracy. Therefore, this problem is also (as the previous test) not
really suited to show the use of a locally-refined grid. In the next test problem
we will prove that the proposed algorithm is able to produce accurate solutions
on problems with local gradients.
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and

fig.3.11: isotherms (left), streamlines (center) and re
fined grid for Ra = 104

.

3.7.3 Flow over a thermal step

In both of the previously presented test problems the locally refined grid proves
to be of little use. This is due to the fact that both solutions do not contain a
relatively small area which causes the inaccuracy. Therefore, a test problem is
constructed with a local steep gradient. The flow field over a fixed thermal step
is solved in a square domain of 0.1 x 0.1 m 2 shown in fig. 3.12. This flow-field is
similar to that of a combustion problem.

The thermal step is constructed by fixing the temperature3 at:

T(x,y) = 300 [1 +2e"[[T/Tof-1J] for r < ro

T(x,y) = 300 [s - 2e,,[1-[T/To1
2 J] for r > ro

with r 2 = x 2 + y2 and ro = O.OS. In order to get a temperature gradient, which
is comparable with the gradient in a flame, K, is chosen equal to 2S. The fixed
temperature field is shown in fig. 3.13, where we also show the flow-field solution
to this test-problem by means of the stream lines.

The fixation of the temperature, rather than using (3.7) to solve T in a two
dimensional flame, is done to have a spatially fixed "flame". Whereas, in a real

3this is not a solution of the energy equation
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~~G::::=r====id~=============i~ Ra = 10
3

1Ra = 10
4

I]
~ [DeV83] 41 x41 ~ 0.0 1 0.6 I]

using (3.9) and (3.12)
with hybrid discretization
uniform 41 x41 0.2 0.3
uniform 21 x21 0.3 1.0
locally-refined - 0.3
with power-law discretization
uniform 41 x41 0.2 0.3
uniform 21 x21 0.4 0.7
locally-refined - 0.1
with upwind discretization
uniform 41 x41 1.4 0.7
uniform 21 x21 2.3 1.0
locally-refined - 1.3

using (3.8) and (3.11)
with hybrid discretization
uniform 41 x41 0.6 0.4
uniform 21 x21 2.2 1.8

table 3.2: Percentage deviation of l<Pmidl from the refer
ence solution [De V83} for natural convection in a square
cavity
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fig.3.12: the calculation domain for the flow over a ther
mal step.
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fig.3.l3: the isotherms (left), the streamlines (center)
and the 4-layer refined grid on an 11 x 11 basis (right)
for the flow over a thermal step.
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combustion problem, the position of the flame depends on the accuracy of the
solution. This means that the accuracy of the solution of the flow-field is tested
separately.

In table 3.3 we compare the results and computation time for 5 non-refined
gri<ls with those of refined grids based on a coarse non-refined grid of 11 x 11
and of 21 x 21 points. It is worth noting that the spacing in the fourth layer of
refinement on the 11 x 11 grid (also presented in fig. 3.13) equals the spacing in
the 161 x 161 grid (this is also true for the third layer of refinement on the 21 x 21
grid).

We show the results of this problem for both velocity components as well as
the stream function in the center point of the domain. Furthermore, we compare
the results on each grid with the solution on the finest non-refined grid (which
gives the most accurate solution). The result of this comparison is presented by
means of a percentage of deviation (<5) defined as:

btl = LN lu - U161X1611

LNlul
(3.21 )

for u and analog for v, wand <po In (3.21) u and U161 x161 denote the solution on
the grid under examination and on the 161 x 161 grid, respectively. Furthermore,
N denotes the number of nodes of the grid under examination.

Table 3.3 clearly shows the benefits of the locally-refined grid. The 4-layer
refined grid on a 11 x 11 coarse grid and the 3-layer refined grid on a 21 x 21
coarse grid are obviously more accurate than the solution on the 81 x 81 grid,
while they use only 25% of the grid points and need only 15% of the computation
time. As a matter of fact the accuracy of the solution on the 81 x 81 grid is
comparable with that on the 3-layer refined grid on an 11 x 11 coarse grid and
on the 2-layer refined grid on an 21 x 21 coarse grid, whereas the calcutations
needed for the refined grids use only 15% of the number of points and 3% of the
calculation time.

3.8 Concluding remarks

From the results of the three presented test problems it may be concluded that in
a uniform grid the presented algorithm gives fairly accurate results. This is also
true for the results on locally-refined grids, although the first two problems are
not really fitted for locally-refined grids. In all test problems the upwind scheme
is less accurate as compared to both other schemes. Furthermore, the power-law
scheme is somewhat more expensive to calculate. Therefore, we have chosen to
use the hybrid scheme. The higher-order flow-field discretization equations gives
improved results and will, therefore, be used from here on. It is clear, from the
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Grid II '{'mid I Umid I Vmid I 6u time
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Niter I Points I]
uniform
IlxIl 5.55 .364 .208 .044 .135 .694 .017 00:00:01 150 121
21x21 5.59 .340 .197 .057 .135 .565 .014 00:00:18 750 441
41x41 5.66 .339 .197 .053 .111 .431 .012 00:05:24 3000 1681
81 x81 5.69 .357 .212 .020 .041 .166 .005 00:58:55 8000 6541

161 x 161 5.70 .368 .221 - - - - 15:48:52 32000 25921

IlxIl
2-layers 5.67 .344 .196 .041 .080 .407 .012 00:00:12 500 418
3-layers 5.69 .358 .209 .018 .031 .154 .005 00:01:50 2000 852
4-layers 5.68 .369 .219 .007 .012 .062 .003 00:09:21 5000 1626

21 x21
2-layers 5.69 .358 .210 .019 .036 .165 .005 00:02:17 2000 1047
3-layers 5.67 .370 .221 .008 .017 .075 .004 00:09:59 5200 1722

table 3.3: the results of the thermal step problem pre
sented by means of the value of u, v and <p in the center
of the calculation domain, the deviation defined in (3.21)
for u, v, wand <p, the computation time and number
of iterations needed to obtain a stable solution and the
number of points used by the grid.

last treated test problem of a flow over a thermal step, tha:t the use of a locally
refined grid leads to results of comparable accuracy with a relatively small number
of gridpoints. This reduction of the number of points needed is close to a factor
of 6. Moreover, it leads to a reduction of computation time of a factor of about
30. In the remainder of this thesis the proposed algorithm will be used for the
modelling of 2D combustion problems.



Chapter 4

Flame stability near a cooled
edge

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter a model is proposed to describe the structure of the cooling bound
ary layer between a flame and a cooled walP. The thickness of this boundary
layer; i.e. the horizontal distance between the flame and the burner wall, is
called the stand-off (or quench) distance (Sq). Roughly spoken, a flame is sta
bilized, when the stand-off distance corresponds to the distance from the wall
where the gas speed equals the flame speed, as is shown in fig. 4.1, schematically.
This interpretation is used to introduce the well-known critical gradients [Elb49]
as a geometry-independent measure for blow-off and flash-back. The position
at which a flame stabilizes on a cooled burner is imposed by the cooperation
of three boundary layers: the thermal, the diffusive and shear boundary layer.
The description of the temperature and mass-fraction profiles near a cooled wall
and the calculation of an estimated value of the stand-off distance are the main
subjects of this chapter. The comprehension of these topics is essential for the
understanding of the process of flame stabilization, especially near flash-back and
quench limits.

A major influence on the stand-off distance is the level of the flame relative to
the top of the burner (fig. 4.1). An influence which is brought about by changes
in the cooling rate caused by the burner wall and by diffusion of fuel towards the
surroundings. A flame stabilizes by moving up and down relative to the burner.
The influence of cooling grows as the flame moves down to the burner, which
leads a local reduction of the flame speed. On the other hand the diffusion of
fuel towards the surroundings reduces the equivalence ratio in the gas flow. In
fuel-rich flames this decrease leads to an increase of the local value of the ftame-

Ithe results presented in this chapter have been presented to some extend as a poster at the
23th Symposium on Combustion, 1992
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fig.4.1: the schematic velocity profiles and the flame
speed at different levels near a cooled wall from the top
downwards: the flame moves down, is stabilized and
moves up.
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speed. In fuel-lean flames the decrease of the equivalence ratio has the opposite
effect.

Starting-point of our view on the stabilization of a flame is that it is linked
directly to the local value of the flame speed [Lew61, Str84], which in its turn
depends on the local temperature and mass-fractions. If, at a certain position of
the flame, the gas speed at the stand-off distance is smaller than the flame speed,
the flame will propagate downwards, which will cause the stand-off distance to
increase. Therefore, the gas speed at the stand-off distance increase as the flame
moves towards the burner. On the other hand, if the gas speed exceeds the flame
speed everywhere, the flame will move away. In this case the stand-off distance
decreases and so does the gas speed at the stand-off distance. The flame continues
to move up and down until the gas speed equals the local flame speed at the stand
off distance. Then a stable situation is reached as sketched in fig. 4.1. In this
point of view, the stabilization process can be described to a large extend by the
influence of both the thermal and diffusive boundary layer on the local value of
the flame speed. Note that this description of the stabilization process does not
account for the influence of the diffusion of radicals towards and adsorption of
radicals by the cold burner wall, which might very well be important in a more
detailed description of a flame near a cold wall [Dix84]. However, we think that
our simplified description covers most of the major features of stabilization.

During the stabilization process, the flame may move into the burner. If
it does, the thickness of the thermal boundary layer no longer changes. As the
stand-off distance does not grow any further, the flame disappears into the burner
(flash-back). The flame extinguishes (quenching), when the thermal boundary
layers fill the total width of the burner, i.e. when the stand-off distance equals
half the width of the burner. On the other hand, when the flame lifts from the
burner, there exists a point from which the stand-off distance no longer decreases.
As soon as the flame moves beyond this point, the flame will blow-off. It must
be noted that, even in our simplified view on flame stabilization, blow-off is a
complex phenomenon, since it is influenced by the added effect of the changing
flame speed, due to the thermal and diffusive boundary layer, as well as by the
changes in the gas speed, due to the shear boundary layer.

It is clear that a description of the way in which the profiles of temperature
and mass-fractions, and thus the local value of the flame speed, change as a
function of the position of the flame relative to the burner is essential to come
to understanding of the stabilization process. However, the mutual influence of
the two-dimensional flow-field, the flame and the burner wall makes it impossible
to give an analytical description of this problem in its full complexity. In order
to approximate the behavior of a flame near a cooled wall, we restrict ourselves
to a simplified model in which the horizontal velocity-component is assumed to
be zero. Furthermore, the velocity-component parallel to the wall at the inflow
boundary is taken to be independent of the distance to the burner wall (as shown
in fig. 4.2). In this manner the shape of the thermal and diffusion boundary layers
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Along the way, the theoretical results and simplifications will be confronted
with the results of a numerical study to support the simplifications made dur
ing the analysis. The numerical results are calculated using the same physical
simplifications as made in the theoretical model (constant thermal conductiv
ity, constant specific heat and the lateral velocity component equal to zero).
However, the mathematical simplifications (e.g. separation of directions) in the
theoretical description (such as the assumption of a zero fuel consumption rate
in the quench area) are omitted in the numerical model. The numerical results
are calculated using the algorithm of chapter 3 on an equidistant 81 x 81 grid
on the geometry shown in fig. 4.2. Numerically determined profiles will be pre
sented in the following sections, which will be denoted as indicated in fig. 4.2. In
the numerical simulation, a stoichiometric C H4 / air flame is modelled using the
physical parameters shown in table 1.1 with the additional approximations ,=0
and Leju,ox = 1. This means that A is assumed to be constant at a value which
corresponds to the thermal conductivity of nitrogen at about 1500K. These ap
proximations and the use of the mentioned parameters give rise to an adiabatic
flame speed of about OAlm/s (which agrees with the adiabatic flame speed of
a stoichiometric CH4 /air flame). In order to find a numerically stabilized flame
the gas speed is taken equal to OAm/s, which is somewhat smaller than the adi
abatic flame speed. The flame is stabilized at the burner mouth by making the
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fuel-consumption rate equal to zero for x smaller or equal to -O.2mm. Due to
the thickness of the flame, this places the maximum of the fuel-consumption rate
(i.e. the "flame front"), approximately on the same level as the burner top.

The experimental equivalent of the proposed system may be seen in the up
stream part of a flame propagating through a tube in the frame of reference
connected to the flame, at least as long as the influence of the post-flame zone
on the pre-heating zone is negligible. Actually, the description would apply to
systems in which the shear boundary layer is much thinner than the thermal and
diffusion boundary layers. Unfortunately, these boundary layers build up equally
fast, since the Prandtl and Lewis numbers of the gasses under consideration are
approximately equal to one. Therefore, it seems impossible to create an experi
mentally equivalent stabilized flame. The applicability of the theoretical results
in a stabilized flame will be tested in section 4.9 by means of a numerical study
on the influence of the shape of the velocity profile on the stand-off distance.

In the described geometry there is no influence of diffusion of fuel and oxygen
to the surroundings in the pre-heating zone. The proposed set of approximations
is an extension to the study presented in [Aly8!]. The same approximation
for the velocity field is used but the lateral mass diffusion and, therefore, the
diffusion boundary layer is neglected. However, we will show that the mass
fraction profiles have an importance influence on the structure of the quench
layer; the balance of lateral thermal and diffusional fluxes is one of the main
aspects of the boundary layers. Another approach is found in [Kar53], where
again the same approximation of the velocity field is used, but the boundary
layer is described by supposing that the conduction parallel to the wall (that is
perpendicular to the flame) is negligible as compared to conduction towards the
wall. Furthermore, this description concentrates on the cooling by the burner wall
downstream of the flame, whereas our description concerns the behavior of the
boundary layers upstream of the flame. In the case of a burner stabilized flame
our description seems to be more appropriate, since the flame and the post-flame
zone in this case are outside of the burner. Most other theoretical models (e.g.
[AdI63, Buc76, Ger78]) of cooled flames use an artificial heat-loss term, which is
not physically determined.

The analytical approximation presented in the sections 4.3 to 4.5, describes
the connection between the boundary layers of the temperature and the mass
fractions near the cold burner wall. It will be shown that it is possible to derive
estimated profiles for the temperature (section 4.3), mass fractions (section 4.4)
and the Shvab-Zel'dovich variables (section 4.5) and a lower limit value for the
thickness (section 4.7) of the boundary layer. In section 4.8 the analytical and
numerical results will be confronted with some experimental results found in
literature. In section 4.9 the physical simplifications on the thermal conductivity
and velocity profile are relaxed in a numerical simulation. This clearly shows that
the assumptions made with respect to the thermal conductivity and the diffusion
coefficients have a slight influence on the shape of the profiles. Moreover, the
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value chosen for the thermal conductivity gives approximately the same results
as far as the thickness of the boundary layers is concerned. On the other hand, the
influence of the shape of the velocity profile will prove to be important for both
the shape of the temperature and mass-fraction profiles near the burner wall as
well as for the thickness of the boundary layer. However, it also shows that some
features are still qualitatively well described by the analytical approximation. In
particular the shape of the profiles close to the flame remains more or less the
same. Furthermore, the thickness of the boundary layers appears to remain of
the same order of magnitude.

The interpretation of the critical gradients as a geometry (and thus velocity
profile) independent measure for flame stability may instigate the assumption
that the thermal boundary layer is not significantly influenced by the shape of
the velocity profile near the wall. However, the starting-point of the introduction
of the critical gradients is the assumption that the thermal boundary is thin
enough to make a linear approximation of the velocity profile possible. In our
study the effect of changes in the shape of the velocity profile (constant, linear
and parabolic) on the structure of the boundary layers and, therefore, on the
local value of the flame speed, is shown. Therefore, it is highly probable that the
critical gradients are influenced by the geometry of a burner, unless their use is
restricted to burners which have an almost linear velocity profile near to the wall.
A further study on this subject would be very useful.
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The behavior of the thermal boundary layer is studied by means of a flat flame
cooled by a burner edge. We assume that the profiles of the vertical velocity
component remain flat and the horizontal velocity-component is zero. Therefore,
the velocity field behaves as if it were one-dimensional:

p(x, y)u(x,y) = p"u".

The profiles of the temperature (T), mass-fractions (Y;) and Shvab-Zel'dovich
variables:

CpT Y;
J;:=-+-

6.h s;

look as shown in fig. 4.3, schematically. The flame is stable for y > Oq, whereas
the flame is extinguished for y < Oq. The cold burner wall causes a decrease
of the temperature in the area 0 < y < Oq. Furthermore, there is no fuel
mass consumption due to chemical reactions in this area. Therefore, the mass
fractions change only due to diffusion. However, since there is no flux through
the wall, they will be almost constant over a small distance '" from the burner
wall. The assumption of Lewis numbers equal to one imposes that the J;-profiles
are not influenced by the presence of the flame (see chapter 2). Therefore, the
decline of the mass-fraction profiles in the intermediate area (", < y < Oq) has
to be proportional to the incline of the temperature profiles, such that J; is
(almost) constant in this region. At distances from the wall larger than Oq both the
temperature as well as the mass-fractions behave "one-dimensional". As a result
of these assumptions the Shvab-Zel'dovich variables (J;) are merely influenced
close to the wall i.e. for y < "', while they have an almost constant value through
the remainder of the domain i.e. for all x < 0 and y > "'.

This approach distinguishes three areas with different length scales: the thick
ness of the thermal boundary layer, the length of the preheating zone and the area
where the flame behaves as if it were one-dimensional. Both the pre-heating zone
and the ID area are supposed to be much larger than the thermal boundary layer.
The thickness of the flame itself, i.e. the reaction-zone as described in chapter 2,
is supposed to be much smaller than the boundary layer and, therefore, infinitely
thin as far as the description of the boundary layer is concerned. This approxi
mation is supported by the conduction-controlled flame approximation, i.e. the
reaction-zone is much thinner than the pre-heating zone (see section 2.2.2).

4.3 The thermal boundary layer

In this section an approximate solution to the conservation equation and bound
ary conditions of the temperature is derived for the description of the thermal
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fig.4.3: schematic profiles for T, Y; and J;.

boundary layer. The approximation with respect to the velocity profiles, com
bined with a constant thermal conductivity and specific heat, lead to the following
reduced from of the energy equation (1.5):

(4.1 )

where P equals an inverse length scale:

1.13 ~~~~~ 1365 m-1 ~ (1.5 .10-4m)-1.

The energy equation (4.1) is analogous to the one-dimensional equation (2.1) with
one additional term representing the cooling in the y-direction. Furthermore, the
reaction term is assumed to be reduced to zero due to the cooling, i.e. due to the
lowering of the temperature the reactions are stopped.

As sketched in fig. 4.3, the domain upstream of the flame is divided into
two regions, as far as the temperature is concerned. The undisturbed region for
y> bq , where the [PTj8y2-term may be neglected, will serve as a boundary for
the thermal boundary layer. In this region the flame is essentially one-dimensional
and independent of the distance to the burner wall. The flame will be considered
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(4.2)

to be infinitely thin and positioned at x = O. This gives rise to an exponential
temperature profile as a function of x:

These considerations lead to the following boundary conditions for the thermal
boundary layer:

y=O:T=TU

y --+ ~q : T --+ T U + [Tb _ T U je1'x

x --+ -00: T = TU

The closing boundary condition (at x = 0) must be chosen in such a way that
it meets the other boundary conditions and the energy equation. The cooling
in the quench layer is assumed to cause a temperature drop so fast that there is
effectively no burning in the quench layer (PJu = 0). By doing so, the shape of the
boundary conditions and energy equation imply that a separation of directions
might be used:

T(x,y) = T U + tl(x)h(y).

Note that this will give an exact solution of the energy equation under the as
sumed boundary conditions. Further note, that the assumption of a constant
velocity profile at inflow (uU

) is essential to come to the disconnection of direc
tions.

In the quench layer the separation of direction gives:

1 [pat l a
'1.
t l ] _ 1 [a

'1.
t '1. ]t; ax - ax'1. - h a y'1.

The left- and right-hand side of this equation depend only on x and y, respectively.
Since, the solution has to hold for all values of x and y in the quench layer, both
sides have to be equal to a constant c'1.

• This gives three possible solutions:

2 a'1. t'1.
for c = 0: a

y
'1. = 0 =? t '1. = kly

with

'n atl _ a'1.t l _ k 1'x
r ax - ax'1. =? t l - '1. e

for c'1. > 0 : ~~: = c'1. t '1. =? t '1. = k3 ecy + k4 e-
cy

at l a '1. t l 2 r ±Xp- - -- = C t l =? t l = k5 e
ax ax'1.

(4.3)
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(4.5)

(4.4)2( 2 EJ2 t 2 2 .for c = -J ) < 0: 8
y

2 = C t 2 :::} t 2 = k6 sm(Jy) + k7 cos(-Jy)

t} for c2 < 0 has the same solution as for c2 > O.

The parameters k l ,.,7 are constants.
In the solutions for c2 < 0 only r+ is allowed, since r_ is negative and,

therefore, gives indefinite results for x --+ -00. In this study we fully exclude the
oscillatory solutions for c2 < 0, since they do not tend to give the one-dimensional
solution for y > Oq as demanded. As we will show, the linear combination of the
remaining solutions (c2 2:: 0) are sufficient to describe the solution. Note that
the solutions found in (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4), will also hold for the mass-fractions
and the Shvab-Zel'dovich-variables (J;) as long as they are described by the same
type of conservation equation and have appropriate (i.e. separatable) boundary
conditions.

In the case of the energy equation with the described boundary conditions
the solution found in (4.2) meets all boundary conditions. It gives:

for 0 < y < Oq: T(x,y) = TU+ [Tb
- TUJ; ePx

q

Note that this solution gives a discontinuity in the derivative at y = Oq. Close to
the flame this is no physical restriction on the validity of the model (cmp. Activa
tion Energy Asymptotics). However, further upstream (x < 0) the temperature
profiles should in fact be smooth.

The consequence of (4.5) is that the temperature increases linearly in the y
direction for all y < Oq. From a physical point of view this is easy to understand,
for there is only conduction (and no convection) in that direction. It is clear
that the assumption of separation of directions in fact provides the additional
boundary condition.

The solution given in (4.5) is the result of the disconnection of the fluxes in
both directions, the fact that only a c2 = O-solution is taken into account and of
the assumed boundary conditions. To verify the validity of these approximations,
the solution in (4.5) is confronted with the numerical result in figs. 4.4. It shows
the same type of behavior as predicted, namely a linear increase of

(
T TU)

In Tb _ Tu

in x-direction and linear increase of T in y-direction both shown in fig. 4.4. There
fore, the disconnection of fluxes (and thus the shape of the boundary conditions)
seems to be justified. The only unknown in (4.5) is Oq. A first guess for the value
of Oq can be made from fig. 4.4 by estimating the position at which the linear
increase ends. This gives:
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fig.4.4: numerically determined temperature profiles
in y-direction T (left) and in x-direction In (Jb-=-~:)
(right).

4.4 Diffusive boundary layer

Now we turn to the calculation of the concentration profiles. They obey the same
type of reduced conservation equation as the temperature (4.1) following from
(1.2):

(4.6)

where the Lewis numbers:
:\

Lei == --
cppD im

have been assumed to be equal to one. PJu has again been assumed to be equal
to zero for y < bq •

This leads to the same set of solutions as presented in (4.2) to (4.4). There
is, however, a change in the type of boundary condition at the burner wall, since
no particles move in or out of the wall ay;/ay has to be equal to zero at y = 0
for x < O. The new boundary conditions are:

ay;
y=O:-=O

By
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The boundary condition for the mass-fractions at the burner wall is responsible
for the fact that a solution analogous to (4.5) is not sufficient for the solution
of the mass-fraction profiles. The proposed shape of the mass-fraction profiles
is found by the addition of solutions of the c2 > O-type in (4.3) to a solution of
the e2 = O-type in (4.2). Note that the inclusion of the e2 = O-type solution is
necessary to assure that the Shvab-Zel'dovich variables are not influenced by the
presence of a flame around y = bq • Therefore, the solution of the mass-fractions
is given by:

\/ ( ) yu y/ - y;u [ Px y ( )]
I i X, Y = i + 0 ye + i X, Y

q

where Y(x,y) is given by:

Y( x, y) = 1e-CYde [F(e)e ~'" [l+y'1-4C2/P2] +9(e)e ~'" [1_y'1_4C2/P2]]
o

(4.7)

(4.8)

with F(e) and 9(e) indicate the amplitudes of the solution c. Note that the
solutions e < 0 do not contribute (i.e. F(c < 0) = 9(c < 0) = 0) since they
would lead to diverging solutions for y -t 00. The boundary condition at y = 0
will determine F(e) and 9(c). The use of the solution in (4.7) on this boundary
leads to:

ePx =1cdc [F( c)e P..'" [l+y'1-4C2/P2] +9(e)e P..'" [1-y'1-4C2/P2]] (4.9)

o

The integral is rewritten by defining:

for e > f (using Z2 = -1). The solutions for which e < f are discarded since they
form a non-orthogonal set of functions, whereas the solutions which are taken into
account form a complete orthogonal set, which is sufficient to fulfill (4.9). For
the sake of notation we divide (4.9) by ePx/ 2 and replace ~x by X. This gives:

:21kdk [F'(k)e'kX +9'(k)e-'kX] = eX
o

where P(k) and 9'(k) are the amplitudes of the solution k corresponding to F(e)
and 9(c), respectively. The two integrals may be put together as:

:2 llkldk'R(k)e'kX = eX
-00

(4.10)
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where
R(k) = F'(k) for k > 0

and
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R(k) = g'(-k) for k < O.

This allows for performing Fourier-transformation, if the right-hand side of (4.10)
is continued to describe a function for all values of X instead of only for values of
X < O. We have chosen to do so by means of symmetrical continuation according
to:

for X < 0: :2 llkldkR(k)e'kX = eX
-00

and

for X > 0: :2 llkldkR(k)e.kX = e-X

-00

Note that different continuations for X > 0 will lead to different amplitudes
R(k). However, they all give rise to the same shape of the profile for X < O. The
chosen (symmetrical) continuation implies

F'(k) = g'( -k)

or
R(k) = R( -k).

Application of the inverse Fourier-transform now leads to:

Substitution of this solution for R(k) in Yi(X, y) gives:

00 [ ] 32 1 Ell 2 Px pz
Yi(X,y) = -----;:nJdk v"f+k2 e- 2 v"i"+k2 cos(k-)eT

7rr 1+k2 2o

(4.11 )

The solution of R(k) has its maximum at k = 0, which implies that the most
important contributions to Yi are given by k ~ 0 contribution. Therefore, it
may be expected from (4.11) that Yi(X,y) has a typical decrease of e-

Py
/ 2 in

y-direction. Since Yi gives the deviation of the mass-fraction profiles from their
linear incline, the length scale." introduced in the beginning of section 4.3 (as the
width of the area in which the mass fraction profiles are approximately constant)
will probably have a value of the order of ?s ~ 3 . 10-4 .

The solution in (4.11) results in mass fractions at y = bq , which are smaller
than lib. This is not physically appropriate e.g. when lib equals zero. Therefore,
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(4.12)

the boundary condition at bq must be redefined, which is done by replacing [lib


liul/bq in (4.7) and (4.11) by flY;/bq. Next, flY; can be found by assuming that
the mass-fractions are equal to lib in the flame-attachment point (0, bq):

Y;(O b) = yb = yu _ flY; {b + ~Joodk [ 1 ]3 e-~.Jl+k2}
• , q • • bq q 7rP.Jf+k2 '

o

which leads to:
yu_ yb

flY; = ------::-:,........--:.:....--...:..-::--,-----
1 + _2_ j dk [ 1 ]3 e-~VI+k2

1rP6q 0 vt+k2

In figs. 4.5 the numerical solution of Yju is presented. It shows that the mass
fraction profiles indeed behave as predicted by (4.7). The exponential decrease
in x-direction is shown by means of the logarithm:

Note the resemblance of fig. 4.4 and fig. 4.5. In y-direction the horizontal (no
flux) zone near to the wall is followed by an almost linear decrease with a decline
proportional to the increase of temperature. Therefore, the disconnections of
directions again seems to be justified. Furthermore, the area in which the mass
fraction profiles are constant has a length of about 2·IQ-4m which is in reasonable
agreement with the value predicted from (4.11) of TJ ~ ~.

4.5 The solution of the Svhab-Zel'dovich vari
ables

Before we turn to the solution of the Shvab-Zel'dovich variables, the solution
for the temperature in (4.5) has to be reconsidered. The combined solutions
of the temperature and the mass-fractions may not give rise to a discontinuous
derivative in the Shvab-Zel'dovich variables (Ji ) at y = bq, since the flame has
no influence on the conservation equations of Ji (it contains no chemical source
term). Therefore, the linear incline of the temperature has to be proportional to
the decline of the mass fractions. This gives a new solution T(x,y):

(4.13)

with
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Adding T(x,y) in (4.13) to Y;(x,y) in (4.7) and (4.11) gives Ji(X,y):

J ( ) _ JU 2 t1Y; Joodk [ 1 ] 3 _ EJt v"i"+k2 (k PX ) p",. x y - . - --- e 2 cos - e 2

" • 1rP Oq v'"f+k2 2o

(4.14)

This solution for the Shvab-Zel'dovich variables is indeed not influenced by the
presence of the flame at y = Oq. The difference in the boundary conditions for the
temperature and the mass fractions are the cause of its decrease near the burner
wall. Therefore, this solution satisfies the conservation equation:

for all values of y (thus also for y > Oq), as well as the boundary conditions:

y = 0: aJiay
aT
ay

X -t -00 : Ji = Jt

Starting-point of this model is the existence of an unperturbed flame for y > Oq.
As the solution in (4.14) shows, there is in fact no y-value for which the Shvab
Zel'dovich variables are not influenced by the cooling. However, the exponential
decrease provides a strongly decreasing influence of the cooling for y ~ %. There
fore, Oq will have to be larger than TJ ~ %.

In figs. 4.6 the numerical result for the Shvab-Zel'dovich variable J ju is shown.
This is done by means of the logarithm of J'ju - J ju ' If the k ~ O-terms give the
most important contributions to J ju (conform the prediction made on account of
(4.11), the logarithm may be expected to be linearly shaped in both directions,
which is indeed seen clearly. Therefore, the added result of temperature and
mass-fractions in the Shvab-Zel'dovich variables in (4.14) proves to be a good
approximation of the numerical result. This means that the loss of enthalpy is
well described by the proposed model.

Furthermore, we introduce the length scale:

(4.15)

Note that this length scale is a measure for the width of the area of constant
mass-fraction profiles. Therefore, TJ' determined according to (4.15) leads to a
quantitative estimate for TJ. The numerical result for TJ' presented in fig. 4.7
shows a value of approximately 2.3 . 10-4m ), which agrees reasonably well with
the predicted value of %.
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As fig. 4.6 shows it is possible to distinguish three areas. The first is the area
very close to the burner wall, where the solution analytical and theoretical results
do not fully match. This is may be due to both the separation of directions as well
as to the first order approximation of the temperature profiles. Next, there is an
intermediate area, where the numerical and theoretical results match beautifully.
At the end of this area the numerical results start to show wiggles due to numerical
maccuracy.

4.6 The energy balance

The solution of the Shvab-Zel'dovich variables will now be used to check the
energy balance over in area upstream of the flame. First the heat flux (Qw) to
the wall is calculated using:

o o-

j -aT -flT j Px A flT
Qw = AOylx,y=odx =A~ e dx =P~

-00 -00

(4.16)

The loss of energy (Qr) at the outflow of the burner (x = 0) is determined from:

00

Qr = ti.hpuuu jPt - Ji(O,y)}dy
o

The use of Ji(O,y) according to (4.14) gives:

(4.17)

00 [ ]4u u- flT 4 1 u u- flT 1
= p u cp~ 7rP2 j dk Jf+k2 = p u cp~ p2

o

where we used:
flh flY; _ flT
---=cp-.

Si {jd {jq

The fact that (4.16) and (4.17) lead to the same result means that the solution
found for the Shvab-Zel'dovich variables indeed satisfies the conservation equa
tions.

It is possible to determine an estimated value for {jq by calculating Qw nu
merically. However, to obtain an accurate value for {jq from this equation it is
necessary that the flame is stabilized exactly at the height of the top of the burner
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(4.19)

rim and that it is infinitely thin. The numerically found Qw increases rapidly as
the flame propagates into the burner. Our numerical results give a value of 6q

of approximately 6 . 1O-4m, which is about the same as the estimated value of
sections 4.3 and 4.5.

4.7 The quench-layer thickness 8q

To this point the solution of the conservation equations for energy and species
in the quench (0 < y < 6q ) and cooling layers (0 < y < 77) has provided us with
a typical length scale (77) of the boundary layer of the order of %. This agrees
reasonably well with the numerical results for the width of the area in which
the mass-fractions are approximately constant (~ 2 . 1O-4 m) and with the 77'
determined according to (4.15), which gives 2.3 .1O-4m. Furthermore, the theory
implies that this also gives a minimum value for 6q , which has to be larger than %.
The numerically calculated temperature profiles support this conclusion. They
lead to an estimated value for 6q of order 7 . 1O-4m.

To come to a theoretical determination of 6q , the flame properties have to
be taken into account. This is done by starting from the approximation that for
y ~ 6q the solution behaves as if there exists an unperturbed ("one-dimensional")
flame. The use of the conduction controlled flame theory presented in section 2.2.2
gives:

- >.[)2T = S(T) (4.18)
8x2

where S(T) is the source-term shown in (2.7). According to the conduction
controlled flame theory (approximating the integral in (2.10) to lowest order as
shown in appendix C) the solution to (4.18) in a stoichiometric flame for T --t T b

is given by:
Tb

~~ = f 2Sit) dt ~ C/[Tbt+f3+2e-TQ/2Tb

T

where C is some constant. Note that '"Y is still taken equal to zero.
An additional approximation to determine 6q is made by assuming that the

conduction towards the burner rim determines the heat flux at the point of attach
ment (y = 6q ). Thus, the flame stabilizes by its propagation towards the burner.
Therefore, we assume that the flux towards the wall is far more important than
the fluxes in x-direction. This gives:

(4.20)

instead of (4.18). The
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in (4.20) gives the contribution of the conduction in x-direction. This contribution
is negative, i.e. the increase of the conduction in x-direction leads to a decrease
of the flux in y-direction. Therefore, neglecting the flux in the x-direction leads
to a larger flux in the y-direction and thus to a lower limit to hq • Thus, we get
at (x,y) = (O,Oq):

aT
ay

T(0,Oq)2S(t)J ----=;:-dt + f

T

(4.21 )

T(O,Oq)

< J 2St) dt ~ CVT(O, Oq)a+r3+2e-Ta/2T(0,Oq)

T

Using the previously found solution (4.13) for T(x,y) gives:

~~ l(x~o,Y>Oq) = P[Tb
- TtL]

and

(4.22)

aT t':1Tay 1(0,00 ) = 7f; (4.23)

Dividing (4.22) by (4.23) and (4.19) by (4.21) gives two expressions for (~~/~~).

Equalizing these two expressions results in:

The use of t':1T, as found according to (4.13), induces a new equation for hqP.
This equation has to be solved numerically and gives:

1.735 -4
Oq > ---;p- ~ 2.5 ·10 m, (4.24)

As mentioned before Oq has to be larger than %. Therefore, the lower limit of
this solution is inappropriate. Note that the introduction of the additional flux
in x-direction implies an increase of Oq. Unfortunately, we have not found a way
to predict the relative importance of the fluxes in x and y-directions.

It is possible to come to a better estimated value for Oq by the following con
templation. The flame is supposed to be one-dimensional (i.e. undisturbed) for
y> Oq. However, the solution in (4.14) implies that the flame has to be stabilized
infinitely far away from the burner wall, because the maximum temperature T b

is only reached for y _ 00. Therefore, the flame in our model always has to have
some (although it may be very small) curvature relative to the burner wall. This
means that Oq has to be large enough, so that the temperature and the flame
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(4.25)

(4.26)

8

speed in the attachment point are close to their adiabatic values. We calculate
the temperature in the attachment point T(O, bq ) by means of (4.13). This gives:

T b TU 00 [ ] 3- _ 1 _2_ dk 1 e-~v'l+k2
T(O, bq ) - Tu - + 1rPbq J v"f+k2

o

The flame speed in the attachment point relative to its adiabatic value is calcu
lated using the one-dimensional approximations in (2.40). This results in:

21 (UJ(O, bq)) = -Ta Ta [ (3 2] 1 (T(O, bq))
n uJ T(O,b

q
) + Tb + 0:+ + n Tb

for a stoichiometric mixture. The results of (4.25) and (4.26) are shown in fig. 4.8.
It is clear from these figures that Pbq must have a value close to (or larger than)
4, if the flame speed in the attachment point should be close to the adiabatic
value. This means that bq is of the order of 6 . 1O-4m, which is in close agreement
with the numerically found estimate value.

l,------==~==....,

o "----"'-- ----'- ----J

o

fig.4.8: the temperature and the flame speed in the at
tachment point bq according to (4.25) and (4-26), re
spectively.

The estimated values of bq lead to the conclusion that the thickness of the
thermal layer, in the described model, is mainly influenced by the size of the
inverse Peclet-Iength (P-t ). In fact, as fig. 4.8 shows, it will probably be of the
order of~. However, the description also indicates that the influence of the ratio
of the activation temperature and the adiabatic temperature (Ta/Tb).
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4.8 Discussion

In this section the theoretically obtained estimate value for the stand-off distance
Dq will be confronted with experimental results found in literature. Of course we
have to keep in mind that a lot of physical simplifications have been made to
obtain this value for Oq. E.g. all of the previous results have been reached under
the assumption of a constant the thermal conductivity. As it follows from the
analytical description, the chosen value of the thermal conductivity clearly influ
ences on the thickness of the thermal layer. In reality, the thermal conductivity
depends on temperature and may vary over a factor of about six through a flame.
Therefore, to be able to judge the results with respect to experiments, we should
also compare them to the results which are obtained without the assumption
of a constant thermal conductivity. This will be done by means of numerical
simulation in section 4.9.

The most direct comparison between Oq and experiments can be made using
measurements of the dead space, which is defined as the distance between the
flame and the luminous border of a flame which propagates freely through a
tube. In [Kar53] results are presented of some experiments carried out by Kaskan.
These experiments result in a value for Oq of about 3 . 1O-4m .

An other comparison between the theoretical and experimental results may
be made using the critical gradient measured at flash-back. The starting-point of
the use of critical gradients is the assumption that the thickness of the thermal
boundary layer does not change, as long as the velocity profile is (almost) linear.
The influence of the introduction of a constant velocity profile, as we have done,
will be studied to some extend in section 4.9.

However, awaiting these results, we assume that any shape of the velocity
profile, which has a gas speed of UJ at Oq, results in a flame with its attachment
point positioned at the top of the burner (i.e. at x = 0). Furthermore, our
description only uses the conditions ahead of the flame to describe the thermal
boundary layer. These conditions do not change as the flame moves further down
in the burner. Therefore, the value found for the stand-off distance of a flame
stabilized at the top of the burner is equal to the stand-off distance during flash
back. If this is true the stand-off distance of the described stabilized flame must
be equal to the ratio of the adiabatic flame speed and the critical gradient for
flash-back.

In the experiments of [Har49] a critical gradient for flash-back of about 400s-1

is found on a cylindrical Bunsen burner. This gives rise to a Oq of approximately
0.41/400 m (~ 10· 1O-4m ). The flash-back behavior of a CH4 /air flame will be
discussed in more detail in section 5.4.

Another point of reference for the value of Oq is the quench distance. For
a stoichiometric C H4 /air flame [Har49, Kar53] find an experimental value of
24 . 1O-4m . Of course the quench distance has to correspond to the value of
20q. This leads to a Oq of 12 . 1O-4m . The agreement between the experimental
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and the theoretical results is reasonably well. Certainly in view of the previously
mentioned physical simplifications and the mutual differences in the experimental
results.

4.9 The thermal conductivity and velocity pro
file

In this section the influence of the physical assumptions of constant thermal con
ductivity and constant inflow velocity are tested. The results of the previous
sections are judged by means of a comparison with the results of numerical cal
culations. First, we will study the influence of the assumption of a constant value
for the thermal conductivity. This is done by resetting the value of , to 0.77 (as
given in table 1.1). The Lewis-numbers, on the other hand, are still assumed to
be equal to one. In figs. 4.9 the result of this calculation is compared with the pre
viously found results by means of the mass-fraction profiles, the Shvab-Zel'dovich
variable for fuel and 7]'.

It is clear that, although the profiles look more or less the same, both values
of 7] (the area of constant mass-fractions) as well as 8q (the distance from the wall
to the end of the linear decrease) have changed. The decrease of the thermal con
ductivity and the diffusion coefficient in the cooling area due to the introduction
of, = 0.77 leads to somewhat steeper temperature and mass-fraction profiles
and, therefore, to a decrease of thickness of the thermal boundary layer.

In fig. 4.9 7]' is used to get a more quantitative view on the change in the
shape of the profiles. As previously mentioned 7]' measures the thickness of the
cooling layer 7]. The result for, = 0.77 is to be more irregular than that for
, = O. Furthermore, it is clear that the thickness of the cooling layer in the
case of, = 0.77 is smaller than the value found with, = 0 (i.e. l/P instead
of 2/P. Note that the difference which is found by setting, to zero depends on
the chosen reference temperature in table 1.2. In retrospect we may say that, as
far as the stand-off distance is concerned, the reference temperature has chosen
reasonably well.

Next, the thermal conductivity is set back to its constant value and the influ
ence of the assumed velocity profile is tested. To do so we now take a nth-order
velocity profile. This profile is given by:

and

for y < Yo : u = Uo [1 - { 1 - :0f] (4.27)

for y ~ Yo : U = Uo

with Yo equal to 8·10-4 m and Uo equal to OAm/s. Note that n --t 00 corresponds
to a constant velocity profile as used in the previous sections. The horizontal
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velocity-component is still assumed to be equal to zero. In fig. 4.10 we compare
the mass-fraction profiles, the Shvab-Zel'dovich variable for fuel and rl' found for
the velocity profiles with n = 0, 1 and 2 and for n ~ 00.

The shape of the mass-fraction profiles in figs. 4.10 remains more or less the
same in the intermediate area (." < y < ~q) and the order of magnitude of the
thickness of the boundary layers does not change. However, it is also clear that
the shape of the mass-fraction profiles changes considerably, which is attended
with an increase of the thickness of the thermal boundary layer. This is caused by
the fact that the velocity of the gas mixture close to the burner is approximately
zero, instead of Uo for n ~ 00, which results in significantly lower fuel and oxygen
concentrations along the burner wall. Somewhat further away from the burner the
velocity almost equals Uo for all values of n, thus causing the similarity between
the results for the tested values of n (not equal to 0) in the intermediate areas.
This is also clear from the comparison of .,,' for the different values of n. In all
tested cases (except for n = 0) ." in the intermediate region is approximately equal
to liP, while closer to the burner the shape of the .,,-profiles depends severely on
the chosen value of n.

We may conclude that the change in the velocity profile from n ~ 00 to n = 0
causes an increase of the stand-off distance. Therefore, changes in the velocity
profile and thus in the geometry are able to change the structure of the thermal
layer and the stand-off distance significantly. This results in the conclusion that
the mere application of the theory of critical gradients to predict the stability of
a flame appears to be insufficient in the case of non-linear velocity profiles. It
may only be applied to burners with a shear boundary layer thicker than ~q. A
further study on the influence of the non-linearity of the velocity profile on the
critical gradients would be very useful.
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Chapter 5

Two-dimensional methane/air
flames

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter results are presented of the application of the algorithm described
in chapter 3 to laminar premixed CH4 /air flames [Lan9!]. The goal of this
chapter is twofold. First, it will be shown that the chosen rate equation, with rate
parameters matched to the one-dimensional flame-speed, reproduce the presented
experimental results fairly accurately. Second, it is shown that the results of
the numerical model makes it possible to perform a detailed study of different
phenomena that describe the structure of a flame. The numerical results treated
in this chapter are particularly meant to be a starting-point for future study.

To put the presented results in the proper perspective it is important to
remember that, as explained in chapter 2, the chosen rate parameters are derived
from the experimental data of [And72, Kas67]. This implies that the performance
of the reaction model depends entirely on the reliability of these results. We are
working to set up experiments to verify and, if necessary and possible, improve
the experimental data. These experiments will not be treated in this thesis.

We will describe an other experimental set-up, a triple-slit burner, in the first
section. In section 5.3 this burner is used to verify the numerical results on the
global flame structure at various mass flow rates and equivalence ratios (</J). More
specifically, the shape and the length of the flame, which are found numerically,
are compared with theoretical approximations and experimental data. It will
be shown that the numerical and experimental results compare moderately well.
However, the experimental results have to be improved to come to a more definite
conclusion on the reliability of the numerical results.

Next, the critical gradient for flash-back (section 5.4) and the quench lim
its (section 5.5) are calculated and compared with the experimental results of
[Elb49, Har49]. In chapter 4 we already used similar numerical results to verify

115
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our theoretical model on flame stabilization using the proposed reaction model.
Here, the numerical results are compared to experiments to determine whether or
proposed reaction model reproduces flame stabilization with sufficient accuracy.
As far as the critical gradient is concerned, the experimental and numerical re
sults compare reasonably well. Although it must be said that we find quite large
gradients for fuel-rich flames. The numerical results will also give rise to a new
definition of the critical gradient, which has some attractive features concerning
its independence on the velocity profile.

In the consideration of the quench distance the influence of the transport
coefficients is investigated. Especially, the thermal conductivity and the Lewis
numbers are of major importance for the calculated stability limits of a flame.
Therefore, the validity of the used set of chemical rate parameters can only be
tested in combination with a specific set of transport coefficients. This problem is
also pointed out in [War82]. In the tested cases the best results are found, when
the diffusion coefficients are calculated from the kinetic gas theory [Bir60, Cha70,
Hir54], while the thermal conductivity is calculated using the (fitted) power-law
equation suggested in section 1.5.

In section 5.6 the tip of a flame is studied numerically. For the closing of
the flame at the tip the local flame speed should be equal to the local gas speed
(since, the flame front is perpendicular the flow-direction). This means that the
local value of the flame speed in the flame tip is usually much larger than the one
dimensional adiabatic flame speed. In the literature we have found two somewhat
different approaches to explain this increase. Both approaches are based on flame
stretch. The results of these descriptions will be presented in combination with
our own numerical and experimental results.

First, the results of the hydrodynamic stretch approach of [Mat82, Ech90] are
described. In this approach the increase of the flame surface caused by flame
curvature on a hydrodynamic scale, i.e. on a scale much larger than the flame
thickness, is used to explain the necessary increase of the mass-burning rate.
Although this theory uses the large scale as a starting-point, there is experimental
proof [Ech90] that it may be applied to the flame tip in which the large scale
assumption is not valid.

Second, the results of a more general description of flame stretch are presented.
In this description the rise in the mass consumption rate in the curved flame tip
is imputed to the combined effect of the increase of the flame surface and the
increase of the flame temperature. This stretch theory is described in [Chu88,
Law88]. According to this theory, a substantial increase of the flame temperature
in the (stretched) flame tip can be achieved when the Lewis numbers are larger
than one.

The study of the flame tip is concluded with some preliminary numerical
results, which clearly show the possibility of detailed flame study by means of
the proposed reaction model and numerical algorithm. The numerical results also
show the necessity of further study on this subject.
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In this section the experimental setup: a triple-slit burner (fig. 5.1) t, is intro
duced. This burner is used in the experiments presented in section 5.3. In these
experiments laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) is used to measure the local value
of the velocity. To do so, MgO-particles (with a diameter of order 3Jlm) are
seeded into the gas mixture. Mass-flow controllers are used to set and keep the
gas flow at the desired value.

fig.5.l: triple-slit burner.

For the comparison of experimental and the numerical results on the global
flame structure the middle flame of the triple-slit burner is used. This has the
advantage that the flame on the central slit is contained between two similar
flames, which restricts the influence of the surroundings. If this enclosure is
ideal, the middle flame may be modelled numerically as if it is confined between
two symmetry boundaries. Although the shape of the flame, as seen in our
experiments, is obviously influenced by lateral expansion, we will still use this
assumption in the numerical model. To come to a more definite conclusion on
the similarity between the numerically and experiment.ally found shape of the
flame it is necessary to construct a burner in which the boundary conditions are
even more accurately defined.

A disadvantage of the way in which the burner is constructed is the fact that
the velocity profile at the outflow has a non-parabolic shape as shown in fig. 5.2

Ithe coordinate system has been shifted as compared to the geometry used in chapter 4
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due to the diverging structure of the burner walls. The chosen construction makes
it possible to cool the very thin top of the burner wall. However, the resulting
non-parabolic velocity profile makes it necessary to measure the velocity profile
at the outlet of the burner and to model it using a higher-order polynomial. We
have chosen to use:

(5.1 )

Note that this polynomial is chosen in such a manner that the gas speed at the
burner rim (y = ±Ly ) equals zero. Further note that (5.1) gives a parabolic
profile, when C is chosen equal to -1.

Fig. 5.2 shows that the polynomial fit describes the experimentally found ve
locity profile very well, whereas the parabolic profile (C = -1) differs rather a lot.
Due to the non-parabolic nature of the velocity profile, it is difficult to compare
our results with experiments known from literature. In the experiments we will

1.0

0.5 ,
,,

,,,,

di.tance to the wall (mm)

fig.5.2: the velocity profile at the outflow of the triple-slit
burner:
• x : the experimental values
• continuous line : the used outlet profile (umax =
1.07m/s ; C = -1.51)
• dashed line: the parabolic profile (umax = 1.07m/s ;
C = -1)

use five different values of the gas flow rate. They are given in table 5.1. The value
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of C is determined by fitting (5.1) to the experimental value of ug (L,,/2). The
resulting velocity profiles represent the experiments with an accuracy of about
5%.

U m ..., C
0.83 -lAO
0.94 -1.37
1.07 -1.51
1.13 -1.51
1.21 -1.60

table 5.1: um...,(m/s) and C (as given in (5.1)) for the
five gas flow rates that will be used.

5.3 Flame structure

In this section the experimental results of the global structure of the flame on
the triple-slit burner are compared with the numerical results obtained using
the algorithm presented in chapter 3. The calculation domain and boundary
conditions are shown in fig. 5.3.

We have chosen to model the flame on the full width of the burner (i.e. (for
- L" < Y < Ly ) instead of one of the symmetric parts to show that the proposed
numerical algorithm indeed leads to a symmetrical flame. In the numerical model
the walls of the burner are supposed to be of constant thickness of OAmm and to
be separated by a distance of 4mm (= 2Ly ). The burner is fed with a perfectly
mixed C H4 / air flow with a given equivalence ratio. The definition of the calcula
tion domain clearly shows the reason why the triple-slit geometry was chosen. All
boundary conditions in fig. 5.3 are easy and exactly to implement, since there are
no atmospheric (free) boundaries. Therefore, the use of these boundary condi
tions circumvents the inaccuracy which may arise when atmospheric boundaries
are involved.

We will compare our numerical results with those of a simple theoretical model
described in e.g. [Lew61, Str84]. In this model the flame is stabilized in such a
way that the local flame speed (uf) at each point in the flame equals the local
component of the flow perpendicular to the flame front u(O, y) cos(0), where 0 is
the stabilization angle between the flame and the x-axis as shown in fig. 5.4. If
we assume that variations in temperature and equivalence ratio due to stretch,
diffusion and cooling may be neglected along the flame front, the flame speed
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fig.5.3: the calculation domain and boundary conditions.

flame front

fig.5.4: flame stabilization along the flame front.
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along the flame front (uJ) is constant (and equal to the adiabatic value). The
position of the flame h(y) may then be calculated by integrating ~: ~ tan(O):

h(y) = - 111 dy' [ug(y')p - 1,
uJ

Ly-ti

(5.2)

The flame is assumed to attach to the burner at (x, y) = (0, L lI - S), where S is
the distance to the burner wall at which the gas speed equals the adiabatic flame
speed:

U(O, LlI - S) = UJ. (5.3)

Obviously, this simple model does not predict the rate of wall cooling at various
y-positions. Therefore, the height of the stabilization point remains unknown and
is taken as zero arbitrarily. This leads to errors of order of the flame thickness. In
the presentation of the theoretical results the area, where the gas speed is smaller
than the adiabatic flame speed, is indicated by a horizontal line. Here the flame
is assumed to extinguish. To be able to compare the theoretical and numerical
results, the adiabatic flame speed used in (5.2) should be equal to the numerical
value. These flame speeds are 0.28m/s, 0.41m/s and 0.35m/s for equivalence
ratios equal to 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2, respectively.

In figs. 5.5 the numerical, theoretical and experimental results on the flame
structure are compared. For the numerically found flame shape the 1200K
isotherm is used. The theoretical flame shape is determined according to (5.2).
The experimental results shown in these figures represent the measurements of
the start of the combustion zone. These data-points are obtained with LDA by
measuring the height at which the gas velocity suddenly starts to increase. In
this comparison a stoichiometric flames (<p = 1.0) is used at two different gas flow
rates (according to table 5.1: Umax = 1.07m/s and Umax = 1.21m/s).

The qualitative resemblance between the experimental, theoretical and nu
merical results is clear. However, it is also clear that the flame found in the
experiments looks somewhat more expanded. This is caused by the perfect en
closure between the symmetry bounds in the numerical model, whereas the flame
in the experiments clearly shows some outward expansion. This is clearly seen by
observing the outer flames, which are pushed sideways quite strongly. Therefore,
further study on the influence of the boundary conditions on the flame structure
is necessary to come to a more definite experimental validation of the numerical
results. We will either have to use a numerical simulation in which an atmo
spheric bound is used or we have to construct a different burner in which lateral
expansion is impossible.

In a further comparison of the numerical, theoretical and experimental re
sults, we consider the length of the flame (the distance between the tip of the
flame and the burner outlet), presented in table 5.2 for three equivalence ratios,
<P = 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2. To be able to compare these results we have to find three
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fig.5.5: results for a stoichiometric C H4 / air flame for
U max = l.07m/s (left) and U max = 1.21m/s (right);
• the numerical result: T = 1200I< isotherm (continu
ous line)
• the theoretical result according to (5.2) (dashed line)
• the experimentally found shape of the flame (x marked
points).
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analogous definitions of flame length. For the definition of the height in the nu
merical results we have used the isotherm T = 1200 K. The theory gives the
height by calculation of h(O) from (5.2). The length of the flame is experimentally
determined by measuring the distance at y = 0 where the gas speed suddenly
increases. Since these three definitions are not fully in agreement, errors of the
order of the thickness of the flame (about 0.5mm) may be expected. The thus
found lengths of the flame are presented in table 5.2. The numerical and theo
retical results compare reasonably well. This is also true for the flame lengths
found in the experiments for 1/>=1.0 and 1/>=1.2. However, the numerically found
flame lengths for 1/>=0.8 seem to be somewhat to large.

Experimentally we found flash-back of a stoichiometric flame at the flow
rates below 0.94m/s, whereas numerical results show flash-back at a flow rate
of 0.83m/s. These results show that flash-back is reproduced fairly accurately
within about 10%. In section 5.4 the numerically determined flow rate at flash
back will be compared to experiments found in literature. Note that there is
obviously no flash-back in the theoretical results.

U max I/> = 0.8 I/> = 1.0 I/> = 1.2
m/s expo num. theo. expo num. theo. expo num. theo.
0.83 2.6 3.9 3.0 - - 1.7 2.6 2.4 2.1
0.94 3.0 4.5 3.5 - 2.1 2.1 3.1 2.8 2.5
1.07 3.4 5.1 4.0 2.3 2.5 2.4 3.5 3.4 2.9
1.13 3.7 5.4 4.3 2.4 2.8 2.6 3.9 3.6 3.1
1.21 3.9 5.6 4.5 2.6 3.0 2.8 4.5 3.9 3.3

table 5.2: the experimental, numerical and theoretical
flame length (mm) at varying gas flow rates for if>=0.8,
1/>=1.0 and if>=1.2. The dashes denote flash-back. The
accuracy of the experimentally obtained flame heights is
approximately 0.5mm

In fig. 5.6 the refined grid, isotherms and streamlines are shown for the stoi
chiometric flame for U max = 1.21m/s, as also presented in fig. 5.5 and table 5.2.
We have chosen to present only one flame, since all other flames look similar.
The refined grid is a 2-layer refined grid on a background grid of 50 x 20 points
with a total of about 3500 points. Both the position of the local refinements as
well as the isotherms clearly show the position of the flame, which means that
the refinement criterion is chosen correctly. The presented stream-lines clearly
show the expansion of the flow field at the flame sheet.
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fig.5.6: results for a stoichiometric C H4 / air flame for

U max = 1.21m/s
(from left to right):
the 2-layer locally refined grid
the isotherms (from 400K to 2000K in steps of 200K
the streamlines
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In this section the stability of a flame with respect to flash-back is treated. The
numerical results are calculated on the domain presented in fig. 5.3. First, we
reconsider the definition of the critical gradient. Next, we will show that our nu
merical results, calculated with the use of the one-step reaction scheme, compare
reasonably well with the results of experiments as presented in [Elb49, Har49],
although their experiments are performed using a cylindrical burner. Experimen
tal results obtained with the triple-slit burner are not used for verification, since
its construction does not guarantee sufficient cooling of the burner rim when the
flame is about to flash-back. Furthermore, the non-parabolic velocity profile at
the outlet of the burner would make it difficult to compare the results with those
found in literature. For this purpose a parabolic velocity profile at the entrance
is preferable.

As explained in chapter 4, the principal idea of the introduction of critical
gradients [Elb49, Lew61] is the assumption that the critical derivative of the
parallel velocity component at the wall for a flame which is about to- flash-back:

aUg I ) ( )gF = ay (0, L y , 5.4

is independent of the burner geometry. This seems to be reasonable as long as the
velocity profile may be assumed to be linear in the quench layer. Therefore, if this
assumption is true, the critical gradient gives a geometry independent measure
for flash-back.

The critical gradients for flash-back are determined numerically for a burner
with a varying plate separations of 3, 4 and 5mm and for varying equivalence
ratios (0.8, 1.0 and 1.2). For the different equivalence ratios the results are
presented in the tables 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. The numerical results are obtained by
determining the stationary solution for varying U max , which is the maximum value
of the parabolic profile. If the flame stabilizes close to the lower boundary of the
computation domain (2mm below the burner rim), it is assumed to be flashed
back. The calculations are performed on a uniform grid with a grid spacing of
O.lmm in a domain similar to the one shown in fig. 5.1 with a domain length of
3mm and a burner length of 2mm.

The results of tables 5.3 to 5.5 indicate that the critical gradient for flash-back
(gF) defined according to (5.4) is not independent of the plate separation. This
seems to contradict the very reason of the introduction of the critical gradient.
However, the definition assumes a linear velocity profile over a distance as large
as the stand-off distance. This assumption may well not be true for the smaller
plate separations as is also pointed out in [Har49]. This suggests an alternative
definition of the critical gradient:

, Uf 2uf 1
gF = - = - (5.5)

8 Ly 1 - VI - Uf/umax
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is more appropriate for small L y values. This new definition is, again, based
on the assumption that the flame stabilizes at y = L y - S according to (5.3).
Note that the newly defined critical gradient (g~) equals the critical gradient
(gF) according to (5.4) for large values of U max (i.e. for large values of Ly). A
disadvantage of (5.5) is that the adiabatic flame speed Uf has to be known before
the gradient can be calculated.

The numerically obtained critical gradients for flash-back according to (5.5)
are also shown. To calculate g~ the adiabatic flame speed (uf) is taken to be
equal to 0.28m/s, 0.41m/s and 0.35m/s for </J = 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2, respectively
(just as in section 5.3). It is clear that g~ is (almost) constant for varying L y •

Ly(mm) gF(S 1) g~(s 1)
1.5 430 290
2.0 320 220
2.5 270 190

table 5.3: critical flash-back gradients for flames on
plates for </J=O.8.

Ly(mm) gF(S 1) gF(s 1)
1.5 710 520
2.0 650 520
2.5 590 495

table 5.4: critical flash-back gradients for flames on
plates for </J=1.0.

The values of gF and g~ in table 5.3 to 5.5 are somewhat large as compared
to the experimental values [Har49]. They find gF ~ 200, 400 and 220s-1 for
flames with equivalence ratios of 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2, respectively, on cylindrical
tube burner. This discrepancy might be caused by the fact that a flame near
a tube wall with a radius of the order 0, is exposed to a larger amount of wall
cooling than a flame near a flat wall. This type of argument is in accordance
with the establishment that the quench distance for plates is smaller than the
value for tubes [Elb49]. On this basis the conclusion could be drawn, that the
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Ly(mm) gF(S 1) gF(s 1)
1.5 590 430
2.0 560 450
2.5 540 450

table 5.5: critical flash-back gradients for flames on
plates for ¢=1.2.
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dead space in a parallel-plate burner is smaller and could explain the larger gF
(and g~) values for slot burners. Note that this conclusion also effects the results
presented in section 4.7, where the theoretically found stand-off distance 6g was
compared to a stand-off distance derived from the experimental results on the
critical gradient for flash-back. Presently, we are working to set up experiments
on flash-back performed on a slot burner. The first preliminary results seem to
support this conclusion.

5.5 Quenching

In this section the quench distances (L g ) for CH4 / air mixtures. are determined
and the results are compared with the experimental values as presented in [Har49].
The numerical results are obtained on a uniform numerical grid (40 X 40 points) in
the domain presented in fig. 5.7. The quench limit is determined by taking a gas
flow equal to zero and decreasing the plate separation until the flame extinguishes
at plate separation Lg • Therefore, these calculations are based on the assumption
that the flame in the quench limit moves at a flame speed close to zero through
the burner. The quench limits are presented in table 5.6 for three values of the
equivalence ratio: ¢ = 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2.

During these calculations it became clear that the choice of transport coeffi
cients is of great importance to the calculated quench distance. This influence is
shown by comparing:
• case a: the use of a thermal conduction coefficient according to table 1.1 and
diffusion coefficients according to the kinetic gas theory,
• case b: the thermal conduction coefficient according to table 1.1 and the diffu
sion coefficients derived using Lewis numbers equal to one
and
• case c: the thermal conduction coefficient taken constant by choosing ,=0 and
the diffusion coefficients according to the kinetic gas theory.

The differences found in the values of the quench distance in the three tested
cases clearly show the necessity of a realistic representation of the transport
coefficients. Moreover, the numerically found quench distances in case a, which
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fig.5.7: the computation domain.
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gives the most realistic values for the transport coefficients, and in case b compare
reasonably well with the experimental data [Har49]. Especially, note the dramatic
influence of changes in 'Y. For further study on this subject the use of a more
accurate estimation for the thermal conductivity would probably be very helpful.

¢ [Har49] case a case b case c
0.8 3.1 3.1 >4 >6
1.0 2.4 1.6 2.8 >6
1.2 3.0 1.8 3.8 >6

table 5.6: calculated quench distance L g(mm) in the four
cases described in this section compared to the experi
mental values of [Har49].

5.6 The flame tip

In this section the tip of a flame is studied more closely. First, our numerical
results will be compared with those of our own experiments. After that, we will
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discuss the theoretical description of the flame tip. This section is concluded with
a numerical study on the processes that take place in the flame tip.

The difficulty in the theoretical description of the flame tip is the fact that
the flame sheet in the tip is perpendicular to the gas flow. Therefore, it seems
that the mass-burning rate in the flame tip has to be much larger than the
adiabatic mass-burning rate, which is the maximum value in a one-dimensional
flame. In the literature on the flame tip we have found two theoretical approaches
to explain this increase. First, there is the hydrodynamic description, presented in
section 5.6.2, where the increase of the flame surface caused by curvature is used
to explain the additional mass-fuel consumption. Second, there is a more general
stretch description presented in section 5.6.3. In this approach the increased
mass-burning rate in the tip is the combined result of an increase of the flame
surface and a change in the flame temperature. We will shortly describe the
results of both approaches and their implications.

In section 5.6.4 a numerical study is presented on the processes that play a
part in the flame tip. One of the purposes of this numerical study is to show
that the one-step chemical reaction model, as it is used, makes a detailed study
of combustion possible, even though it is originally designed for the modelling
of the global structure of the flame. The main goal of the presentation of these
numerical results is to serve as a starting-point for future study on this subject.

5.6.1 Comparison of numerical and experimental results

Our experimental results are obtained in the setup presented in section 5.2 by
measuring the height at which the gas speed suddenly increases. This is done
on a number of positions above the burner, which results in a contour of the
flame. From this contour the curvature is determined. For all C H 4 / air flames
presented in table 5.2, we find that the radius of curvature of the flame tip has
values between O.2mm and O.3mm. To compare these results to those of the
numerical calculations, we have chosen to use some of the isotherms between
1200K and 1600K. In all of the tested flames this gives a radius of curvature
of approximately O.2mm for the T = 1200K isotherm to about O.4mm for the
T = 1600K isotherm, which coincides with the range of the experimental results.

5.6.2 Hydrodynamic stretch description

In [Buc85, Ech90, Mat82] hydrodynamic stretch is used to explain the increase of
the mass-burning rate. The essential point of the hydrodynamic stretch interpre
tation is not an increase of the local value of the flame speed, but the increase of
the fuel-consuming surface in a curved flame as compared to a flat flame. There
fore, the increase of the surface of the flame sheet in the tip is considered to cause
an increase of the mass-burning rate, thus causing an apparent increase of the
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(5.7)

flame speed (uj). This also is the starting-point of the wrinkled flame description
used for turbulent flames in e.g. [WiI65].

According to [Mat82] uj in a curved flame with a radius of curvature R is
given by:

u' 1
-.l.. - -- (5.6)- 1 a'
Uf - PR

where a is a proportionality constant that accounts for the heat release and
preferential diffusion and P the inverse length scale (as in chapter 4).

X
p-1 == -- ~ 0.15mm.

puufCp

Furthermore, a theoretical value for a is predicted [Mat82]:

Tb Tb

a = Tb _ Tu In( TU) ~ 2.32

for ¢J = 1.0 with T b = 2230K and T U = 300K

The hydrodynamic stretch description is based on a small distortion of the one
dimensional situation. Therefore, it may in fact only be used in slightly curved
flames where the radius of curvature of the flame sheet (R) is much larger than
the width of the pre-heating zone (P-l) so that the flame may be described as if
it were infinitely thin, i.e. [PR]-l must be a small parameter. This means that,
strictly speaking, (5.6) may be used only when it gives rise to small distortions
of the adiabatic flame speed.

In [Ech90] the use of (5.6) is extended to the tip of the flame. In their
experiments they apply (5.6) on measurements of the curvature of the flame
tip (R) in a stoichiometric CH4 /air flame with a uniform gas flow rate (uo =
uj > U f)' Equalizing u / and Uo and using their experimentally found values of
P R, they report to find a value for a of about 2.81, for a range of gas flow rates
in (5.6). This agrees fairly well with the theoretical value in (5.7). However,
their experimental results do not seem to agree with our experimental nor with
our numerical results, which give P R a value of roughly 2 for U max ~ 2.5uf and,
therefore, a value for a of about 1.2. Note that for this U max the experiments of
[Ech90] give a value for PRof about 3.8 and the theory implies a value of about
4.6, which both are approximately a factor 2 larger as compared to our value.

The difference between their and our experimental results might be caused
by the fact that in [Ech90] photographs are used to determine the position of
the flame. Therefore, their results depend on the position at which the light
is emitted, whereas our experiments measure the curvature at the beginning of
the temperature increase. Note that the temperature, at the position where the
light is emitted, is probably larger than 16001< (which is indicated in [Ech90] as
the ignition temperature). Our numerical results show that, if the light-emitting
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zone would correspond to the area at the end ofthe reaction process, i.e. with
temperatures of about 2000K to 2100K, the value of PR increases to a value
of about 6 (which is even larger than the value found in the experiments of
[Ech90]). This type of argument shows that different interpretations of the radius
of curvature give rise to large differences in the results, which is obvious since R
and liP are of the same order of magnitude. Therefore, the radius of curvature
will have to be defined more carefully to come to a more definite conclusion on
the flame tip description.

5.6.3 General stretch description

One of the main problems about the hydrodynamic description is the starting
point of an infinitely thin flame as compared to the curvature of the flame, i.e.
p R ~ 1. As we have seen this assumption is probably not met in the flame tip.
Therefore, the description of the flame tip calls for a more detailed approach as
is presented in [Chu88, Law88], which uses the integrated conservation equations
as a starting-point. This description results in a change of the flame speed caused
by the combined effect of the increase of the flame surface and the change of the
flame temperature.

The change of the flame temperature caused by flame stretch is explained in
[Chu88, Law88, WiI65]. The influence of flame stretch on the flame temperature
depends on the Lewis numbers, i.e. whether fuel and oxygen diffuse quicker
(Le < 1) or slower (Le > 1) into the curved flame as compared to enthalpy.
According to [Chu88, Law88] this leads to a change in the flame temperature
given by:

T
b'

= T b
{ 1+ [L - 1] K a} ,

where K a is the Karlovich number defined as:

(5.8)

KD
K a == [pu uJJ2'

which depends on the stretch rate K, the diffusion coefficient D and the adiabatic
mass burning rate (pUuJ). In appendix E we calculate K for the flame tip in
accordance to [Chu88, Ech90, Str84], which leads to:

K __ U max

- R'

where R is the radius of the flame tip2. Using P Rand Le, we find a Karlovich
number of:

Ka = _ umax __l_
UJ LePR

(5.9)

2This result corresponds to the result given in [Ech90] for a constant instead of a parabolic
velocity profile.
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(5.10)

Note that the value for PRof about 2 as found in the considerations on hy
drodynamic stretch leads to a Karlovich number which is approximately equal
to minus one for umax/UJ :::::: 2.5. Since the Karlovich number is negative in the
flame tip, the flame temperature increases for Lewis numbers larger than one. In
gas mixtures with Lewis numbers equal or smaller than one flame stretch results
in a decrease of the flame temperature. Therefore, for these Lewis numbers the
change in flame temperature causes a decrease rather than an increase of the
mass-burning rate. In these gas mixtures the effect of flame stretch on the flame
temperature counteracts the closing of the flame.

The combined effect of flame-surface increase and change in flame temperature
on the flame speed is given in [Chu88, Law88]:

uj 2 f{a [1 ]
uJ = 1 + PR + 2Tb/Ta Le - 1 .

Note that for large values of the curvature the 1'2R term in (5.10), which results
from the increase of the flame surface, approximately equals the result in (5.6)
with a equal to 2 instead of 2.32. The last term of (5.10) represents the change
of the flame speed due to the change of the flame temperature. This term may
be used only when

f{a [L - 1] = O([Tb/Ta ]2).

This limitation is only made for (5.10) and not for (5.8)3.
In CH4 /air flames, for which the Lewis numbers are close to one, (5.10)

leads to an increase of the flame speed of about two to three times the adiabatic
flame speed for P R in the range between 1 and 2 as we found both numerically
and experimentally. Therefore, (5.10) agrees reasonably well with our numerical
results which gave a value of about 2. This means that the increase of the flame
surface according to (5.10) suffices to explain our results on CH4 /air flames.
Note, however, that the use of the experimental value of PRof about 4 found in
[Ech90] leads to an increase of the flame speed of about 1.5, which is to low.

Both the temperature according to (5.8) and the flame speed according to
(5.10) decrease rapidly for Lewis numbers smaller than one. In the following
these conclusions will be confronted with the results of numerical simulation.

5.6.4 Numerical results

We present the results of the numerical study on the tip of the flame. To get a
clear view on the processes that playa part in the tip of the flame all transport

3Suppose we have a fictitious fuel/air mixture with the chemical parameters of CH4 /air
combustion, where T b/Ta is of the order of 0.1 and a flame tip, where the Karlovich number
is of order minus one. If we want to apply (5.10) to this flame we have to make sure that the
Lewis numbers are chosen between 1.01 and 0.99.
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(5.11)

coefficients are set to a constant value. Furthermore, the horizontal velocity
component is kept equal to zero. This is done to avoid horizontal expansion,
which could decrease the vertical velocity component. This obviously implies
that the numerical results will not agree with experimental results. However, the
assumption of zero lateral expansion is in accordance with the way in which of
the Karlovich number is calculated. Therefore, we hope to be able to compare
the numerical and theoretical results.

The simplifications give the following energy conservation equation (cf.(4.1)):

8T 82T 82T
[pu]"c" 8x - ,X 8x2 - ,X 8y2 = li.hPi"

The mass-fraction conservation equations are of the same shape. Note that, since
there is no expansion:

p(x,y)U(x,y) = p(O,y)u(O,y) == [pu]"(y),

where the velocity profile at the inflow is assumed to be parabolic with a maxi
mum value of Umax:

[pu]"(y) = [pu]max [1 - y/L/]
In fig. 5.8 we show the calculated isotherms with various choices of constant
Lewis numbers4 . Although the shape of the flame tip is influenced by the Lewis
numbers, figs. 5.8 clearly show that the flame closes, independent on whether the
Lewis numbers are larger than one or not. Furthermore, the curvature of the
tip of the flame does not seem to change as dramatically as may be expected
from (5.10). To show how this is possible the energy conservation equation is
integrated through the flame:

(5.12)

and comparing the result to the integration of the one-dimensional equation:

00

[pU]fC,,[Tb
- T"] = Jli.hPJudx

-00

(5.13)

The importance of both right-hand side terms in (5.12) is examined by numerical
integration and shown in table 5.7 for all of three tested Lewis numbers. It shows
that both terms give a significant contribution. However, the contribution of the
conduction due to curvature is largely responsible for the total increase of the
flame speed. The effect of the change in the integration path on the source term
increases for larger Lewis numbers.

4the definition of A (in chapter 2) equal to A[Lef,,](l'[Leo,,]~ makes it possible to keep the
one-dimensional adiabatic flame speed constant throughout these calculations
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fig.5.8: isotherms in the flame tip for U max = 1 m/s
(from left to right):
• both Lewis numbers smaller than one (:0.8)
• both Lewis numbers equal to one
• both Lewis numbers larger than one (:1.2)

j A82T dx
00

[pujlcp[Tb- TU]Le [pu]Ucp[Tb- TU] 8 y2 J 6hpiudx
-00 -00

0.8 2.8.106 1.4 .106 1.5 .106 1.1 .106

1.0 2.8 .106 1.2 .106 1.7 .106 1.1 .106

1.2 2.8 .106 1.0 .106 1.8 .106 1.1 .106

table 5.7: the values of the separate terms in (5.12) com
pared to the one-dimensional adiabatic result in (5.13)
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In table 5.8 the theoretically predicted flame temperature from (5.8) and (5.9)
is compared to the numerically found value. This clearly shows that the changes
in the flame temperature as predicted by the flame stretch theory does not agree
at all with the behavior that is found numerically at least when an estimated
Karlovich number of minus one is used. To match the numerical and theoretical
results the Karlovich number should approximately be equal to - 0.03 instead of
- 1. Therefore, the use of the numerically found increase of the flame temperature
in (5.8) gives rise to a value of 'PRof about 30, which can not be right in view
of (5.10).

Just as in the hydrodynamic description, the main problem in the comparison
of the theoretical and numerical results is the fact that the numerically calculated
flame is not infinitely thin as opposed to the theoretical flame-sheet assumptions.
The determination of the radius of the curvature in the tip is, therefore, extremely
difficult. It is, however, not sufficient to explain this large difference. This makes
further study on this subject necessary.

Le T b (5.8,5.9) T b (num.)
0.8 1700 2120
1.0 2130 2130
1.2 2550 2140

table 5.8: the predicted flame temperature according to
(5.8) and (5.9) compared to the value which is found
numerically.

To show the details of the process of flame closure at the tip of a flame with
Lewis numbers equal to one, we present the values of separate terms in the
energy conservation equation (5.11) along the center of the flame in fig. 5.9.
Note that, due to the unit Lewis numbers, it is easy to derive the value of the
corresponding terms in the mass-fraction conservation equation from fig. 5.9.

It is clear from fig. 5.9 that the flame is in fact convection dominated, i.e. in the
reaction zone the convective term equals the chemical source term. Furthermore,
fig. 5.9 clearly shows that the gas mixture in the center of the flame is heated
by its surroundings until it is ignited, which of course means that a purely one
dimensional description of the pre-heating zone is insufficient. Since the Lewis
numbers are equal to one, the heating process takes place without an increase
of the Shvab-Zel'dovich variables (CpTI t:1h + tilSi), i.e. without a change of the
total energy of the mixture. Therefore, it does not have any influence on the
flame temperature.

From the point of ignition on, the source term dominates the shape of the
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fig.5.9: the terms in the energy equation in the center of
the flame
• convection [pu]U cp ~~: continuous line

• vertical conduction -A ~:;: dashed line

• lateral conduction - A~:;: dotted line
• source term ti.hPJu: x marked continuous line
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profiles. Since the flame is not cooled by its surroundings, the reaction goes
on until there is no fuel (or oxidizer) left. The "increase" of the flame speed,
i.e. mass-burning rate, is not caused by an increase in the maximum value of the
source term but by an increase of the length of the reaction zone. Note that there
is no significant lateral conduction in the reaction zone. Therefore, the reaction
zone is approximately one-dimensional. This makes it possible to use the theory
presented in chapter 2 to describe the reaction zone. Following this theory a
flame is either conduction or convection controlled depending on U

U according
to the arguments presented in section 2.2.2 and appendix B. Therefore, a flame
may undergo a transition from being conduction controlled to being convection
controlled depending on U U

• In other words: the increase of the length scale
of the reaction zone causes an increase of the ratio of the convective and the
conductive term, which is approximately proportional to that length scale. As
for now a full theoretical description of the convection controlled flame in the tip
(as presented in appendix B for the one-dimensional flame) is omitted. However,
in a further study on the process of the closing of the flame tip it would be very
useful to study the implications of the transition of the flame to being convection
controlled.

Summarizing, this numerical study leads to the following conclusion. There
are two additional effects causing the closing of the flame at the tip. First, the
essentially non one-dimensional heating of the gas mixture by lateral conduc
tion. Second, the change from a conduction-controlled to a convection-controlled
combustion zone resulting in an increase of the length of the combustion zone.

5.6.5 Discussion

Our own experimental and numerical results on the radius of the curvature in
the flame tip coincide more than satisfactory. However, comparison with other
experiments [Ech90] seems to lead to quit large differences. This comparison
shows that one of the major problems of flame-tip descriptions is the definition
of the flame front, since the thickness of the flame front is not negligible as
compared to the radius of curvature. To solve this problem it is necessary to
define the radius of curvature more accurate, e.g. by means of a certain isotherm.

The same conclusion is drawn on the basis of the theoretical approaches to
explain the increased mass-burning rate in the flame tip; the essentially non-zero
thickness of the flame front makes it extremely difficult to compare the theoretical,
numerical and experimental results. This goes for both theoretical descriptions
(for the hydrodynamic as well as for the general stretch description). The in
creased mass-burning rate predicted by the hydrodynamic approach leads to a
somewhat larger radius of curvature compared to the general stretch description,
where the latter agrees reasonably well with our results. However, the change of
flame temperature predicted in this general stretch description does not agree at
all with our numerical results.
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The numerical results on the fluxes in the flame tip show two important
features of the processes that take place. First, the lateral conduction gives
rise to the ignition of the mixture. Second, there is a change in the reaction zone
from being conduction controlled in the one-dimensional case to being convection
controlled in the flame tip. In order to come to a more decisive conclusion on the
flame tip description further study in necessary.

5.7 Concluding remarks

The numerical results shown in this chapter clearly show that there is at least
qualitative agreement between numerical, experimental and theoretical results.
As for now it is not clear whether these results may still be improved by a
better choice of rate parameters and transport coefficients. Furthermore, the
results presented in section 5.6, concerning the tip of the flame, make it clear
that the numerical model provides a valuable tool for investigating details of the
combustion process, even though it uses the simplified chemical model.



Appendix A

A higher order solution

In section 2.2.2 we have shown that the convective heat-transport in the reaction
zone is only a fraction of the total energy flux in the case of a conduction/diffusion
controlled flames. This makes clear that perturbation theory may be used for
r > r C

• The convective part is regarded as a perturbation to the total transport
and determine higher-order approximations by substituting the small correction
back into the original differential equation. Our starting point is (2.6):

dr d [ 1 dr]
d~ - d~ Pe d~ = TJS(r)

The first-order solution for r C < r < r b is given in (2.9):

d [ 1 dr]- - -- = TJS(r)
d~ Pe d~

This leads to a convective heattransport given by (2.11)

[
dr](l) 'Tb S(t)

f(I) == - = Pe(r) 2TJ J--dt
d~ Pe(t)

'T

(A.I)

(A.2)

(A.3)

where the superscript "(i)" denotes that this is the itA-order approximation. The
critical point is defined as the point where:

I.e.

dr d [ 1 dr]
d~ I'T='T

C

= - d~ Pe d~ 'T='T
c

'

However, in the preheated zone we have the following relation:
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(AA)

There is no way to solve this discontinuity problem in first order, because the
first and second derivatives are strictly positive and negative, respectively. This
means that the second derivative of r is discontinuous at r = r C in first order. A
second-order approximation can be found by substituting (A.3) in (A.I):

_~ [_1 dr] = ."S(r) _ f(I)(r)
de Pe de

The right-hand-side of (AA) is again a function of r only, so that:

(2) = [dr] (2) = P () J'T
b

S(t) - f(I)(t)d
f - de e r 2." Pe(t) t

'T

(A.5)

where f(2) ~ f(l) because ."S ~ t(l). This also implies that the first derivative is
still strictly positive. However, the second derivative is zero when ."S = f(I) as
can be seen from (AA), and becomes even positive for smaller r. We therefore
define a new (second-order) critical point r C where:

."S(rC
) _ f(I)(r C

) = f(2).

This prescription has the advantage that the second-order derivative is now con
tinuous for all e-

We can repeat the above presented calculation an arbitrary number of times.
The approximation of order i is then given by:

(i) = [dr] (i) _ J'T
b

S(t) - f(i-I)(t)
f - d~ - Pe(r) 2." Pe(t) dt

'T

(A.6)

On the other hand, we have to point out that the exact solution of (A.I) is given
by:

(A.7)

where
dr

f(r) == de
(A.7) can be rewritten as:

'T b

f(r) = Pe(r) 2."J S(t) - f(t) dt
Pe(t)

'T

(A.S)

This proves that the solution of (A.6) is exact in the limit of i to infinity. However,
it is only a formal solution because it is a difficult task to determine the distortion
integrals f(i)( r). Even the first-order approximation f(1)(r) is extremely difficult
to calculate due to the complicated r-dependence of S.



Appendix B

Convection-controlled flames

Chapter 2 concentrated on the description of conduction controlled flames. In
this appendix we briefly mention the analogous results for the case of convection
controlled flames. (2.8) and (2.9) point out that neither the convective nor con
ductive parts can be discarded when ",S is of the same order of magnitude as
[rb - rC]. However, we will show that a flame is ruled by convective transports
only, when the source term ",S is small compared to [r b - rC].

Suppose that the conductive term may be neglected. Then we have

and

dr
for r" < r < rC: de = Pe(r)[r -r"] (B.1)

dr
for rC< r < r b

: de = ",S(r)

instead of (2.8) and (2.9). The resulting heat transport by conduction in the
reaction zone is then given by:

d [ 1 dr] dr d [ 1 dr] d [",s(r)]
de Pe de = de dr Pe de = ",S(r) dr Pe(r)

instead of (2.9) This part is negligible compared to the convective part when

since the Peclet "number" is of order 1. This condition is fulfilled in regions
where S(r) is almost independent of r. However, since S(r) is small for r -t rC

and for r -t r b, we estimate:
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Therefore, it becomes clear that the conductive part is negligible in the entire
temperature domain r C< r < r b, only when TIS ~ r b - rC. In contrast to the
situation for conduction controlled flames we now conclude from (B.I):

r C_ r U = TlS(rC) ~ TIS ~ r b _ r C

i.e. the temperature difference in the reaction zone is larger than the increase in
the preheating zone. Further on in this appendix we will show that this condition
is fulfilled when ra. is small enough.

It is tempting to define the critical temperature r C as the point where the
conductive and convective heat fluxes are equal, i.e. where:

d TlS(r)
---=1,
dr Pe(r)

(B.2)

(B.3)

analogous to the formulation of conduction controlled flames. However, it is
found that this condition can not be fulfilled in some cases, especially for very
small 1]S-values. It then appears that convective heat-flow is dominant for the
entire temperature range r U < r < Tb, so that r C= r U

• Furthermore, since we
then have:

U
U ~: IT" ex S(r

U
) -# 0,

it is possible to find a freely-propagating flame i.e.:

dr
- --+ 0
dx

only when:

This cold-boundary problem [Buc82, Wi165] can be solved by replacing the ex
ponential in the source term S(r) by:

We will show that (B.2) can always be fulfilled in this case as long as r C > r U
•

In fig.B.I the typical behavior of the different heat flows in convection con
trolled flames is depicted. Note the resemblance between this figure (for r > rC)
and fig.2a of [Fuk82] for H2/air' combustion. Apparently this is a typical exam
ple of a convection controlled flame. Combining these result with those of sec
tion 2.2.2, we conclude that a combustion phenomenon is conduction controlled
when ra >> r b and convection controlled when ra ~ r b and Ta ~ r U

•

The extension of the theory to non-unit Lewis numbers and a r-dependent Cp

is straightforward. (2.13) to (2.17) remain unchanged while (2.19) and (2.20) for
the combustion zone have to be replaced by:

dcp(r)r dY;
Sj de +d[ = 0
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fig.B.l: the convective and conductive heat-flows as a
function of l' for a convection-controlled flame.

and
Sj [Cp(1'b)1'b- c,,(1')1'] = - [lib - Y;] (B.4)

Again, we find that (2.16) is not satisfied. However, (B.4) is a good approximation
for the relation between 1'(~) and Y;(~)), since the first-order derivatives with
respect to ~ in (2.16) are small as compared to the other terms. It is clear from
(B.4) that the expression for 5'(1') now contains no Lewis numbers. Instead, it
includes cp(1') functions. The temperature profile is calculated from:

d - b
d~ [cp(1')1'] = TJS(1') for 1'C < l' < l'

and the mass fraction profiles from (2.16) combined with (B.3):

Y; -l'? _ [, ( b) b_' ( )] _1 [d1' _ 1 dcp(1')1']
Si - cp

l' l' e" ~ l' + Pe d~ Lei d~

The burning velocity is found by equating d1' / d~ in (B.5) and (2.17) at l' = 1'C
:

u2 = A[pu]p-2 A(1'C )5'(1'C
) [dCp(l' )1' Ire] -1 (B.7)

f cp{Cp(1'c)1'c- cp(1'u)1'u} d1'

where 1'C is defined by:

~ [TJ5'(t)] _ 1
d1' Pe(t) -
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(B.7) is an explicit equation for u}, which can be used for all situations when
the combustion process is ruled by convection. The critical temperature r C is the
only unknown variable. To get an estimated value of Uf and r C we now assume
Cp to be r-independent for simplicity, i.e.

c,,(r) = 1.

and use A according to table 1.1. We then find:

U2 = A[pU]P-2~ [rC]"! [rU]p [yb + [rb_ rC]]" [yb + sox[rb _ rC]]f3 e-Ta/[TC-TUj
f Cp {rc _ rU} rr rC fu ox

(B.8)
Note that u} does not depend on Lewis numbers. For a stoichiometric mixture
the critical temperature should satisfy:

(B.9)

The left-hand side of this equation goes to infinity for r C -+ r U
, and becomes

negative for large rC-values (when p > 0). This means that (B.9) always has a
solution for r C> rU. Note that rC- rUdecreases for decreasing ra-values. The
theory may be applied when ra ~ r b, i.e. when r C- rU~ r b- rC.

The discussion of burner-stabilized flames, given in section 2.3 for conduction
controlled combustion, is easily extended to flames ruled by convective transport:
the rC, r b and Uf have to be replaced by r b', r C' and ufo The expression for uf
corresponding to (2.39) is now given by (B.7) with a somewhat altered denomi
nator:

[ 'V = A[pu]p-2A(rC')S(rC') [dcp(r)r
l

c]-1 (B.I0)
uf cp{cp(rc')rc' _ c,,(ru)ru + rbUT} dr T

Again taking cp = 1, we obtain the following approximate equation for the flame
speed in a stoichiometric mixture

A[pU]P-2s f3 ~
[U/]2 _ ox

f - - {c' U + b b' }cp r -r r-r
(B.ll)

We now use (B.9) for r C
' with the term between braces replaced by:

(B.ll) can easily be extended to non-stoichiometric mixtures and a r-dependent
specific heat.
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Estimated solution for U f and T C

In this appendix the integral appearing in (2.25) and (2.26):

r b

I = J>'(t)S(t)dt
rO

(C.l)

is estimated. Furthermore, the obtained result will be used to derive approximate
expressions for T C and Uf. We start from the description of a stoichiometric flame
in which the final oxidant and fuel concentrations vanish:

Y:x = Y!.. = O.

First of all T
C in (C. 1) is replaced by O. This is a valid approximation, since the

contribution of the integral for T < T C is very small. The integral in (C.l) then
reduces to

After substitution of
T

b

Z == - -1,
t

I can be written as:
(C.3)

where we introduced:

B == X[;:r s~x[T"lP Lef..Le~x

and K, which only depends on ~:

(C.4)
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Here 2FO is a so-called hypergeometric function [Abr68]:

Po ( ._ra) _~r(k+'Y+2)r(k+p+1) [_rrab]-k
2 0 'Y,P, rb - ~ k!r(')' +2)r(p + 1) (C.5)

Substituting this result in (C.3) we find:

(C.6)

The expansion of 2FO in terms of r bIra seems to converge in the first instance,
due to the fact that r bIra is small (the activation energy is much larger than
the flame temperature). However, this is an asymptotic series, which does not
converge at all: the combination of r-functions in (C.5) increases faster than:

goes to zero for k -+ 00. The series only makes sense for small r bIra when it is
cut off after a few terms. The leading-order behavior is given by (C.6) with 2FO

replaced by 1 and is found when the factor [z + 1]-'1-2 in (C.4) is replaced by
1. That this substitution indeed gives the leading-order behavior is understood
when one realizes that the main contribution to (C.4) comes from z-values of
order r bIra' which is small compared to 1.

In order to find the magnitude of r C compared to r b, we now substitute (C.6)
for I in (2.28) and obtain

Furthermore, we neglect the rU-term in square brackets, write 4 = 1 and

r b
r C = __

11+1

Then the following estimate for 11 is found:

(C.7)

The huge influence of changes in r b on the exponential can be damped only when
11 is small enough (order r bIra). We write
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and find finally
[IT'jPe- U ex rb (C.8)

This indicates that IT' is almost constant during changes in r b
• This means that

r b- r C is indeed small and of order [rbj2/ ra . We now consider the flame speed
UJ for stoichiometric and fuel-rich mixtures (i.e. Yju = Y;x = 0). Using (C.6) for
I we find:

2A[ Ujp-2B [ b] pH ( )2 P r b -ra/rb . ra
U J = _ {A ( c) C A ( u) U}2r(P+ 1) - r e2 Po 1 +"p,-/;

Cp cp r r - Cp r r ra r
(C.9)

A second constant is introduced for notations sake:

U C _ 2A[pUjp-2B
C(r r) (C.10), = cp{2p(rc)rc-cp(ru)rup

= 2A[pUjP-2~s~x[rUjPLe'iuLe~x [rb]'
Cp{cp(rc)rc - 2p(ru)rup r T

The leading-order behavior (k = 0 term):

U}=Cr(P+l)[~:rHrbe-ra/rb (C.lI)

is found when the factor [z + 1]'-2 in (CA) is replaced by 1. We have to take
in mind that the adiabatic temperature r b depends on the initial oxidant and
fuel concentrations, as can be seen from (1.14). The values of a and f3 thus
determine whether the flame speed increases or decreases for increasing close to
the stoichiometric point.

We now turn to the description of an extremetly fuel-lean mixture. The
integrand in (C.2) has to be replaced by:

where we defined:
Yo~ - sOX YJ"u

~== >0
sLeox

Again, we use z == [r b/t - 1], which gives:

bJOO [~]f3 bI=Brbe-ra /r [z+Jj-,-2z'" z+ r b e- raZ/r dz
o

Next, zra/rb is replaced by y. This gives K':

(C.12)

(C.13)
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where [z + 1]-1'-2 has been replaced by 1. For

the term in braces may be substituted by y and (C.4) is recovered. This means
that for CH41air combustion (C.4) may be used for <p> 0.8. For ~ ~ [rb]2 Ira
the term in braces is replaced by ~ral[rb]2 (note that the main contribution to
(C.13) is found for y values of order 1) so that we now have

(C.14)

instead of (C.lI). The behavior of r C is analogous as before.
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Coordinate transformation

The coordinate transformation is formed by linear combination of (2.56) and(2.57):

xb

g(x)~~ =", [f(x)x - f(l)x b
] + J2h(()g(()d( (D.l)

x

This coordinate transformation satisfies the boundary condition at e---t 00. The
constant ", will be fixed by the boundary condition X = XU at e = O. The
coordinate transformation then also satisfies this boundary condition. When
the solutions for the preheating zone (2.56) and for the reacting zone (2.57) are
connected differentiable in T = T C

, we find:

xb

f(xc)xc - f(xU)xU+Tbur = J2h(()g(()d(
XC

Since the source term h(() ::::::! 0 for ( < (C we may write for X < Xc:

xb

J2h(()g(()d( ::::::! f(xC)xC- f(xU)xU+ Tbur

X

Substituting this approximation in (D. 1) gives at X = Xu:

This has to be equal to Tbur according to (2.56). Therefore, ", has to be chosen
as:
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The coordinate transformation thus represents the correct solution at X = Xu.
Note that in conduction controlled flames'" :::::: 1, since XC :::::: Xb (section 2.2.2);
choosing", = 1 may cause problems due to negative values of (D.1) at X = Xu.
Thus, the coordinate transformation increases with f(x)x. Therefore, the x
profile now approximately matches the temperature profile found with the con
duction controlled flame theory (2.56) for X < Xc.

For X > XC we know that variations in f(x)x - f(Xb)Xb are much smaller than
those in the integral term in (D. 1). Therefore, the coordinate transformation will
closely resemble the conduction controlled flame solution for X > Xc.

The coordinate transformation now matches both boundary conditions and
the transformed coordinate (X) increases approximately with eas the temperature
(T) according to the conduction controlled flame theory for both X < XC and for
X> Xc. Therefore, we expect the temperature T to increase almost linearly with
the transformed coordinate X.



Appendix E

The stretch rate in the flame tip

In this appendix we determine the stretch rate I< in a flame tip with a parabolic
gas flow rate according to:

The shape of the flame tip is approximated by a segment of a circle with radius
R. Therefore, the flame sheet is given by:

. Y
Ut(Y) = ug(y) cos(O(y)) = ug(y) R

where 0 is defined according to fig.E.!.
Combination of the previous equations gives:

Note that the point (0,0) of the coordinate system is placed in the centre of this
circle. The velocity component of the gas flow paralel to the flame sheet (Ut) is
given by:

Ut(Y) = Umax [1 - r;] ~

The stretch factor I< is defined in [Chu88, Law88, Str84] as the derivative of Ut
along the flame sheet:

I< = dUt
- ds

where s is the coordinate along the flame sheet. Since

and
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flame front

we get

fig.E.1: definition of ()

I« ) _ dUt

Y - Jdx2 +dy 2

Substitution of Ut leads to a stretch factor of:

I« ) = U max [1 _3~] JR2 - y2
Y R £2 R

y

Therefore, the stress factor K in the tip of the flame equals:

K(O) = U
max

R

Note that the use of a constant velocity profile ug(y) = U max instead of the
parabolic profile leads to the same K(O), which agrees with the stress factor
given in [Ech90].



Summary

Starting point of this thesis is the possibility to model the global structure and
stability limits of a flame by means of a one-step irreversible chemical reaction,
when the reaction rate parameters are chosen appropriately.

In chapter 2 a new theory is presented to describe one-dimensional flam~s.

This theory is based on the distinction of different zones in a flame (a pre
heating zone and a reaction zone) and is applicable to both adiabatic and burner
stabilized flames. There are in fact two theories presented one for slow (e.g.
CH4 /air) flames (the conduction-controlled theory) in chapter 2 and one for fast
(e.g. H2 /air) flames (the convection-controlled theory) in appendix B. Further
more, the reaction-rate parameters have been found, based on this theory, by
a matching the experimental data of the flame speed as a function of the cool
ing rate and the equivalence ratio. The numerical modelling of one-dimensional
flames proofs that a lot of calculation time and computer storage space can be
saved by the use of a gradient-adjusted grid. This strategy will also be used in
two-dimensional numerical modelling. The coordinate transformed grid which
has also been used in one-dimensional modelling has (as yet) not been used any
further. The numerically and theoretically found temperature profiles agree fairly
well.

A numerical algorithm is presented in chapter 3, which is used to model a
laminar two-dimensional flow field with varying density. This algorithm is based
on a stream function-vorticity formulation. The accuracy of its results compares
well with results from algorithms found in literature. An additional testproblem
is presented which clearly shows the advantages of the use of a locally-refined grid
with respect to the computing time needed to obtain a solution with a sufficient
accuracy. Furthermore, if will be shown in chapter 5 that the algorithm is able
to use locally-refined grids such that flames may be modelled with reasonable
accuracy without the need of immense computer storage or calculation time. In
fact the calculations of CH4 /air flames, as presented in this thesis, take about
one hour of computing time on a Silicon Graphics 35/4D workstation. We think
that a closer look at the iterative scheme may decrease this computing time even
further.

A theoretical description the cooling of a flame near a burner edge is presented
in chapter 4. This model shows that the thickness of the thermal boundary
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layer depends on the adiabatic flame speed as well as on the rate at which the
flame speed decreases as a function of the cooling enforced by the burner edge.
Numerical modelling of the cooling process instignates to conclusion that the
shape of the velocity profile near the wall influences the thickness of the boundary
layer and, therefore, the stability of the flame. A future study is needed to
quantify this influence, which may lead to an extension of the critical gradient
description of flame stability.

In chapter 5 the chemical parameters, which have been found by matching the
one-dimensional flame speed to the experimental data as presented in chapter 2
are tested in two-dimensional flame modelling using the numerical algorithm
presented in chapter 3. It is found that the global flame structure as well as the
flame-stability limits with respect to flash-back and quenching are reproduced
reasonably well. However, the experimental results will have to be improved
to come to a more definite conclusion. The numerical results on the tip of the
flame are also studied, which shows that the one-step chemistry description is
sufficiently accurate to preform a detailed study of flame phenomena.



Summary (in Dutch)

Uitgangspunt voor dit proefschrift is het modelleren van de globale structuur
and stabiliteitslimieten van een vlam met behulp van een irreversibele een-staps
reactie met goed gekozen reactiesnelheids parameters.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een nieuwe theorie gepresenteerd voor de beschrijving
van een-dimensionale vlammen. Deze theory is gebaseerd op een onderscheid van
verschillende zones in de vlam (een voorverwarmings en een reactie zone) en is
toepasbaar op zowel vrije als op brander gestabilizeerde vlammen. In feite wor
den twee theorien gepresenteerd: een voor langzame (b.v. C H4 /1ucht) vlammen
(de geleidings gecontroleerde vlammen) in hoofdstuk 2 en een voor snelle (b.v.
Hdlucht) vlammen (de convectie gecontroleerde vlammen) in appendix B. Op
basis van deze theorie is het mogelijk reactiesnelheids parameters te bepalen met
behulp van de experimentele waarden voor de vlamsnelheid als functie van de
koeling en equivalentie verhouding. Verder bewijst de numerieke modellering van
een-dimensionale vlammen dat veel rekentijd en computer geheugen bespaard
kan worden door het gebruik van een gradient aangepast grid. Dit gegeven zal
gebruikt worden om te komen tot vlam modellering in twee dimensies. Een
coordinaat aangepast grid wordt in het een-dimensionale geval ook gebruikt, maar
nog niet in twee dimensies. De numerieke en theoretische resultaten komen goed
overeen.

Ret numeriek algoritme dat voor de modellering van twee-dimensionale vlam
men wordt gebruikt wordt in hoofdstuk 3 gepresenteerd. Dit algoritme is ge
baseerd op een stroom functie-vorticity beschrijving van het snelheidsveld. De
nauwkeurigheid van de berekende resultaten vergelijkt gunstig met uit de litera
tuur bekende resultaten. In een speciaal ontwikkeld testprobleem (met gradienten
die vergelijkbaar zijn met die in vlammen) blijkt duidelijk het voordeel van lokaal
verfijnde grids, zowel wat betreft benodigde rekentijd als wat betreft het gebruikte
computer geheugen. De vlammen die worden gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 5 laten
zien dat het gebruikte algoritme is staat is vlammen te modelleren met afdoende
nauwkeurigheid. Voor de berekeningen van CH4 /1ucht vlammen is ongeveer een
uur rekentijd op een Silicon Graphics 35/4D workstation. Hierbij is het itera
tieve schema waarschijnlijk nog te verbeteren, waardoor de rekentijd nog verder
gereduceerd kan worden.

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de koeling van een vlam aan een branderrand theoretisch
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beschreven. Het beschreven model laat zien dat de dikte van de thermische
grenslaag met name atbangt van de adiabatische vlamsnelheid en de mate waarin
de vlamsnelheid afneemt als funktie van de koeling. Verder laat numerieke mo
dellering van de koeling aan de wand zien dat het snelheidsprofiel aan de wand
invloed heeft op de dikte van de thermische grenslaag en dus ook op de stabiliteit
van de vlam. Dit onderwerp zal in de toekomst verder onderzocht moeten worden.

De in hoofdstuk 2 gevonden parameters worden in hoofdstuk 5 gebruikt om
met behulp van het in hoofdstuk 3 gepresenteerde computer programma twee
dimensionale vlammen te modelleren. Zowel de global vlamstruetuur als de sta
biliteitslimieten blijken redelijk nauwkeurig overeen te komen met experimentele
waarde en theoretische schattingen. Voordat echter tot een meer definitief oordeel
te komen is het noodzakelijk de experimenten te verbeteren. De tip van een vlam
is gedetailleerd bestudeerd met behulp van numerieke resuItaten hetgeen bewijst
dat de een-staps chemie voldoende nauwkeurig is om tot een beschrijving van
details van een vlam te komen.
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De beschrijving van de tip van een vlam door Chung en Law, waarbij het vlam
front oneindig dun wordt verondersteld, definieert de kromtestraal van de vlamtip
onvoldoende nauwkeurig voor verificatie in de experimenten van Echekki en Mun
gal.
S.H. Chung en C.K. Law 'An integral analysis of the structure and propagation of stretched

premixed flames', Combustion and Flame, 72: 325-336 (1988).
T. Echekki en M.G. Mungal, 'Flame speed measurements at the tip of a slot burner: effects

of flame curvature and hydrodynamic stretch', Twenty-Third Symposium (International) on

Combustion, 455-461 (1990).

De vorticiteitsvergelijking gebruikt door Smooke et al. is niet consistent met de
beschreven vereenvoudigingen.
M.D. Smooke, R.E. Mitchell en D.E. Keyes, 'Numerical solution of two-dimensional axisym

metric laminar diffusion flames', Combustion Science and Technology, 67: 85-122 (1989).

De theoretische beschrijving van vlamaanhechting van Aly en Hermance, waarin
de massa-fractie profielen constant worden verondersteld, is weliswaar mathema
tisch interessant, maar heeft weinig met de physische realiteit te maken.
S.L. Aly en C.E. Hermance, 'A two-dimensional theory of laminar flame quenching', Combus

tion and Flame, 40: 173-185 (1981).

AIleen bij voldoende grote branders (c.q. in branders met een snelheidsgrenslaag
voldoende veel dikker dan de thermische) kunnen de kritische gradienten, zoals
geintroduceerd door von Elbe en Lewis, zinvol gebruikt worden.
G. von Elbe en B. Lewis, 'Theory of ignition, quenching and stabilization of flames of nontur

bulent gas mixtures', Third Symposium (International) on Combustion, 455-461 (1953).

Ret gebruik van fraetal-theorieen voor de beschrijving van turbulente vlammen
door Guider, is aIleen vanuit een instrumentalistisch oogpunt interessant.
O.L. Guider, 'Thrbulent premixed combustion modelling using fractal geometry', Twenty-Third

Symposium (International) on Combustion, 835-842 (1990).

De thermodynamische 'toestandsgrootheid' exergie is feitelijk niet meer dan een
vrije energie met een handige gekozen referentietoestand.
dQ symposium 'Het gebruik van exergie' dd. 13-1-1992



De huidige milieuregelgeving veronderstelt een nauwkeurigheid van de meting van
NOx-concentraties, die (met name voor N02 ) voorlopig aileen in het laborato
rium haalbaar is.
dQ symposium 'Rookgasemissie regelgeving, controle en reductie 7' dd. 20-6-1990

Het zoeken naar ad hoc oplossingen voor technologische problemen heeft niets te
maken met wetenschappelijk onderzoek en moet als zodanig geweerd worden van
universiteiten.

Het vereisen van een tweede promotor vanwege 'de zorg voor de kwaliteit van de
TUE promoties' is ten minste een teken van wantrouwen jegens de competentie
van de eerste promotor en een degradatie van eerder gepubliceerde proefschriften.
Brief van de Rector Magnificus RM92.913, dd. 8-5-1992

De mystificatie van de physica in 'The Tao of Physics' (F.Capra) leidt slechts tot
verwarring en dient verder geen enkel doe!.

De ruzie rond de restauratie van 'Who's afraid of Red, Yellow and Blue?' toont
in ieder geval aan dat het concept in conceptuele kunst niet op zich staat.
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